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DO YOU KNOW
that you can secure your own subscription to
The Etude free, without hardly any loss of time
from your regular vocation and w.th little effort.
OUR PREMIUM DEPARTMENT
is not conducted with a view of making a profit
from the merchandise given as premiums. We
give our readers the benefit of the wholesale rates
at which we buy.
HAVE YOU SEEN
our illustrated premium list of sheet music and
music books, and of articles useful as well as
ornamental? Cut Glass, Colonial Ware, Furni¬
ture Silverware, China, Leather Goods, Foun¬
tain Pens and Jewelry—the best the market af¬
fords. If you have not a premium catalogue, a
request on a postal card will bring you one.
OUR LATEST PREMIUM.
Lady’s Card Case and Purse Combination of
leather and German silver. This case is of saf¬
fian leather, set in filigree German-silver frame;
strong spring hinge, chain for carrying; space for
monogram. It is guaranteed sterling silver plated
on German-silver base, and is well lacquered. We
give you this valuable article free if you will
send us five yearly subscriptions to The Etude ;
your own may count as one.
OUR MAGAZINE CLUB DEPARTMENT
is growing larger every year. The season just
closed shows an increase of over ioo per cent.
This department is conducted solely for the bene¬
fit of Etude readers who prefer to subscribe in¬
stead of buying their magazine singly each month.
Hardly any home nowadays contents itself
with only one magazine. Some subscribe to as
many as ten, and send us the orders for the en¬
tire ten. We save you the cost of stamps, money
order fees that you would have to spend in wr.ting to so many different publishers. We see
that all different magazines ordered are sent you,
and, above all, we give you prices much lower
than if you subscribe singly to any one magazine.
For instance: The Review of Reviews costs regu¬
larly $3.00 per year. If you send us $3.00, we
will send you both The Etude and the Review of
Reviews, thus saving you $1.50 on the cost of the

THE EDITOR’S COLUMN

The Christmas Etude
with Supplement
will be a particularly strong,
interesting and valuable number.
Kindly ask all of your musical
friends or pupils to be on the
outlook for it
MAKE PLANS FOR CHRISTMAS NOW.
We have all seen the Christmas shopper
who has left the greater part of her work to
be done on the 24th of December. She rushes
into the shops laden with bundles and attempts to beat her way through the crowds
around the counters as though she were in a
football game. Only too often she finds that
the very thing she had set heart upon had
been out of stock for a week. She is obliged
to take left-over stock and to her, Christmas
becomes a kind of nightmare. This is not the
case with the thoughtful shopper who com¬
mences to secure Christmas presents early,
and who has the advantage of a full stock to
select from, and prompt adequate selling serv¬
ice. The mails are always congested around
the holiday season and our advice to our read¬
ers is to send in their orders as early as pos¬
sible and avoid the annoying delay that some¬
times occurs when twice the number of people
are using the postal service at one time.
There can not possibly be a better present
to send to a musical person than a year’s sub¬
scription to The Etude. Collect twelve copies
and regard them as a whole. Note the char¬
acter and immense number of the articles,
look over the 300 odd pages of valuable and
interesting music, consider the supplements,
special articles, portrait biographies and then
realize that all of this may be procured for
$1.30 a year.

REMIND PARENTS OF “THE ETUDE.”
When parents are in doubt about the mu¬
The Cosmopolitan and The Etude would regu¬
sical Christmas present for the pupil the teacher
larly cost you $2.30; for only 35 cents more than
may safely assure them that there could be noth¬
the regular price of The Etude, viz., $1.85, we will
ing
which would give the child so much musical
send you both, magazines. These are only two
uplift, information and inspiration as The
specimen bargains; our clubbing announcement
Etude. The Etude has been growing con¬
for igo9-igio on another page of this issue con¬
stantly better for 27 years. The next year
tains scores of bargains.
will be a banner year and the teacher may
PLEASANT AND PROFITABLE
be confident that the child who gets The
EMPLOYMENT.
Etude regularly every month will have a
We have over 15,000 friends who gather sub¬
reason for doing better work and making the
scriptions for us with profit to themselves. There
teacher’s efforts more profitable.
are over 70,000 towns in the United States, and
we want a representative in each city or town.
If you cannot devote any time to gather sub¬
ISIDOR PHILIPP ON THE TRILL.
scriptions, perhaps you will call the attention of
Here is a rare article by the leading profes¬
some worthy, deserving person to our announce¬
sor of piano at the Paris Conservatory. It
ment. By doing this you can aid some boy, girl,
was written especially at our solicitation, and
man or woman to pleasant and profitable work.
was secured after several months of corre¬
Send your name and address or that of a likely
spondence upon the subject. It will be ade¬
agent to our Agency Department. Previous ex¬
quately illustrated with musical examples and
perience is not necessary. Many of our best
will tell the teacher and the advanced pupil
representatives have had no experience previous
things they have “always wanted to know”
to taking orders for The Etude. Boys and girls,
about the trill. It is a kind of printed lesson
men and women are adding considerable to their
with one of the world’s greatest authorities in
incomes without interfer'ng with their regular
technic. This is only one of the many features
duties or studies.
of the Christmas Etude.
TESTIMONIALS.
We receive hundreds of unsolicited testimonials
SCHUMANN AND MENDELSSOHN AS
every week. We like to receive them, but how
TEACHERS, BY CARL REINECKE.
much better it would be, and mutually beneficial,
Carl Reinecke is doubtless the only living
if when you are bubbling over with joy at the
famous musician who knew Schumann and
good qualities of The Etude you tell your neigh¬
Mendelssohn personally. You will be :
bors and friends as well as writing to us. If
ested to know what he has to say about these
you must complain or criticise, be free to do
masters. Reinecke, as you know, was o
that, but every time you are prompted to write
and tell us how useful and how good The Etude
Mendelssohn’s successors as the head of the
is, tell or write it to a friend, and by so doing
Leipsic Conservatory. The Christmas Etude
you can help yourself, your friend and ourselves.
will be filled with similar interesting features.
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25C SPECIAL PRICE

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, as a sequel to the founda¬
tion of the ETUDE (then only a journal for piano teachers), the
publishing house of Theo. Presser was founded to furnish prac¬
tical teaching material in conformity with the suggestions and
advice of the journal.
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Success in IVfusic
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PAUL LINCKE’S GREATEST INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTY

AMINA
favorites
. The
ere by

^ ^ The originality of^Mr. Lmcke’sjom^

xhis

z
and is offered as unusually interesting and valuable for teaching purposes.
Price,
*
■
■
60 Cents

,.„ns being devoted to each of these classes), tt
uestions, among them ; "How Much does a Musical Educa
thread?” “How can I make a Wise Choice of Teachers?”
egin?” "What about Managers ?" "What must I do to get :
i s Chances in Music ?” There is hardly a practical questioi
not answered in these pages ; in the biogiaphic sketches tli
and “Are Great Artists Happy?”
Special list of Musical Works sent on app'ici
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153
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Fifth Avenue, New
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“Meadow Brook”
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In stamps and nnw ™-- name for Chas. E. Roat’s charming
new Reverie for piano. Its tender,
of°a'idecadeI>dyBeauttiful “halftone
title page. A gem in itself.

Chas. E. Roat Music Co. (Dcpt-E) Battle Crack, M
Copjrlikt.MCMVm.lj Job. W. SMr» .
For sale by all dealers
“Amina” or “Glow-Worm” senf postpaid on receipt of 30 cents each by the publisher*
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JOS. W. STERN & CO., 102 W. 38th St., NEW YORK
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Are you using White-Smith
Editions of Teaching
Music for Piano

MONTHLY BARGAIN
rwo-step—By F. H. Losey.

WASHINGTON MUSIC CO., WASHINGTON, 0. C.

The following will interest YOU

CARSE TECHNIC FOR PIANOFORTE
By Herbert E. Carse
Finger, hand and arm positions and strokes
ILLUSTRATED BY PHOTOGRAPHS and accurately
described. Endorsed by many of the greatest concert
pianists. Price $2.00 postpaid to any address
CARSE TECHNIC PUB. CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

TEDDY BEAR JINGLES by ELSIE G. PHELAN
A jolly little set of second grade piano pieces, very melodious and e
1. “THE TEDDY BEARS GO WALKING”
2. "THE TEDDY BEARS’ NOONDAY REST”
3. “THE TEDDY BEARS PLAY LEAP-FROG”
4. “THE TEDDY BEARS RETURN HOME”
5. “TEDDY BEARS WALTZ’’

Price, 30c each

A NEW ETUDE PREMIUM
Combined Ladies’ Card Case and
Purse in Silver and Leather

COUNTRY SCENES by ANTON STEIN
These pieces are in Grades 3 and 3-A
“THE OLD WILLOW TREE NEAR THE RIVER”
“ON THE MILL POND”
“A WALK IN THE WOODS”

The case is of Saffian Leather, set in Fili;ree German Silver frame; strong spring
linge; chain for carrying; space for mono-

Price, 50c each
> latest list of new music and bo

Given for five subscriptions to THE

White-Smith Music Publishing Co.
THE ETUDE, 1712 <

tnut St, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON
62 & 64 Stanhope St.

CHICAGO
259 Wabash Ave.
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MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
METHOD
For the Nursery and the Class Room
Especial;* Designed for the Use of Mothers and Music Teachers
By DANIEL BATCHELLOR and CHAS. W. LANDON

FOR THE TEACHER-STUDENT & LOVER OF MUSIC

7THIS is the first complete Musical Kindergarten Method ever publislied. It is a concise, practical manual, a logical exposition of
the art of teaching music to the young in a pleasing and attractive
This method uses various devices to awaken and to hoid the interest
of the little child, but this is not its sole purpose. The aim is to develop
the subject in conformity with the natural bent of the child’s mind,
largely in the spirit of play; but these playful devices are sinr"1"
mply illustraiioiis, useful because they illustrate the subject to be taught.
Music is now an essential factor in general education. Conse¬
quently the music teacher must keep pace with all advances in modern
methods. By the use of this work young children may be started in
mu-ic far earlier than is ordinarily the case, and a valuable foundation
laid tor future work. Even the mother by its aid may make a beginning
in the nurserv.
This method follows the educational axiom—‘‘The thing before
the sign." Evr-ryihing is first introduced as an appeal to the ear.
Vi hen the principle has been grasped the sign can be added. The con¬
tents of the book ate grouped under these general heads: The Muscular
Sense, Time, Tune, Ear Training, Harmony, Voice Training. All
the topics are introduced in a manner to please and entertain the child.
Many drills, games and other interesting exercises are given.
In ti e latter part i f the volume a number of useful and taking note
songs will be found, al*o music for ma ching, drills, etc. In fact, the
book is as thorough and complete as it is possible to make it.
ADVANCE OFFER : The

THEO. PRESSER, PUBLISHER

‘3l)^al6ujmWno
"Tone, Technique and Temperament—all three for
To play great music beautifully flawless tone is as necessary
tiling of a Carnegie prize-winner.
. ,.
Between the tone-resoulces of the “commercial and the “- ,-rld^of spacer-wide, often, as between the mouth-organ improvisations of a pickai
ely their choice to the^Ultle group o? great instruments dominated by the BaMwVn^ia!
r Chaim in the closely-drawn circle of the home. Warn, imagiraiiye.'fu'ii’of coIot—h"<
tbrich folk-song it Seems in its power to touch the feeling.

ready
iearthe Baldwin Piano.
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Large Quarto, pp. XIV and 186.
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In less than a year’s time the entire first edition was sold out.
declares:

m^iSTob^er

is""A™ A0*

Upeais
is°best in'former
and he has a happi faculty of picking out the most salient ideas from each §H°fh the erminent masters>
logical and uncommonly practical manner the principles of singine and
® •'
Seu forth in a dear,
directions for instruction and practice. The exercises and studies in thr llh
glYei? t le most satisfying
IS just the sort of work for which most teachers of singinglave been looking
^
In
thi?
SEND FOR A COPY FOR EXAMINATION

In years gone by one of
the first questions that was
asked about a teacher was:
“Is he thorough?” Somehow
we don’t hear that question
so frequently nowadays, and
it sometimes occurs to us
that with all of our improved
ideas and new-fangled meth¬
ods there is occasionally a
failure to apply them with
the thoroughness that their creators intended. The
one great attribute of German musical instruction
has been thoroughness. Thoroughness came before
everything else. It is a national German trait. It
is seen in all lines of .Teutonic endeavor; science,
art, literature, drama, navigation, war, architecture,
and music. The German carries thoroughness to a
superlative extreme. When Germans come to this
country they stand aghast at the temporary aspects
of our frame buildings. They think of their own
towns and cities, such as Niiremburg, Salzberg,
Munich, Rotenburg, Wurzburg, Frankfurt, and Co¬
logne, where the very houses seem to defy Time
itself. True, the little old buildings seem to lean
■upon each other’s shoulders in a most ludicrous and
intoxicated manner, looking a little tired and worse
for wear, but there they stand staunch and firm,
just as their makers intended they should stand when
they put them together centuries ago.
The German never builds for the present. Every
additional structural step is but a continuation of
the firm foundation. The matter of instruction in¬
notation, intervals and time is classed by the Ger¬
man under the head of “Theorie.” In all good
German schools this is continued until everything
that there is to know about the subject is taught
to the child, and the teacher assures himself at
every step that there can be no possible misunder¬
standing of the meaning of terms nor misapplication
of the proper names. The foundations of keyboard
technique are laid in a similar manner. There is
no hurrying, no attempt to make short cuts. The
child must wait until he has mastered the foundation
principles before he is permitted to go ahead. He
must above all things be thorough.
It may be true that the strife for thoroughness
in Germany has led to conventionality and inelas¬
ticity in the artistic results in some instances. Grieg
lamented deeply what he termed the restrictions of
German educational methods. Grieg, however, con¬
founded the artistic aim with the educational
method. Is it not better to have German thorough¬
ness than the superficiality which in some instances
has brought teachers to ridicule in this country?
American teachers have in most cases learned
the lesson of German thoroughness, and at the same
time have been able to throw off the dead weight
of convention and useless tradition. They apply
German methods with more elasticity, more original-:
ity, more initiative, more sympathy with the pur¬
poses of other musical nations. This is the reason
why Americans have become so successful as
teachers in some German cities. They have the
artistic spirit of the German innovators, such as
Raff, Kullak, Deppe, Breitkoff, combined with the
■“horse sense” which prevents them from going to
needless or dangerous extremes.

A LESSON
FROM
GERMAN
THOROUGH¬
NESS

7*9

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA

One of our friends in the
West writes us: “Ragtime is
the popular music here, and
they can’t see why it isn’t
the very best thing.” Of
course they can’t see. They
will have to be shown, and
they will have to be shown
many times.
They may
never see, but the aural eyes
of their children will be
opened. There is nothing wrong in ragtime. The
word itself simply refers to a kind of syncopation.
A part of one of the most popular pieces of Brahms
(the Hungarian dance, No. 4) is practically in “rag¬
time,” but it is artistically and beautifully written.
What musical people are trying to do away with
is music of a coarse or vulgar nature, or music that
is so empty or so morbidly sentimental that it has
little or no value. The way to get rid of these
musical weeds is not to conduct a campaign of abuse
against them. If you try such a campaign you are
liable to be regarded with either pity or amusement.
The only way is to take some fine “popular classics”
and master them thoroughly, so that they will com¬
mand attention, and then let the public gradually
become accustomed to the better music. The public
is not long in “holding fast to that which is good.”
Of course, if you happen to be placed by circum¬
stances in a community where songs with positively
indecent or suggestive words are demanded, and
where the sole musical desire seems to be to listen
to a pandemonium of jangling sounds with little
meaning, you will find that your efforts to pull up
such weeds will be about as fruitless as an attempt
to remove the sage brush from the almost bound¬
less Western prairies. To continue the metaphor,
however, it is well to remember that where only the
sage brush grew years ago has been made a fertile
paradise by proper irrigation, and as musical culture
spreads, as it inevitably will, the difficulty in pulling
up the weeds will gradually disappear.

“PULLING
UP MUSICAL
WEEDS”

All art workers seem to
be more or less afflicted with
supersensitiveness. The ne¬
cessity for intense concentra¬
tion, the hours of practice
required in securing technical
skill, the differences of pur¬
pose, as well as the artistic
nature lead many musicians
to a kind of social exile. If
an audience fails to appreci¬
ate their work they resort to tears or melancholy.
If a patron makes some necessary remark they
translate it into a harsh criticism. The father who
is spending money that has cost him much energy
to earn feels that he is entitled to know certain
things about his child’s musical progress. He asks
some leading questions and the teacher often con¬
strues these questions into deliberate and insolent
attacks upon her methods. Oh! if that teacher could
only have a few hours’ business experience and learn
of the searching inquisition which the good business
man continually applies to every commercial proposi¬
tion that arises. Supersensitiveness is always a great

SUPERSENSITIVE¬
NESS AND
MUSICAL
SUCCESS

hindrance to the musician. It will steal friends and
confidence. It will rob you of one of the greatest
benefits an artist can have—the benefit of honest
criticism. Even though you are convinced that a
criticism is unjust you will not be injured by con¬
sidering it. Perhaps you are not absolutely right.
Perhaps there may be room for improvement in
your work. Even when you are sure that a deliber¬
ate insult was intended it is well to remember the
stoic philosophy of Epictetus, who says in the “En¬
chiridion:” “Remenber that it is not he who re¬
viles you or strikes you who insults you, but it is
your opinion about these things as being insulting.
When the man irritates you, you must know that it
is your own opinion that has insulted you.” Epic¬
tetus meant that unless your personal ideals are so
low that you can harbor an insult you will hold
yourself above it.
Not satisfied with breaking
the records for Polar discov¬
ery, aeroplane flight and sub¬
marine navigation, we have
also been after the long-dis¬
tance piano championship, and,
to the everlasting glory of the
Stars and Stripes, we ha e
won. A newspaper report tells
us a young gentleman in the
Middle West played thirty-six
hours continuously, and thus won the piano champion¬
ship of the world. Let us hope that there were compe¬
tent judges present with stop watches and speedometers
to register just exactly how many feet, yards, furlongs
and miles our champion’s fingers traveled, so that this
astonishing world record may not be doubted. The ac¬
count does not state the attitude of the neighbors or
the casualties.
Just why the young gentleman should aspire to do
anything so idiotic and absolutely useless as playing
upon the piano for thirty-six hours the newspaper does
not state, but no doubt he was inspired by a patriotism
beyond our comprehension and imagination. He might
just as well have taken a stick and beaten upon a tom¬
tom for the same length of time. In fact we have
heard that in some Oriental country there is a punish¬
ment which obliges the culprit to play continuously
upon the what-you-may-call-it until he drops from ex¬
haustion. But, since the champion pianist has afforded
us an opportunity to get in a word to the great Etude
audience against the absurdity of abnormally long prac¬
tice he has probably served a more serious purpose than
merely that of making a freak or human piano-player
of himself.
Although the champion pianist fitted himself to play
nearly ten times as long as the average great pianist
practices in a day, his name is absolutely unknown to
the great world of music, and will probably remain
unknown as long as he consents to sit in front of the
keyboard and polish the elephants’ tusks without mak¬
ing any genuine effort to improve himself musically.
He is in the same class as the mill horse continually
going around in a circle—working hard, hut never
getting ahead. In the April, May and June issues of
The Etude we published a very remarkable' series of
“Practice Rules” and suggestions for practice from
some of the most famous artists, virtuosos and teachers
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of our country. In no instance did any contributor to
this valuable collection of pedagogical information even
suggest that the pupil practice more than four hours
at one time.
Practice depends for its quality upon mental attitude;
that is, attention and concentration. You must think
the thing right, and if you don’t think it right you
may practice until the day of doom only to find that
you have been chasing failure all the time. One hour
of well-directed, intense, intelligent practice is better
than thirty-six hours of absurd jingling on the key¬
board. Great virtuosos have repeatedly told the editor
that after a few hours of the right kind of practice
thy are virtually exhausted from the mental effort.
Mischa Elman, the young violin virtuoso, told us in
the April issue of The Etude that he rarely practices
more than two hours a day while on tour. Mischa
Elman was doubtless born with the remarkable gift of
seeing things musically right and hearing how they
should sound before they are played. This means
musical imagination, and, after all, is the greatest factor
in the musician’s success. Was it not Leschetizky who
said that if one could not accomplish what one desires
in four hours’ practice a day one would never do it in
eight ?
_
CAN MUSIC BE DEFINED?
There is probably no musician who has not tried to
define music. The editorial offices of The Etude are
frequently in receipt of articles which go into the sub¬
ject with varying degrees of interest. They practically
always get returned, because the business of The Etude
is not to define music so much as to define practical
methods of making music. Nevertheless, the subject
is one of great interest to musicians, and has excited
the imagination of many great thinkers and philosophers.
Most of them say what music does rather than what it
is. An interesting collection of opinions is reprinted
below from a new musical encyclopedia compiled by
Dr. Ralph Dunstan. The work was reviewed recently
in these columns, and is an exceedingly excellent one.
The following are the definitions given:
“The poetry of sound.”—Encyclopedia Brittanica.
“The art of the beautiful and pleasing.”—Quintillian.
“The artistic union of inarticulate sounds and rhythm.”
—National Encyclopedia.
“The universal language which, when all other lan¬
guages were confounded, the confusion of Babel left
uncon foun ded."—Prof. Wilson.
“Miraculous ' rhetoric 1 excelling eloquence ["—Isaac
Walton.
“A kind of inarticulate, unfathomable speech, which
leads us on to the edge of the infinite.”—Carlyle.
“The mysterious language of a remote spiritual
realm.”—Hoffmann.
“All deep thought is music.”—Carlyle.
“The harbinger of eternal melody.”—Mozart.
“Next to theology.”—Luther.
“The highest of all science.”—Bach.
“The fine art which more than any other ministers to
human welfare.”—Herbert Spencer.
“The worth of art appears most eminent in music.”_
Goethe.
“What passion cannot music raise and quell?”—
Dryden.
“Exalts each joy, allays each grief.”—Armstrong.
“Thou Queen of Heaven, care-charming spell 1”—
Herrick.
“The medicine of the breaking heart.”—Hunt.
“The sweet companion of labor.”—Sir J. Lubbock.
“A genuine and natural source of delight.”—.Sir J.
Hawkins.
“The chief recreation of tired humanity.”—Kay.
“Of all delights, the most exquisite.”—Dr. Tulloch.
“Has the power of making heaven descend to earth.”
—Japanese Proverb.
“The voice of liberty.”—W. S. Walker.
“The sacred emblem of Truth, Peace and Order.”—
E. Smith (1707).
“There is no truer truth obtainable
By man than comes of music.’'—Browning.
“The seed of many virtues is in such hearts as are
devoted to music."—Luther.
“One of the most forcible instruments for training
for arousing and for governing the mind and the spirit
of man.”—Gladstone.
“The voice of pray’r.”—Sherer.
“The handmaid of religion.”
“Rouses the soul to fearless deeds of daring and
valour.”—Acton.
“The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not moved with any concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils.”
—Shakespeare.
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DIGEST OF EUROPEAN MUSICAL OPINION.
BY ARTHUR ELS0N.
Great poets have always proven a fruitful source of
inspiration for great composers. The results are
found in all branches of music, instrumental as well
as vocal. The former, taking Shakespeare alone,
will include such classics as Mendelssohn’s
Midsummer Night’s Dream” music, the ‘(Macbeth of
Strauss, the “King Lear” and “Romeo and Juliet
music of Berlioz, and Tschaikowsky’s overture to
the latter play.
Operas must of necessity draw their subjects from
the great masterpieces of literature, but songs de¬
pend even more intimately on poetry. The presence
of great lyric poets in any country will be sure to
result in a flourishing school of national song. In
Germany the works of Goethe, Heine, Riickert,
Chamisso and others brought about the songs of
Schubert, Schumann, Franz and their followers. It
is stated that Heine’s eight-line poem, “Du bist wie
eine Blume,” has been set by nearly four hundred
different composers.
In the Musikalisches Wochenblatt Ernst Challier
gives statistics on the relative popularity of the
poets with the different song writers.
In. 63
Beethoven songs, with poets’ names given,' xi are
taken from Goethe.
Schubert, Schumann and
Weber are outside the alphabetical limit, and
will appear later. Franz gives Heine 61 settings in
250 songs, with Osterwald as second choice at 48
settings.
Liszt’s favorites were Goethe, Heine,
Victor Hugo and Scheffel. The poets of Mozart’s
songs are little known now, though Goethe is re¬
sponsible for “Das Veilchen.” Brahms set words
from 43 different poets, with Daumer and Tieck
slightly favored over the others. Lassen, too, had
no especial favorite, choosing Cornelius 14 times,
and Eichendorff 13 times in 368 songs. Jensen often
drew from one author for a set of six songs, his
favorites being Heyse, Geibel and Scheffel. Loewe,
master of the ballad form, favored Goethe decidedly,
while Mendelssohn was wholly impartial in his
choice.
In the Signale Alexander Siloti has been indulging
in a spirited debate on the question of the remunera¬
tion of composers. It seems that these gentlemen
are entitled by German law to some share in the
proceeds of performance, and do not have full
royalty. Siloti would make the publishers pay
royalty on all copies of a work, and leave the gate
receipts of concerts entirely for the performer, or at
least let him get all he can of them.
A German advocate, by name Roesch, took up
the cudgels in favor of the law, and alluded to Siloti
as a foreigner from a barbarous country. Hereupon
Siloti retorted by stating that the composers of his
beloved land (Russia) were showing more inspira¬
tion atid originality than the Germans, while the
latter seemed content in some cases to plagiarize
from the Russians; in fact, he used a still stronger
word. It is a very pretty quarrel as it stands, but
let us hope that the German composers will retain
every advantage that they have, and even receive others
that they know not of.
The German Society of Composers has done much
good, and is striving to do more. Composition
rights now last for fifty years, thanks to its efforts
Holland too, is progressing, and has just subscribed
to the Berne Convention rules. Hitherto Holland
has been captured solely by the Dutch in the matter
cllw P°TSTerV0yaltieS’ bUt n°W foreigners may also
collect If Mozart and Schubert had enjoved the
benefit of such laws there would have been no
lack of cakes and ale for them, and they would have
lived happily ever afterward.
French composers have been well protected in the
large forms. Some five years ago, however the
question of rights in small works was brought up
by Paul Henrion. While eating at a cafe he heard
the band of the establishment play two of hie own
waltzes, which the patrons of the house aonlumled
heartily^ When the waiter brought the inevitable
check Henrion refused to pay, saying that the cafe
management owed him something because of the
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MAGNIFYING TONES.
The auxetophone, recently described in the Signale,
is not entirely new, but was invented some years
ago by Charles A. Parsons, of steam turbine fame.
It may be applied to any stringed instrument, where
it gives the tones several times their ordinary
strength. Compressed air is the motive power, and,
as in the siren, a series of rapidly recurring puffs
create the tone. A mental staff is fastened to the
bridge of the instrument, and the vibrations carried
to a metal tongue, which is thus set in motion too.
It is this tongue that releases the puffs of air as it
vibrates. The air then goes through a conical tube
with a bell at the end.
The tone is at least five times as loud as usual,
and is richer in quality. Three years ago, at an ex¬
hibition given to musicians in London, the invention
proved itself well adapted to the double-bass. It
has since been tried in actual orchestral work by
Henry J. Wood, who found that it could replace
three or four men.
The tone produced on the
smaller instruments at the exhibition was too
metallic.
The auxetophone, with minor improvements, has
now been successfully employed with the ’cello, as
well as the sound reproduction machines. It is also
useful in connection with the harp, where three or
four may be placed on the frame, or a single one
near the lower strings. The outfit is spmewhat
costly, and there is much prejudice against mechani¬
cal devices in music, but the reviewer (H. W. Draber) considers that this on6 must certainly be taken
seriously.
MUSICAL NOVELTIES.
The crop of musical novelties may be reported as
of 100 per cent, condition. It has been stated that
Goldmark has started a new opera, with libretto
from Eugen Madach’s “Tragodie dcs Menschen.”
Hugo Kaun has about finished a new symphony,
which will be heard in Chicago. Josef Haas, Reger's
pupil, has completed a suite and other organ music.
Weingartner has written some dainty Japanese songs.
Among others who have published songs recently
are Scheinpflug, Wetzler, Karg-Ehlert, Schoeck,
Reger, Blech and Noren. Reger has published a
string quartet, Op. 109, while Noren has issued a
violin sonata. Hans Sommer has produced a “Lied
der reitenden Artillerie,” for male chorus and
.orchestra. Kunkel has completed a three-act opera,
“Sigurd Ring.”
Russian novelties include a string quartet by
Ratchinsky and a piano trio by Taneieff. Balakireffs
second symphony is winning mtfch favor. Tor
Aulin, the great Swedish violinist, has produced a
very successful “Midsommar Dans” for violin and
piano. The Hungarian composer, Erwin Landvai.
is setting Hauptmann’s “Elga” as an opera. Buda¬
pest celebrated the sixtieth birthday of Count Geza
ic ty. A pupil of Liszt, he became famous as a onearmed pianist. His compositions include the operas
Alar and “Meister Roland,” and the choral work
Dolores.”
Among French composers, Faure is at work
on the opera “Penelope.” Camille Erlanger com¬
posed the impressive “Fete des Vendanges” for
,eaux*
^ Indy has published a suite from
Medee. Bourgault-Ducoudray’s “Jeanne la Patrie”
was sung by six hundred voices at Nancy. At
Malmes Jos. Denyn has started his season’s carillon
work, the chimes consisting of four octaves, nearly
all chromatic. At Vichy, the ballet “La Cabrettaire,”
by Versepuy, proved lively and interesting; but it
spTrklin^™ 3S lf anyth'ng from Vichy should be
pmLdalyT&r°Si’S Mass,.for Leon 111 is highly
“Rprt 11 »
operatlc list includes Coronaro’s
FesHvM'-’M
meSa'SCa’S “Spcranza,” Fino’s “Corn
garo’I
aSC^gn,’S “Isabeau” (a love story), Rogtion” q lant < U Cygne” and Alfano’s “Resurrechavp h
n°JCtUrnes ^or P'ano quintet by Paganini
GlILnv ” T
Camussi is to set Mendes’ “Albert
rumor That ®ome°ne has revived the perennial
rumor that Bo,to has finished his “Nero.”

THE EDUCATIONAL INFLUENCE OF THE OPERA
By HENRY T. FINCK
“Opera never was educational and never will be. The
highest form of educational music is the string quartet,
and next follows the orchestra, and with these the
educational influences of music cease. It becomes an
emotional entertainment or a fashionable pleasure
Such was the verdict pronounced by the Chicago
Tribune on Oscar Hammerstein’s project of giving a
season of what he called “educational opera” in New
York. Just wliat that astute manager means by "edu¬
cational opera” I have never been able to find out
clearly. 1 guess, however, that his idea was that by
accustoming people to listening to fairly good perform¬
ances of great operas at low prices he would find it
easier, later in the season, to lure them to his highpriced performances of the same operas by the world’s
great singers. As the French say, I’appftit vient cn
mangeant. Most people do not know that they are
hungry for opera till they have begun to eat. A clever
caterer can then tempt them to try dish after dish till
they become epicures, willing to pay almost any price
for choice “delicatessen.”
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struggles with poverty, in which the traditional wolf
is kept away from the front door by the drudgery
of teaching or by performance that interrupts the
creative work. When the composer dies his children
are usually thrown on their own resources, and fare
none too well. Even now, in England, a public sub¬
scription and testimonial is being arranged in aid of
the daughter of Joseph Hatton.

The Etude how she taught one of her pupils, whose
playing was lifeless and mechanical, to perform a hunt¬
ing song with swing and spirit. She gave her mental
pictures of the chase by making her read a poem that
was full of the hare-and-hound spirit, and in a short
time the girl played the piece in the true huntsman’s
spirit.
Such mental pictures of the music to be heard are
given in the program books distributed at concerts.
You may be sure the managers would not go to the
expense of printing these books if it had not been proved
that they help the audience to enjoy the music thor¬
oughly, and thus serve as a lure for future concerts.
Composers, as well as players and listeners, are
helped by these mental pictures. Even Haydn, Bee¬
thoven and other masters who are not classed among
composers of program music confessed that they usually
had pictures in their minds while creating new works;
and Beethoven once had a plan of providing all his
pieces with poetic titles.

to music, were persuaded to go to the opera, and thus
learned to like orchestral concerts, too, and even cham¬
ber music; but I have yet to hear of anyone who got
his musical education at chamber-music concerts. These
concerts are intelligible only to those whose musical
culture is already far advanced. Others are unmerci¬
fully bored by them, and, after a trial or two, nothing
but the point of a pistol could persuade them to go
again.
The reason is obvious. The vast majority of chamber
compositions—trios, quartets, quintets, etc.—appeal
merely to the intellect. There is little charm and variety
of color, little that appeals to the feelings. Orchestral
concerts provide much more that appeals to the senses
and the feelings, and are therefore more valuable as
educators. It is because of these appeals to their sense
for beauty of tonal color that many persons attend
symphony concerts, and after a time they learn to
appreciate the intellectual (formal) side of the art also.
Others go to orchestral concerts because they are im¬
pressed by the grand climaxes of sound, which affect
them like the sight of a great mountain.
EMOTIONAL ENTERTAINMENT.

In the opera we have a still greater variety of musical
color and grandeur, because with the orchestra there
are associated a chorus and soloists. The appeal to the
feelings also is more powerful, not only because operatic
music is usually more emotional than concert pieces
are, but because the play with which the music is asso¬
ciated also arouses the feelings.
The journalist cited at the beginning of this article
declares that in the opera music
ceases to be educational because
“it becomes an emotional enter¬
OPERATIC DELICATESSEN.
tainment.” A statement quite as
If we may believe the editor just
topsy-turvy I do not think I could
cited, these operatic “delicatessen”
find outside the librettos of Gil¬
do not nourish the mind, are not
bert and Sullivan’s comic operas.
“educational.”
Another
Chica¬
Does a great preacher cease to ,
goan, Mr. Frederick Stock, the
be a religious educator if he pro- ’
excellent conductor of the con¬
vides his
congregations with
certs given by the Theodore
“emotional entertainment?” Does’
Thomas Orchestra, has also ex¬
a political orator cease to educate
pressed the opinion that chamber
his hearers to sound doctrines
music and the symphony are im¬
when he stirs their feelings?
mensely more educational than
As a matter of fact, the greatest
opera. He thinks that a great
preachers, the greatest political
wave, a real tidal wave, of music
orators, are those who realize that
is sweeping over the United States,
it is only through the feelings that
but that the progress of this wave
the public mind can be seized and
is being unfortunately retarded by
three things: (1) The prevalence
educated.
of program music; (2) the craze
Educators who have studied
for “stars,” and (3) the overempha¬
their subject psychologically are
sizing of the educational value of
agreed that the mind can be
opera.
PARIS GRAND OPERA HOTJSE.
trained ten times as quickly if the
While I have never had the
looks like on the Inside. Back of the
feelings are enlisted as an aid. For
rAbove n
pleasure of attending one of the
the dressing rooms. Above ts the scene loft, and back of the stage
this reason the opera is ten times
:ors. This
mis great building covers three
s also the 1
. .. 00m for the singers and actors,
concerts presided over by Mr.
ote that the
t
entrance hall and grand
leres of ground, and seats Immense audiences. Note
as valuable as an educator than
Stock, I have referred to him as
1
large
as
the
auditorium.
The
largest
the
building
is
the
stairway are almost a
chamber concerts are, five times as
itage itself.]
an excellent conductor because
valuable as symphony concerts.
Paderewski, Maud Powell and
HOW THE OPERA EDUCATES.
other great artists have spoken to me of his ad¬
WULLNER AND DE RESZKE.
Turning now to the opera, we note at once that it
mirable qualities as musician and leader. His ideas
The greatest educator in our concert halls last season
has a great advantage over concerts in that, instead of
on educational music, on the other hand, seem to
was Dr. Ludwig Wiillner. He affected his hearers, as
mere mental pictures, it presents real pictures, and thus
me utterly wrong. In my opinion, the things he
I wrote after his first recital in New York, “like a
appeals to thousands whose eyes are better trained than
condemns are the very factors most helpful in the
great revivalist at religious meetings, like an orator
their ears. But, while looking, they cannot help hear¬
task of educating the masses up to an appreciation
appealing to patriotic sentiment.” He taught thousands
ing, too, and thus their ears are gradually educated to
of good music.
to appreciate for the first time the full import of the
an appreciation of the music. At first mere passive
hearers, they soon become active listeners.
art-songs by German and other composers. He did it,
VALUE OF MENTAL PICTURES.
Besides its scenic attractions, the opera—modern
without the aid of a great voice, chiefly by emphasizing
opera, at any rate—has the advantage of being a drama
the emotional side of these lieder, which most other
Program music has undoubtedly, in not a few cases,
as well as a musical work. The interesting plots of
singers had neglected, their main object having been to
gone too far. The masses are taught, in the words of
such
operas
as
Lohengrin,
Siegfried,
Aida,
Carmen,
sirg beautifully. He did it, moreover, with the help
Mr. Stock, “to look for tonal scenes and not to the true
Faust,
Louise,
Pelleas
et
Melisande,
etc.,
attract
many
of quasi-operatic methods, using pose, gestures and
nature and functions of music. Music is lost sight of
to whom the music at first makes but a vague appeal,
in the quest of scenery.” That may be so in some
facial expression as aids; always, of course, within the
but who are thus unconsciously educated to an appre¬
cases; but we must remember that it is that very “quest
limits of good taste.
ciation of music in general.
of scenery” which has given many thousands their first
The greatest singer of our time—perhaps of all time—
It is foolish to sneer at opera as being a mere fad
real acquaintance with .music, by teaching them to focus
Jean de Reszke—has said to me more than once that
of fashion. Doubtless a great many people attend oper¬
their attention on the details of the composition they
emotion is to him the essence of music, and that he
atic performances merely because they are fashionable;
are listening to.
has no interest in music that is without emotion. He
but among these, too, there are not a few who, after
Expert musicians, who easily follow every detail in
had a more beautiful voice than Wiillner, yet he, too,
unwillingly hearing the music of this or that opera
the pattern of a piece, are apt to forget that the un¬
owed his success chiefly to his gift of warming the
over and over again, suddenly find that they like it for
musical and the semi-musical lack that ability. To
hearts of his hearers and providing the “emotional
its own sake. And when they have once learned t6
them a piece of music, as it moves on from bar to bar,
understand and like the music of an opera it is not so
entertainment” so contemptuously referred to by that
seems almost or quite as vague and meaningless as the
difficult to persuade them to attend a concert. Before
Chicago journalist.
motions of the ocean from wave to wave. But explain
their operatic training this would have been impossible.
I would not have paid so much attention to this
to them what scene or story the composition illustrates
writer were it not that he voices the sentiments of
and they will try to follow the progress of the music
CHAMBER MUSIC ONLY FOR THE EDUCATED.
many, if not most, professional musicians.
attentively; which arousing of the attention is in the
The statement that chamber music is more educs tional
These professionals do not realize that their sneer¬
highest degree educational.
than opera is not in harmony with the facts. I have
ing attitude toward opera as an “inferior branch of
A few months ago Maggie Wheeler Ross related in
known men and women who, at first utterly indifferent
music” acts as a boomerang. Many music-lovers are
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angered by it and exclaim: “Very well, keep your
dry, intellectual sonatas and symphonies to your¬
selves. I’ll spend my money on the emotional en¬
tertainment provided by the opera.”
But the opera is far from being merely emotional.
Read Jahn’s “Mozart” to realize how many subtle
intellectual details there are in the operatic scores of
that Austrian composer; and from this point of view
the most emotional operas ever written—Wagner’s
—are infinitely more subtle even than Mozart’s. To
study these details at the piano is an education in
itself—a general as well as a musical education.
And here we see a way in which the opera may
have an educational influence even on those who are
located where they can hear no public performances.
Read and re-read one of the later Wagner dramas
and then note with what incredible ingenuity the
words and music are dovetailed together, and you
will get a new idea of the power of human intellect
and genius. No quartet or symphony ever written
presents such a combination of inspiration with
subtle calculation.
Several prominent American critics have a habit
of speaking condescendingly of the opera as a thing
good enough for the public, but not to be compared
as fine art to a Beethoven quartet or a Brahms
symphony. If they are right, then many of the com¬
posers always classed among the greatest do not
deserve their fame, and Italy can hardly be classed
as a musical country at all, for her contributions to
the concert hall are almost nil. France, too, must
take a back seat, for her composers have done very
much more for the operatic than for the concert
stage. Nor does Germany fare much better, for four
of her reputed great masters—Gluck, Mozart, Weber,
and Wagner—are, after all, chiefly purveyors of “emo¬
tional entertainment."
What is left of music? Why, the three B’s, to be sure
—Bach, Beethoven and Brahms—and even Beethoven,
horribile dictu, wrote an opera!
It is needless to say that this supercilious attitude
of the professionals and critics—thus reduced ad
absurdum—is a mere pose—the attitude of the medi¬
cine man among savages who knows how to astonish
the natives and make them look on him as a “Big
Injun,” who knows so much more than they do.
OPERA AS AN AID TO CULTURE.
When Richard Wagner was conductor at the
Royal Opera of Dresden he heard that there was a
movement to abolish the annual subvention granted
to the Court Theatre, on the ground that it was
merely “a place of luxurious entertainment.” He
practically agreed with this indictment, as the
theatre had in Dresden been gradually degraded into
a mere commercial speculation. He held, however,
with great zeal, that the theatre—including the opera
house—could be made highly educational, and he
most cordially endorsed the maxim expressed by
the Emperor Joseph that “the theatre should have
no other object than to assist in the refinement of
taste and morals.” In writing his own operas he
tried to live up to that ideal, and when he gave the
world his last work he called it “Parsifal: A Stageconsecrating Festival Play.”
The Metropolitan Opera House in New York is
not always a temple of art, but it is so when “Parsi¬
fal” is performed there in the same art-reverent
spirit in which it was written. Other operas have
been very often given in New York in a manner
calculated to educate the esthetic feelings of every
attentive listener. I fail to see, therefore, why Mr.
Stock (as reported by Agnes Gordon Hogan in the
Philadelphia Record) should say that “the opera as
presented in the United States is much like the war
dance of the savages.”
STARS AND STUDENTS.
Mr. Stock also denounces our “star system.” But
the star system does not prevail here any more.
What we have is an ensemble of stars, which is much
better than the ensembles of mediocrities they have
in most European opera houses.
It is unwise for Mr. Stock to be too severe on stars,
for he is a star himself. Tie has a well-trained
orchestra, and it would probably play tolerably well
under the baton of any one of its members; but would
it play as well as it does under his own direction?
Certainly not. Stars have their uses, in and out of
opera. Without them full justice cannot be done to
the music. And there is one more important point to
be considered.
It is to these stars that the opera owes much of
its educational value, to students in particular.
David C. Taylor has written a suggestive book, “The
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Psychology of Singing,” in which he tries to show
that the “old Italian method” consisted in making
students hear the best singers as often as possible
and imitating them. Wagner held the same view.
“Ich glaube hier ist Alles Praxis und lebendiges
Beispiel,” he wrote in 1879 to Wolzogen. Nowhere
in the world, therefore, is opera so educational to
students as in New York, for nowhere else are so
manv creat singers assembled.

ON MEMORIZING

PIANO

MUSIC.

BV HARRIETTE BROWER.
This essay won one of the six prises for short
articles in the competition for 1900.
The subject of memorizing music is a vital one
to the pianist if he wishes to play with the truest
freedom and self-forgetfulness. It is not only out
of fashion, but almost inadmissible to use the printed
notes of a composition in playing before an audi¬
ence, or even in the salon. Imagine any of the
great artists giving their recitals with the book
before them; and the lesser lights, who play in
drawing rooms, must know their pieces so well
that there is no need to use the printed signs. The
pace has been set and we must come up to it.
It has been called a “fad,” and “affectation,” to
force the memory to retain the pieces studied; we.llknown critics and writers have argued against this
course. Teachers have taught for a lifetime with¬
out. requiring memory study. Pupils have believed
they were not able to memorize, when the real reason
was that they did not study seriously enough to
commit anything to memory, assuming it to be im¬
possible. But these faint-hearted and negative
arguments have no real weight, and cannot stand
for a moment. The plain truth in the matter is that
no technical exercise, etude or piece can ever be
called mastered until the player is in thorough
mental possession of it. Half-hearted and superficial
work in this line will not do; it never masters any¬
thing.
Does it occur to the average listener at a piano
recital, to take account of the time and labor which
must have been expended in learning merely the
notes of the compositions they, are hearing?
A
good pianist must have between a hundred and
fifty and two hundred pieces in his repertoire, and
even small players have quite respectable lists of
works at their command.
Considering this amount of material, large or
small as the case may be, which has to be com¬
mitted to memory, it is of the greatest importance
to find the shortest and most thorough way to
accomplish the task. There is no lightning method
of doing it, but there are good ways which are
logical and helpful., Prof. Lavignac asserts that
any one, who is willing to take the trouble, can
memorize and retain.

Let us look at the practical side, the beginning
It is not necessary for the pupil to wait till some
degree of facility has been attained, and a number
of pieces have been half-way learned from the notes
before the work of learning by heart begins
The
child should be taught to memorize at his first
lessons. The training of his eye is begun as he
watches the notes on the staff, sees them on the
keyboard, and follows the movements of his hands
arms and fingers at the table. He has several
pieces to learn, but they are simple finger exer¬
cises to be practiced. He has not only to remember
the manner of moving the fingers, but the exact
torm of the exercise. He learns the sounds of the
tones, the whole step, either up or down, and it
will soon be seen whether he is quick at hearing
and remembers differences of pitch. If it be difficult
tor him to remember and fix his attention the re¬
sourceful teacher can present the material in such
V,! wiU.intlr.est the
Quickness of
thought ,s the mam thing; it is an absolute neces¬
sity, and a good teacher will develop this quickness
in every possible way.
Each exercise in technic as it is given to the beginner, is analyzed, its form clearly pointed out
recited and then played without notes, and played
straight through, from start to finish. No shos
need occur, and they will not if the pupil is able to
concentrate thought on the work in hand. That
word straight means so much at the beginning an<4
all the way along for that matter; it stands fof con¬
centration and mental ability.
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Ear training exercises are a great help in culti¬
vating the memory. It will be found a good plan
to begin at the outset of piano study with the tones
from middle C to G, very soon adding the rest of
the notes in the octave. After a little practice, both
in the lessons and at home, the ordinarily quick
pupil will be able to name most of the tones cor¬
rectly by sound. With single tones the primary
intervals are studied and sung—the seconds, thirds,
fourths and so on. It is necessary to have a thor¬
ough knowledge of the formation of the major
scales; they can be recited orally. The triads of the
major and minor scales should also be studied,
recited and played. In this way a practical knowl¬
edge of scales and chords is gained, while the
powers of memory and concentration are being con¬
tinually developed and strengthened.
If the pupil is logically and carefully trained in
this way, then when the time comes for a real piece
to be learned, it will be found almost as easy to
memorize as the exercises have been.
For an example of piece memorizing, take the
simple, dainty “Melody in C Major,” by Thome,
a really beautiful little piece. Key and metre are
first noted. The first four measures of the right
hand, each measure consisting of one note, are re¬
cited three times, and then twice without looking
at the notes. The next four measures are treated
in the same way, at the same time carefully noting
and learning the fingering. The pupil now plays the
eight measures on clavier or piano, three times
from the printed notes and twice without looking
at them. It will be found that the whole process
has not taken more than five or six minutes. The
notes in the left hand are now taken up, analyzed,
recited and played in the same way; The pupil is
to memorize one page of the piece, hands sepa¬
rately and together, for the next lesson. The second
page of the piece, being a little more difficult, may
take two lessons to master. The metronome is
used in the study of the piece, just as with the
exercises.
This little piece is a very practical one to use in
class memory teaching. The class can recite the first
eight measures of the right hand, from the printed
page, or from the notes written on the blackboard,
and then the passage can be played by different
members of the class. The left hand can be recited
and played in the same manner. The plaving of
hands together may then be attempted. After sev¬
eral trials some member of the class will be found
who can play the required number of measures
with both hands, correctly. Class dictation will be
found very helpful in training the memory.
In the memorizing of piano pieces, the learner
should undertake only such compositions as are
within his grasp, technically and musically, and are
not too lengthy. A noted pianist has said that the
player should have ten times more technic than the
piece requires. If this rule is followed, the com¬
mand over the piece should be complete.
By these few illustrations it will be seen that mem¬
ory study can begin at the beginning of the pupil’s
career, and may be carried along in a logical and
healthy way through all the student years. The
old way of learning “by heart” was to play the
piece through many times on the piano, without
analys13 of any kind, until it was acquired after a
fashion, by rote. The insecurity of this method
often brought disaster upon the piece and the player.
We know better than that now. We know it is of
R° “S.e to try a«d remember a mere mass of notes,
at wnrH c ^yS t ^et
the babit of l°°king intently
inwi
„ Let US also get in the habit of Poking
the eve and°tes> and. so cultivate thought through
tn®eye> and avoid mistakes
rized^”?,!^ aud metre of the Piece ‘0 be memo^ tbff .th°noughly understood, the scale and
olaved
Attthelu dl?erent positions recited and
be plaved
piece bas been learned and can
to expressiont=Cd&'^n teI”po witb careful attention
S“n.and eEect- it can be tried c
who will listen, until 1
certain number of repetitions
As
ue neara in pu
throue-h
P ayer accumulates a repertoire
io°sneSHo
memorizing, he
review and no • ° » that tbe pieces are kept in
if n^essa™At kaSt otJce a wcek, or oftener
through with th
piece should be carefully played
something to give
If b d the ,play" always has
and charm even tb
v C-aTI play wlth intelligence
his presence Ts l
°Ugh U be but *™Ple music,
dated and loved
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THE STORY OF THE POLONAISE
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
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This distinctively Polish musical form which has
been so closely identified with Poland's history through
all her manifold vicissitudes, during more than three
centuries, originated in 1573 in Cracow, then the Polish
capital, on the occasion of the coronation of the young
French prince, Henri d’Anjou, as king of Poland.
The great nobles, always, unfortunately, at feud among
themselves, which was ultimately the cause of Poland’s
downfall, were wholly unable to agree upon one of
their own number to fill the throne left vacant by the
death of the last of the Jagiellos, and finally united in
electing the young prince to the office, which was in¬
tended to be little more than that of a figurehead to
the ship of state.
The coronation ceremony, which took place in October
of that year, was one of the most magnificent affairs
ever witnessed, for Poland was then at the height of
her power, wealth and splendor, and barbarically ori¬
ental in her love of lavish display and extravagant per¬
sonal adornment.
It was no uncommon thing for a knight to wear the
entire value of his estates and possessions in jewels at
a court function.
One of the important features of this grand festival
was a presentation ceremony to introduce the members
of the court and aristocracy to the new king—a recep¬
tion of regal proportions.
All the great lords and ladies of the realm, arrayed
in their most sumptuous apparel, with all the available
jewels in evidence, assembled in one of the lower halls
in the royal castle, formed in a glittering procession,
marched in stately pomp up the grand staircase, through
various halls, galleries and ante-chambers, finally up the
length of the vast magnificent throne-hall to the dais,
where the king awaited them, there to be presented to
his majesty by the grand master of ceremonies. This
march was accompanied by suitable music written for
the occasion by a local composer; music intended not
only to mark the rhythm of the march, but to add to
the pomp and pride and beauty of the occasion, and to
embody the peculiar racial characteristics and national
traits of the Poles, thus in a way supplementing the
introductory feature.
I It was a musical presentation of the Polish people
to their new monarch. Then and there was bom the
polonaise, which, from that germ, crude and primitive
though it may have been, has gradually developed into
a definite, complete and quite elaborate musical form,
recognized and used the world over, the common prop¬
erty of all composers.
But the true polonaise, no matter when, where or by
whom it may be written, manifests distinct traces of its
original heredity, natal environment and early associa¬
tions ; always “harks back,” so to speak, to those olden
days of Polish pomp and splendor; is always Slavonic
in its general tone and aristocratic in its manner and
Its distinguishing rhythm is a measure of six eighths,
though sometimes written in three-four time, of which
the second eighth is divided into two sixteenths. It is
always a promenade march, not a dance. In later times
it was used as the opening number at state balls at
court and at the palaces of the nobles not only' in
Poland, but, to some extent, in other lands, but has
always retained its original characteristics even to the
present day, though it is now used rather as a musical
art form than as a familiar feature of the modern ball.
Precisely as in the case of the waltz, however, as time

went on the music of the polonaise was broadened and
elaborated so as to include in its scope the expression
not only of the original mood and scene, but additional

CHOPIN IMPROVISING.
(The above is a representation ot a statue in the Park
Monceau, Paris.)
ideas, feelings and fancies, even incidents connected
with or arising out of it.
For example, one may recall the days of Poland’s
glory with very widely different emotions; with pride
and exultation over her past; with heart-breaking sor¬
row at her present degradation; with tearful sympathy
for her wrongs and sufferings; with bitter indignation
against her oppressors. Any of these- moods, as well
as many others, may be legitimately expressed in the
polonaise.
Chopin, in whose hands the polonaise reached its
highest development and perfection, has given us a
great variety of moods and suggestions, all based on
the original polonaise idea and embodied in that form.
They are all ideal polonaises, but no two of them are
alike in emotional content.
THE MILITARY POLONAISE, Op. 40, No. 1.
In his military polonaise, Opus 40, No. 1, which is
perhaps the best known, he tells us of the martial
spirit and prowess, the courage and chivalry of the
Polish knights in their magnificent, gem-studded armor
sweeping the field of battle on their matchless steeds,
with the clash of steel, the blast of trumpets, bearing
■the Polish Standard to victory.
to yii .
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POLONAISE IN C MINOR, Op. 40, No. 2.
The polonaise in C minor, Op. 40. No- 2> is a broad’
noble, but profoundly gloomy work of the darkly
majestic type.
. .
The theme, in octaves, voices the stern, well-nigh
despairing indignation of a strong, dauntless race
crushed to earth by the overwhelming weight of num¬
bers, but sullenly biding its time, and gathering the
remnant of its strength for one last desperate struggle,
heroic, though hopeless, to avenge its many bitter
wrongs; with pride and courage still unbroken, but with
a full realization of its impotence.
It is the same spirit that led the Polish students in
the streets of Warsaw to throw themselves unarmed
upon the Russian bayonets by the hundreds, preferring
a futile death to a life of shame among a vanquished
people.
.
.
The lighter, more capricious trio, with its occasional
brief touches of plaintive tenderness, suggests a fleeting
thought, half pathetic, half satirical, of the days that
“might have been.”
POLONAISE IN C SHARP MINOR.
No polonaise is a greater favorite, especially among
those who incline towards the lyric style in music, than
that in C sharp minor, on account of its great variety
and markedly poetic mood. It opens with a bold, heroic
introduction, expressing the martial, defiant spirit of the
Polish cavaliers, then changes abruptly to a tender lyric
strain suggesting the grace and charm and delicate
beauty of the “eternal feminine,” never and nowhere
more potent than in the chivalric days of Poland’s
power and splendor.
Then follows a brief but strong and masterly climax
of a somberly dramatic mood, beginning with a whis¬
pered hint of gloom and mystery and impending danger,
then rising suddenly through a series of sequences to
a crash of minor and diminished harmonies, thrillingly
significant of the sudden shock of conflict. Then a
radical transition to an exquisitely sweet and tender
strain, breathing of love and romance, like a sudden
gleam of sunlight through the storm clouds.
The trio is an intensely impassioned duet between the
knight and his lady, full of Slavonic fervor, yet vibrant
with an almost desperate sorrow, the reflex of the
omnipresent dangers and strife through which the path
of true love must lead, too often, to bitter partings and
into the shadow of sudden death.
The composition is less of a polonaise in the strict
sense than a picture of Polish life which the polonaise
calls before the mind.
POLONAISE, Op. 26, No. 2.
A notably original and weirdly fascinating work by
Chopin in polonaise form is the one in E flat minor.
It opens with a curious fantastic movement, darkly
tragic in mood; indeed, voicing a shuddering despair
too black and terrible to be attractive to the majority
of young players, which is probably the reason why the
work, though extremely interesting and of only mod¬
erate difficulty, is very little used.
One of Chopin’s compatriots states that this first
strain is intended to imitate the doleful clank of the
chains upon the vanquished Polish patriots in their long
march to Siberia.
It is followed by a long reiterated and insistent move¬
ment in choral form and unequivocally religious vein,
a suggestion of the pathetic attempt of hearts crushed
by defeat, smarting with injustice and humiliation, tor¬
tured by keenest personal grief, striving to find comfort
and consolation in the promises of faith.
ANDANTE SPIANATO AND POLONAISE, Op. 22.
One of the very best and also one of the most diffi¬
cult and brilliant of the Chopin polonaises is the one
in E flat usually designated by the above title.
The andante spianato is simply a quiet introduction
prefixed to the polonaise proper, spianato being an
Italian word not often used in musical terminology,
which means tranquil, and qualifies andante. It has no
reference to spinning, as has been inferred by some on
account of the name and the character of the accom¬
paniment.
This movement is a tender lyric in Chopin’s sweetest,
most exquisite vein, ornamented by a series of delicate
embellishments.
It appears to be a sort of waking dream indulged in
by the young-composer at the moment of the creation
of this great polonaise when his thought and fancy
were engrossed with the life-history and characteristics
of his beloved Country. A dream of those happier days
long past, touched by a transient gleam of hope that
they- might return. The whole work' belongs to his
early, more optimistic period before1 he was twenty,
before his long'exile had begun, before Constantia had
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broken his heart and shattered his ideas, before his home
had been sacked and burned by the Russians, the period
of youth and hope and aspiration when life still glowed
with the rosy tints of dawn. Then a sudden blast of
trumpets and crash of cymbals recall us to the gorgeous
court pageant of 1573 heretofore described, announcing
that royalty has taken its seat in the great hall, the
ceremony has begun and the splendid procession may
start on its imposing march. Then comes the polonaise,
brilliant, stirring, triumphant, replete with a wealth of
constantly varying melody rich in harmonic coloring,
well-nigh overladen with embellishment, like the cos¬
tumes of the lords and ladies who defile in a glittering
line before the eyes of our fancy; superb knights in
jewel-studded armor, beautiful ladies in silk and velvet
of every hue flashing with gems.
From moment to moment the music changes in char¬
acter to suggest the shifting kaleidoscopic impressions
produced by this moving pageant, now bold and proud
and martial, now tender and graceful, again playful,
coquettish or impassioned while the procession winds
on up the grand staircase and across the magnificent
throne hall.
Now and then a sharp dissonant clash of steel on
steel indicates the salute of the knights to their new
monarch with the war-like din of sword on shield.
'

POLONAISE IN E MAJOR. BY FRANZ LISZT.
Among the well-nigh innumerable polonaises of every
degree of merit and difficulty, written by different com¬
posers of various lands and periods, this in E major,
by Liszt, is probably the best, aside from those by
Chopin, and it is certainly the most widely known. It
is a standard concert number the world over. A work
of the first magnitude in breadth, musical significance
and technical difficulty, and it is the only one within
the writer’s acquaintance in which identically the same
theme is made to serve both as first subject and as trio
melody. This is a unique conceit, and carried out with
Liszt’s own clever ingenuity.
The idea is to suggest the distinctive traits and char¬
acteristic attributes of the Polish race manifested under
the modifying influence and conditions of sex. In other
words, the racial temperament in its masculine and
feminine embodiment. The characteristic theme sym¬
bolizes the national spirit, remaining essentially and
fundamentally the same in both cases, while the widely
varying treatment and setting clearly differentiate be¬
tween the sexes in which it finds embodiment.
In the first subject this theme appears in bold, force¬
ful chords, instinct with a resolute, martial spirit, with
the pride, heroic courage and fierce joy in conflict,
typical of the dashing steel-clad cavalier.
In the trio it reappears note for note, but in a higher
register, treated in light, delicate, playful mood, with
a highly elaborate and ornate setting, sparkling with
dainty embellishments to represent the feminine incar¬
nation of Polish racial type, the charming, capriciously
brilliant, witchingly winsome Polish lady.
Even the musically untrained ear may easily learn to
follow this dominant theme through all its modifica¬
tions and transmigrations, and enjoy its varied poetic
suggestions, as well as its tonal fascination; while to
the student of the art it is a most interesting example
of musical symbolism.
The second subject, in heavy, rugged chords and
octaves, is Lisztish, so to speak, rather than Polish—
the Hungarian point of view—vigorous, but a little
pompous and supercilious.
It may be supposed to represent the rough, wild,
primitive conditions of those early days on the eastern
frontier of civilization when the strong arm was the
only law and logic, and the good sword the only arbi¬
tration.
POLONAISE BY E. A. MacDOWELL.
There has been one, and only one, polonaise written
on this side the Atlantic which fully deserves to rank
with the masterpieces in this form by the Old-World
composers, namely, that by MacDowell.
Though not of extreme difficulty, in fact within the
possible playing repertoire of most fairly advanced
amateurs, it is a broad, effective concert number worthy
of a place on any artist’s program, and far less used
than it should be.
Its opening theme is markedly original yet thor¬
oughly characteristic of the polonaise, conceived in its
gloomily retrospective mood. Its sombre majesty and
forceful intensity bring irresistibly to the mind the
dark, tragic history, the desperate heroism, the gallant
but futile struggle, and the ultimate hapless doom of
a proud and noble race.
. II. is a stern- indignant protest against tyranny in¬
justice and cruelty as strongly and feelingly expressed
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as if MacDowell had himself been a native son of
Poland, with an undertone of fatalism eminently in
keeping with the Slavonic temperament. In fact. it
always recalls to me those wonderful lines of Swin¬
burne :
More dark than a dead world’s tomb.
More deep^than the great seas womb,
The trio, as is customary in the polonaise, introduces
a suggestion of a lighter, more playful vein. It is bright,
vivacious, almost humorous, indicating a brief abandon¬
ment to an almost wreckless gayety on the very verge
of the disaster which is recognized as inevitable, yet
is ignored, even scouted for the moment with that in¬
credible courage and half frivolous, half cynical humor,
characteristic alike of the French and Polish nobility
even on the way to the guillotine, or that far more
terrible living death, Siberian exile.
This trio closely imitates, in mood and style, the
music of the Hungarian Gipsies; indeed, one might
easily fancy it to be of Hungarian origin.
This peculiar touch is a rather unusual and daring
innovation in the polonaise, but is entirely legitimate
and appropriate, as will be understood when it is re¬
membered that those musical nomads from across the
Hungarian border were often engaged at the castles
of the Polish grandees to furnish the music for their
balls and festivals, and were, of course, often called
upon, as we may assume to be the case in this instance,
to accompany the brilliant, stately march of the polo¬
naise. The long, wild, sweeping cadenza, which leads
back to the first theme, is unmistakably symbolic of the
rush and roar of the bitter winter wind from the
northern steppes, raging about the castle walls, moan¬
ing dismally among the towers and battlements—the
ominous voice of Nature allegorically significant, per¬
haps, of the rushing wings of death and destruction so
imminently impending.
“ALL-AROUND” MUSICIANS.
BY E. R. KROEGER.
One of the most objectionable traits to be found in
students of music is the tendency to confine their efforts
to the one branch which especially interests them, to the
neglect of other branches which should receive at least
some attention. This is particularly the case with sing¬
ers. There are very few who study the art of singing
who seem to care at all for any other line of musical
endeavor. To be sure there are some who have had
previous instruction in pianoforte playing, and who
retain an interest in that instrument after they become
singers, but these are really quite limited in numbers.
As a general thing students of singing do not pursue
theoretical studies, such as harmony, counterpoint and
composition. Their knowledge of the construction of
musical works is nil. They depend upon emotions or
experience for their interpretation of songs, and very
frequently their conception is exceedingly faulty. Being
vain or self-opinionated, they receive with bad grace
intelligent criticism. If they possess unusual voices
they are liable to receive much flattery, which causes
them to have an exaggerated estimate of their own
abilities. Thus they often go through their musical life,
existing in a false atmosphere and viewing it simplv
as a vehicle in which their merits may be displayed
before the public. Competent teachers of singing should
insist upon their pupils taking up the study of piano¬
forte playing and harmony whenever possible. In that
way much of the appalling ignorance concerning music
which exists among vocalists can be removed
With pianists the tendency to study theoretical
branches is considerably greater than with singers The
reason is that pianists deal in chords and polyphone
(interwoven melodies), and are apt to feel the necessity
of studying harmony and counterpoint, while singers
have but one note at a time to deal with, and are con
fined to a limited range in pitch (seldom more than
two octaves), so they do not realize the need of the
oretical study as much, But pianists can learn some
thing from singers also. Billow advised his pupils to
hear Sembrich ,n order to cultivate a singing tone upon
the pianoforte. There are many beautiful melodies
written especially for the pianoforte, fully as lovdv
many songs. These should be “sung” with an expressive
touch. A pianist will profit greatly by learning to
accompany a good vocalist. The constant play of light
*-*>■«*.
The organist is very likely to be more an “all around”
^rchestrathTI,any other> 'excepting the conductor of an
orchestra. The nature of the instrument he studies the
experience he has with choirs or choruses, the custom
of acting as director, the necessity of intelligently alter¬

ing anthems to fit certain occasions, or to accommodate
the music selected to a trio instead of a quartet when
illness causes an absence in the choir; all these call for
a good musician. It sometimes happens that the organ¬
ist’s attention to outside matters is so essential that the
technical manipulation of the instrument is for the time
being what is termed “second nature.” Musicianship
in such instances cannot be dispensed with. The organist
who cannot meet such emergencies is unworthy of his
position.
As for the violinist, he generally gains more by
absorption than by courses in pianoforte or theoretical
studies. He is very apt to play in a string quartet,
where perfect balance of harmony is drilled into him
by the constant playing of the works of the great
masters. Also, he may play in an orchestra, and the
experience he gets in this way is invaluable. Then he
may conduct an orchestra of his own, and thus become
proficient in score reading, the characteristics of com¬
positions, the range and quality of the different instru¬
ments, etc. The violoncellist, the flutist, the trombonist
are apt to study other instruments than their own in
order to augment their incomes by teaching or other¬
wise. If they have studied harmony, composition or
instrumentation their services may be employed in
transcribing a pianoforte score for orchestra, or arrang¬
ing a large orchestral score for a small orchestra.
Another feature which tends towards making the
student an “all around” musician is the hearing musical
performances of all kinds. The vocalist should not con¬
fine his attention to song recitals or operas, but should
also attend pianoforte recitals and orchestral concerts.
The pianist and organist should go to oratorio and
operatic performances. The violinist should hear piano¬
forte and song recitals. Then again, the reading biog¬
raphies of the great musicians, the study of musical
histories, the perusal of good music journals all extend
the student’s knowledge and broaden his viewpoint. By
carrying out these suggestions it will not be long before
his attainments will be generally recognized, and his
standing before the community be distinctly higher than
if he is known as being proficient only in the line which
he has made his specialty.
TESTS OF TRUE MUSICIANSHIP.
BY DANIEL BLOOMFIELD.
Are you able to analyze a sonata, a fugue or a
symphony after hearing it and seeing it in print?
Has the study of music cultivated within you
sympathy and a love for all that is artistic?
Can you listen to good playing without feeling
any jealousy?
Are you unjustly prejudiced against composers
because you do not understand or like them?
Are you trying to raise the standards of your
profession?
Are you in music solely for the money you can
get out of it?
Do you subordinate your individuality to that of
the composer when interpreting a piece?
Are you modest in speaking of your achievements?
Do you make a fool of yourself at concerts by
yoiTare?0 Sh°W those ar°und you how musical
Is your acquaintance with the works of modern
composers and the recent development in art complete and thorough?
ma^s?y°U 3 thorough knowledge of the older
diswrds?°Ur Car beCn tra'ned t0 detect the slightest
mftt?r3h°Ur .ear.follow the structure of a work no
matter how intricate it is?
fectfon?y°U Satisfied with anything short of per
Do you pose when in public?
Is ennobling?made y°Ur mind receptive
Are your careful in forming opinions?
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Church. Properly rendered, the Gregorian melodies are
stately and beautiful. The following is part of a Gre¬
gorian melody of great age, used in the churches to-day:
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What the Early Church Did for Music
HECTOR LOUIS BERLIOZ.
(Bair'leo.)
Berlioz was born near Grenoble,
France, December n, 1803, and died in
Paris, March 9, 1869. He was sent to
Paris to study medicine, but his love of
music caused him to throw up his med¬
ical studies, and with them went his allow¬
ance. He earned a bare living by singing
in the chorus of the Gymnase Dramatiqite.
His unusual genius, accompanied by his
own eccentricities early brought him into
conflict with authority. He soon left
Reicha at the Conservatoire to join
the new “romantic” school of composers.
His first composition, a Mass, was a de¬
cided failure, but two overtures, and his
symphonie phantastique, “Episode de la
vie d’un artiste,” showed great power.
He now gave himself up to “program
music” entirely. In 1826 he, reentered the
conservatory, and in 1830 gained the
Ctand Prix dir Rome by his cantata,
Sardanapale. After spending a year and
a half in Rome and Naples he returned
to Paris with his overture to King Lear
and a continuation' of his symphonie
phantastique. He now became a journal¬
ist and critic, and by his ‘caustic, polem¬
ical writings became known throughout
Europe, and gained the friendship of
Liszt. A successful tour through Ger¬
many, in 1843, .was followed by others
through Austria, Hungary, Bohemia, Rus¬
sia and England. His work is all dis¬
tinguished. byjts brilliantly original and
masterly orchestration. His famous Rakocsy March is perhaps the most familiar
example..
(The Etude Gallery. 1

CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD (RIT¬
TER VON) GLUCK.
(Glook.)
Gluck was born July 2, 1714, at Weidenwang, in the Upper Palatinate, on the
estate of Prince Lobkowitz, and died in
Vienna, November 15, 1787. He learnt his
first lessons, musical and otherwise, at the
Jesuit school of Kommatau. In 1732 he
went to Prague and studied under Czernohorsky. In Vienna, 1736, he met Prince
Melza at the Lobkowitz residence, who
took him to Milan, where he studied fur¬
ther under Sammartini. At this period
he wrote some half-dozen Italian operas,
which were successful enough to win him
an invitation to London. Here the justly
contemptuous criticism of his work by
Handel brought failure to him. However,
he had sense enough to realize that Handel
was right and set to work to improve his
methods. The operas of Rameau in Paris
set Gluck thinking. In 1755 he established
himself in Vienna. “Alceste” was the
first opera written in accordance with his
new theories, and the adverse criticisms
it provoked drove him to Paris. Here
the patronage of Marie Antoinette, a
former pupil, served to uphold him
against opposition, and with his “Iphigenia
m Aulis,” “Orpheus and Eurydice” and
“Armide” he finally won success. A bitter
feud existed between Gluck and Piccini,
and eventually both set the same opera
libretto, “Iphigenia in Tauris.” It re¬
sulted in a complete victory for Gluck.
“Ritter” is the title of nobility bestowed
on Gluck.
(The Etude Gallery.)

HAROLD BAUER.
(Bower.)
Harold Bauer, who has won such dis¬
tinction as a pianist, was originally in¬
tended to be a violinist. His father was
a German violinist and his mother an
English woman. Harold Bauer was born
in London, April 28, 1873, and early took
up the study of the violin under the direc¬
tion of his father and Adolf Pollitzer.
He made his debut as a violinist in Lon¬
don in 1883, and for nine years toured
England. In 1892, however, he went to
Paris and studied the pianoforte under
Paderewski for a year, though still main¬
taining his interest in the violin. During
1893-4 *ie traveled all through Russia,
giving piano recitals and concerts, after
which he returned to Paris. Further re¬
citals in the French capital brought him
renown, and he almost immediately re¬
ceived engagements in France, Germany
and Spain. His reputation was rapidly
enhanced by these performances, and his
field of operation extended through Hol¬
land, Belgium, Switzerland, England,
Scandinavia and the United States. He
Has made many friends in this country
and abroad by reason of his beautiful
playing. Bauer is said to have wonderful
technical ability and a remarkable gift for
interpretation. He has a fund of musical
imagination, and brings' to his playing a
remarkable capacity for entering into the
spirit of the work in hand which proves
irresistibly attractive to his audiences.

From the “Young Folk’s Standard History of Music”
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
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During the one thousand years following the birth
of Christ the art, poetry and music of the world were
closely connected with the efforts of the Church to
bring the nations of Europe from pagan beliefs to the
Christian religion. The seat of the Church was first in
Rome, and then in Con-stan-ti-no'ple, and agaip in
Rome. Because of this Italian influence most of the
musical terms we use to-day, allegro (al-lay-gro),
andante (ahn-dahn'tay), legato (lay-gah'toh), etc., come
from the Italian language.
Great cathedrals were built and the ablest artists and
sculptors decorated them. Naturally the foremost think¬
ers and musicians of the day gave their best to the
Church. Tradition tells us that Pope Syl-ves'ter estab¬
lished the first school for the training of church singers
in 330 A. D. Am'brose, Bishop of Milan, is said to
have invented one set of scales and done much to pro¬
mote musical art, but, as in the case of the famous
Pope Greg'o-ry I (called “the great”), who lived in
the sixth century and who is said to have invented
another set of scales, there is so very little that we
know to be exact that it is unsafe to make positive
statements. We do know, however, that the Church
leaders did everything in their power to bring out the
best in education, art, poetry and music, and that the
most important work in music during these years was
done under the influence of the Church.

point of musical science, as the Greek scales. The
preceding table shows the points of difference.
Although these notes here given are in the form of
the scale, they were not always employed in this order
in actual musical work.
Note that, as we have said, the Greek scale was a
kind of minor scale resembling the major scale of the
same name with the third, sixth and seventh degrees
flatted. Now note that the Church scales are all simple
series of notes from one note to its octave above, just
as they would be if played entirely without the use of
any of the black keys on the pianoforte. We have seen
in the first lesson how the root of the Greek system was
a series of four tones, known as a tetrachord. In the
eleventh century the Church fathers invented a system

TEN TEST QUESTIONS.
1. With what body was music most closely connected
during the first one thousand years after Christ ?
2. Why do most of the musical terms we use to-day
come from the Italian language?
3. What Pope is said to have established the first
training school for singers ?
4. What Bishop and what Pope are said to have de¬
vised scales?
5. How was Greek learning preserved?
6. How do the Church modes differ from the Greek
modes (or scales) ?
7. What is a hexachord?
8. From what do the syllables do, re, me, fa, sol, la,

GREGORIAN MODES.
CLAUDE ACHILLE DEBUSSY.
(Deh-bu'sy—bu as in debut.)
Debussy, the most talked about of all
modern French composers, was born at
St. Gcrmaine-en-Laye, August 22, 1862.
He Was educated at the Paris Conserva¬
toire (con-sair-va-twahr), and on leaving
the class of E. Guiraud obtained the
Grand Prix (Grahn-Pree) de Rome in
1884 with a cantata L’Enfant Prodigue.
From Rome Debussy sent a setting of
Rosetti’s “Blessed Damosel” for solo,
female choir and orchestra, which was
refused by the Section des Beaux Arts
(Sec-zhion day bo'zarr) owing to its ex¬
treme modern tendencies. In spite of this
rebuff, however, Debussy held to his
opinions—which include the somewhat
startling one that modern music should
include no melody, which, he says, “is
anti-lyric and powerless to express con¬
stant change of emotion or of life.” His
greatest success so far has been “Pelleas
et Melisande” (Pell-ay-ah ay May-leesahnd). This work, which is set to an
adaption of Maeterlinck’s play, has created
a most extraordinary amount of discus¬
sion, and was first produced in Paris
April 30, 1902.' The interest it aroused in
Europe was equaled on its production at
the Manhattan Opera House, in New
York, February 19, 1909. Debussy un¬
doubtedly has the very highest gifts, and
much may be expected of him in the
future. He lives in Paris, where he is
highly regarded by contemporary musi¬
cians, and his reputation as a composer
is probably second only to that of Richard
Strauss.
(The Etude Gallery.)

MARIE HALL.
Miss Hall was born on April 8, 1884,
at Newcastle-on-Tyne, England. She re¬
ceived her first lessons from her father,
who was a harpist in the orchestra of the
Carl Rosa Opera Company. She also
studied with a local teacher, Hildegarde
Werner. At the age of nine Emile Sauret
heard her and was instrumental in having
her sent to the Royal Academy of Music
in London. She also received instruction
from Edward Elgar in 1894, from Wilhelmj, in London, in 1896; from Max
Mossel, in Birmingham, in 1898, and from
Professor Kruse in 1900. In 1901, upon
the advice of Kubelik, she went to Sevcik,
in Prague. She possesses a most remark¬
able technic, which she believes is entirely
due to Sevcik’s wonderful teaching. She
played for the first time at Prague in
November, 1902; Vienna in January, 1903,
and made her London debut February 16,
I9°3> scoring an instantaneous success in
all these places. She was also successful
on her visit to America. While she ap¬
pears to be not very strong physically,
she possesses a wonderful tone, great en¬
durance and a very adequate technic. She
has* proved herself strong enough to en¬
gage upon long tours, and to perform ex¬
acting programs'‘Without fatigue. She
possesses both talent and perseverance,
and is easily the foremost living English
woman violinist.
(The Etude Gallery.)

KARL KLINDWORTH.
(Klint-vort.)
Klindworth was born at Hanover.
September 25, 1830, and was in early
youth a skillful violinist. For a time he
conducted a traveling opera troupe, but
settled in Hanover as a teacher and com¬
poser. From there he went to Weimar,
1852, and studied the piano under Liszt.
He also became on friendly terms with
Wagner. Among his fellow-pupils were
von Biilow and William Mason. In 1854
he went to London, where he remained
for fourteen years, studying, teaching and
occasionally appearing in public. From
London Klindworth went to Moscow, in
1868, to take up the position of professor
wp*an°f°rte at the Conservatorium.
While in Russia he completed the piano¬
forte arrangements of Wagner’s “Ring”
music, which he had commenced during
Wagner’s visit to England, in 1855. He
also completed his critical edition of
Uiopin s works. He became conductor of
the Berlin Philharmonic in 1882 in association with Joachim and Biill’ner. He
was also the conductor of the Berlin
Wagner society. He remained in Berlin
till 1893, when he retired to Potsdam
practicing as a teacher. He has justly
earned his great reputation as an editor
ot musical works. He has also very finely
reorchestrated Chopin's pfano concerto
though many peopl£ still prefer the~c'dtflposer s own arrangement of it.

The Church also preserved the best in Greek learning,
and it is not surprising that the scales invented should
have been designed after Greek models and have hacl
similar names. However, owing to the fact that there
had been no successful means of writing down musical
sounds (no-ta-tion), these Church scales, sometimes
called “modes,” were mistaken imitations, and are
thought by some not to be so good, from the stand¬
GREEK MODES.

GREGORIAN MODES.

This is a selection from the first movement of the
Mass of the Roman Catholic Church, called the Kyrie,
and corresponds to the answer to the commandments
in the Episcopal service, “Lord have mercy upon us."
Play the whole notes four times as long as written, the
half notes four times as long as written and the black .
notes without stems (which were derived from the
diamond-shaped notes of the old Gregorian notation)
as long as whole notes. This value of the notes is by
no means exact, but will give an idea of the stately
manner in which the plain song was rendered. Until
the sixteenth century bars were not used except to
show where breath should be taken.
In our next lesson we shall learn how the way to
write music was invented, for this was more important
to the future of the art than anything done in the
thousand years we have been studying.

St. Ambrose.

Pope Gregory I.

[The above pictures are taken from old prints found in
reliable German histories. Although some have been unable
to decide definitely upon the exact accomplishments of these
famous factors in music history, there is a great mass of
tradition associating their names with the early develop¬
ment of the art, and traditions of this kind are usually
based upon a body of facts.]
of six tones, known as the hex'a-chord system. This
was applied to an old Latin hymn, the first syllable of
each line of which commenced on a tone a step higher
than the foregoing one, and from this we have derived
the system of sol-fa singing or “solfeggio” ( sol-fay'geeoh) used to-day. The hymn was:
Ut queant lexis (Ut later changed to do).
i?e-sonare fibris (re).
Jkffsra gestorum (mi).
Fa-muli tiaorum (fa).
SoJ-ve polluti (sol).
Lo-bii reatum (la).
Sancte Johannes (si), later changed by some to Te.
The music that was sung in the churches during all
these years has come to be called the “Gre-gor'i-an
style” or “plain song,” and was supposed to have been
originated by Pope Gregory I. Many do not believe
this, and say that the name came from Gregory II or
Gregory III, who lived in the eighth century. The
Gregorian melodies were very many and varied, some
six hundred being connected with the Mass and leading
services of the Church. The notes had no set length,
but usually followed the Latin words as in a chant.
The melodies were unaccompanied by harmony, and
rarely went beyond the limits of one octave. The
Gregorian style is the sole music ordered by the present
Pope Pius X for regular use in the Roman Catholic

9. What is the “plain song” or “Gregorian style,” and
who was supposed to have invented it?
10. What is the sole style of music ordered for
regular use in the Catholic Church of to-day by Pope
Pius X?

CHOPIN AS EXTEMPORIZER.
Extemporization is an art that has gone some¬
what out of fashion in these days, when so many
artists have spent so much time memorizing an ex¬
tensive repertoire that they prefer to play the fin¬
ished works' of the great masters rather than to
risk comparison with these works by substituting
improvisations. Yet this is a branch of musical art
in which most of the composers and pianists of the
past practiced with great skill. Cuthbert J. Hadden
in his life of Chopin refers to the master’s ability
in the following terms:
“Chopin began to improvise very early, and he
improvised all his life. Those who heard him say
that his improvisations were just like his written
compositions; and in a sense many of his composi¬
tions are but improvisations with the pen. George
Sand says that his creativeness ‘descended upon his
piano suddenly, completely, sublimely, or it sang
itself in his head during his walks, and he made
haste to hear it by rushing to his instrument.’ One
can hardly fancy Chopin composing away from the
keyboard, turning over his melodic ideas in his head,
according to the Schumann precept, until he could
say to himself: ‘It is well done.’ A Beethoven or a
Bach might do that; hardly a Schubert or a Chopin.
No doubt melodies came to Chopin away from the
piano, but his facility in picking them out at the in¬
strument was probably greater than without its aid.
His improvisations at any rate suggested as much.
‘He could improvise,’ says Osborne, ‘to an unlimited
extent, producing the most marvelous effects.' ”

THE

Some Marvels of Sound Clearly Explained
By FREDERIC B. EMERY
[Editor's Note.—A German philosopher has
'and Sight depend on the wonderful thing known us vibration, f o¬
• true this is. Hot only hearing. but taste, si
ans depend for their living on vibrations of s unding bodies. Mr. Emery gives some very clear ideas of the phenomena
eriylng tlte science of sound or acoustics.]
Everyone knows that the pendulum of a dock vi¬
brates slowly and regularly as long as the dock is
in running order, but when they are told that if the
vibrations of the pendulum might increase until they
were so fast that the eye could not follow them
the remark might occasion doubt. Yet if the pen¬
dulum is shortened it will swing faster and faster
until the time comes when we may see motion, but
not be able to distinguish the number of swings.
After the number increases to a certain extent we
would begin to hear a deep sound. This sound
would be caused by the rapid vibrations of the
pendulum and would be heard by some when the
number of vibrations reached the small number of
sixteen per second, while others would not be able
to hear until the number were at least doubled. If
we could then continue to increase the number of
vibrations as much as we pleased we should notice
that the sound would become higher and higher in
pitch until it was exceedingly shrill, and at last
silence would again reign. It may seem almost
beyond belief to those who have never made a study
of vibrations to believe that a body can vibrate so
many times a second, but there are very many
experiments to show that it is true.

of the air are, however, what are known as longi¬
tudinal waves; that is, waves which have a backand-forth motion something like the stretching of
a rubber band. It may also be illustrated in various
other ways. If we set up a row of dominoes or
bricks on end close together and push over the first
one the others fall as the motion is imparted to
them by the falling brick. It may be even better
illustrated by the use of billiard balls or marbles,
where one strikes another and stops, while the one
that is struck goes on and maybe strikes another
and stops, while the third continues the motion.
Now the air is very elastic, and this process of
transmitting motion from one particle to another
may continue for a -long time. The sounding body

MUSIC AND NOISE.
s the means employed by the noted Prof,
Since it can be proven that all sounds are pro¬
how
^
'*«—■1
T,rt-—
duced by vibrations it may be well to inquire the
d is gen
ies of ba
difference between the regular and irregular vibra¬
ay from
tions. The first kind give what we call "music,” and
the second kind give “noise.” The regular vibrations
vibrates, and the vibrations give the little blows to
are those where the vibrating body swings evenly
the air, which transmit the energy to the next air
through practically the same distance and at regular
particles, and so on until the sound reaches the ear
intervals of time. This may be illustrated by a
and the impulse is given to the ear drum, and from
tuning fork. If we take a fork with a little point
this to the inner parts of the ear. Now we can
on one of the prongs and arrange for it to touch
prove that the air or some other medium is neces¬
a piece of moving smoked glass or smoked paper
sary for the transmission of the sound, since if we
while it is sounding we can see that the line traced
remove all connecting media we can no longer hear
by the sharp point is a regular curve, very small,
the sound. This may be done by placing the sound¬
and we can easily tell that the distance between
ing body under a bell jar on an air pump and
two similar points on the same side of the curve will
exhausting the air from the jar. The sound grows
enable us to tell how long it takes for the fork to
much fainter, and if we cculd continue to pump out
make one complete vibration, provided we know the
all of the air we could no longer hear the sound.
speed at which the glass or paper is moving. On
Again, if the distance between the sounding body
the other hand, if the curve obtained from another
and the ear is tod great the sound will not be heard,
vibrating body is irregular, we say that the vibra¬
since there is no more energy given to the air than
tions are irregular and the body is making a noise,
that imparted by the blows of the sounding body,
and not music. Of course the distinction between
and as the sound spreads the amount of energy for
the two is rather a personal matter, as may be seen
any given area is just that much less. If we have
from the fact that what is called music by some
an ounce of butter we may spread it very thick upon
nations is considered simply noise by others.
one slice of bread, but if we do not increase our
If we wish to learn whether a sounding body is
butter and continue to increase the number of slices
vibrating at all we may test it in a very easy manner.
of bread we will in time reach a point where our
First of all make a very small ball of cork or pith
/butter will be too thin to see or to taste. So with
and suspend it from a thread. Then strike a note
sound; and if we are to hear we must be within a
on the piano, and when you have learned which
reasonable distance, since with all other conditions
string is struck, bring the little ball close to the
equal we may prove that if a person is removed to
string, so that it touches. The little ball will be
twice the distance from a sounding body the amount
thrown away violently, since it has been struck a
of sound energy that reaches him is one-fourth as
blow by the vibrating body. The blows gradually
much as it was at the first distance, and if he goes
become weaker until the little ball is no longer
three times as far away it is only one-ninth as greatthrown away and we no longer hear the sound.
and it is easy to see that in a short time he will re¬
The next point that we need to notice is how
ceive so little sound that he will not notice it, be¬
the sound reaches us. If we throw a stone into a
cause it is too faint to make the necessary impression
pond of still water we notice the waves spreading
upon the ear drum.
more and more until they reach the shores. We
can prove by simple experiments that the sound
, magnifying sound.
from a body spreads in all directions. Simply have
Even when we are close to a sounding body it is
someone speak, and place yourself in various posi¬
often noticed that the tone is faint and that we can
tions near him, in front, behind, at the sides, above
hardly hear it.
If we. wish it to carry to any
and below, without having the speaker move his
head, and you can soon tell that the sound travels
it Thf. rr? US!-,S°Te meth0d of magnifying
■
u. is most readily done by causing the small
in all directions just like the waves on the surface
vibratmg
body
to
set a larger body into vibration
of the pond. Now in the case of sound the air
which may be done easily by placing them in con’
takes the place of the water, and because it is in¬
visible we may think that there are no waves set up ' act with each other so that the small body forces
the large one into vibration. A piano string in the
in it, but that is a mistake. The waves in the case
air would produce only a faint sound, and the tone

is strengthened by having direct contact through the
pegs, etc., to the sounding board of the piano, which
is. thus forced into vibration. This larger area gives
a greater vibration; that is, it sets up the motion
more violently in a greater number of air particles
at once, and in this way the tone is strengthened,
though the pitch remains the same. In the violin
the same thing is true, though the method is slightly
different. There the vibrations travel through the
bridge to the belly of the violin, and from this
through' the sounding post to the back, and thus
the entire instrument is forced into vibration. We
can easily prove that this is true by placing a mute
upon the bridge of a violin, when the tone is very
much deadened and seems to be “pinched,” as it
actually is.
r ,
Another peculiar property of these sound waves
is that they may be reflected like light. We are all
familiar with the echo, and this is the simplest case.
If we speak or play in a very large empty room
we may notice the echoes, and it is hard to speak.
As the room becomes filled with people the echoes
will gradually disappear, because they act as the
reflecting surface to a large extent and send back
the sound before it has had time to go to the far¬
away walls. Practically it requires about 1/5 of a
second to produce or to distinguish a sound, and
in this time the sound can travel to a distance of
220 feet under ordinary conditions. Now unless the
room is about 100 feet long it is easy to see that
the sound could go to the other end and return
before we have really recognized it, and, by blending
with the original tone, will not be noticed as an
echo, though in some cases the tone may be some¬
what indistinct.
Speakers and singers will frequently state that
this hall is easy or hard to fill with tone. This is
partly due to the size of the room and partly to
the manner in which the sound waves are reflected.
Where the acoustic properties are the best it will
be noticed that the walls are curved in such a
manner that the sound striking upon them will be
reflected downward to the audience. Where this
important feature has been neglected it will be
noticed that the tones are indistinct, since part of
the waves from the sounding body will be reflected
around the upper parts of the room and serve as
disturbing forces to the passage of the sound to
those places where it is desired. The best illustra¬
tions of this important feature will be found in the
whispering galleries, where the slightest sound made
in certain parts of the room will be heard very dis¬
tinctly in other parts of the room, or in some cases
in places outside the room, according to the focus
of the reflected sound waves.
LEARNING THE BASS CLEF NOTES.
In teaching the bass clef to little beginners, I
have found it interesting and helpful to have the
staff greatly enlarged, either on blackboard, or
paoer. After explaining the difference in the clefs,
call for notes one at a time, sometimes in treble,
sometimes in the bass, and have the pupil mark
in the notes called for. The pupil enjoys this, it
is as good as a game, and they learn quite rapidly
the difference in clefs. Whole notes are, of course,
better suited for this work.
.
t^le case of the pupil who has difficulty with
time, I used the blackboard staffs, writing several
measures of notes and rests, always incomplete,
lacking an eighth or quarter, or half note or rest,
and have the pupil complete the measure with what
it lacks. This makes them think, and notice the
measures more closely.
Another interesting little exercise is to have a list
of little lyords, all to be found on the piano, and call
them as in a spelling class, and let the scholar spell
them and strike them on the piano, at the same
time, as, b-a-g, bag.
My little scholars who are
just starting in enjoy this very much. I also have
them write the words on the staff, both clefs.
Iliese are some of the words which can be used:
bef
fed
fade
deaf
,a.d'
age
b«d
babe
edee
deed
dead
baggage,
Every good poem embodies a musical germ—a «e“ .®lo(dy' To unfold it, to find the right kev and
-.Tf
art’stic form, is not a common gift: it
Frmlnborn* for !t cannot be acquired.”—Robert
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The Meaning of Common Musical Terms
By DR. ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD
[The following i>
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As the word Allegro would need an article to
itself to do it justice, I can only hope to mention
a few of its principal meanings and uses. Its con¬
ventional meaning is “quick,” or “lively; ’ but its
literal meaning is “merry,” “gay,” or “cheerful”—
the “chearfull” of the old English glee writers.
This, as Professor Prout points out, is the sense in
which Milton uses the word in the title of his wellknown poem. But the use of the term by musical
composers as a supplemental or additional term
would make insistence upon its literal meaning at
once impossible and absurd. So we have to fall
back upon the conventional meaning, and construe
allegro as “quick,” in such phrases as allegro agitato
and allegro giojoso. Indeed, as Dr. Ricmann insists,
“the old word-meaning no longer exists.” Which
is a matter for regret, because the adoption of the
conventional meaning of allegro affords some justi¬
fication for the adoption of the conventional mean¬
ing of andante. But so firmly fixed has the con¬
ventional meaning of allegro become that it gives
its name to most quick movements, especially to
the first movement of a sonata; while, by some
writers, even the very form of this movement is
alluded to as allegro or modern binary form.
The term denoting a tempo next quickest to
allegro is vivace, a term which, literally, means
“lively.” Mr. Fuller-Maitland supports me in the
position I have assigned to the term by describing
the tempo it denotes as “a rate of speed between
allegro and presto." The same authority goes on
to show that, like many other of the tempo terms,
vivace refers to style as well as to speed, its use
implying “an absence of passion or excitement, an
even rate of speed, and a bright and cheerful char¬
acter.” By many composers, Schumann for instance,
vivace and vivo are regarded as synonymous and
interchangeable terms.
Quicker than vivace is that important term presto,
the only Italian term literally meaning “quick” or
“nimble.” Like vivace it has been honored by con¬
stant employment by the great masters from Bach
downwards. When employed to denote a move¬
ment of a sonata, the presto is, generally, the last
movement, the allegro being the first, and the
andante or adagio the second. In the word presto
the literal and conventional meanings do not differ;
although, as I pointed out in a former part of this
paper, the presto of Beethoven was much quicker
than that of Bach.
And now having passed in review the most im¬
portant of the equable terms relating to tempo, i. e.,
the terms whose meanings are not variable, but de¬
note a recognized speed, and which continue in
force throughout a movement unless contradicted,
I next propose to consider what I will describe as

meaning is the correct one. The expression andantino
is sometimes used to denote a short andante move¬
ment. Similarly, adagietto is used to denote a short
adagio.
The employment of the affix “issimo” as an aug¬
mentative is well exemplified in the expression adagissitno, meaning slower than adagio. But its best and
best known application is in the word prestissimo,
denoting the quickest of all time. Pianists will readily
recall the use of this word in the last movement of
Beethoven’s Waldstein sonata.
Another affix is
“mente“ equivalent to the English adverbial affix “ly.”
It everywhere denotes the adverbial use of an adjec¬
tival expression, e. g., largamente, “broadly,” from
largo; allegramentc, from allegro, meaning “quickly,”
Amongst the vebal prefixes we have, to name a few
amongst many, the word "piu" signifying “more,”
e. g., piu allegro, more quickly; poco, a little, c. g.,
poco allegro, a little or somewhat quick; assai, or
molto, signifying “much” or “very,” e. g., allegro assai,
or molto allegro, very quick; and meno, less, e. g.,
meno allegro, less quickly.
Prefixes in the form of separate words are by no
means uncommon. Thus, allegro di molto is equiv¬
alent to extremely or exceedingly quick. Then we
often meet with allegro non tanto, meaning “not so
quick;” and allegro non troppo, meaning “not too
quick”—a distinction and a difference which the stu¬
dent should not fail to notice.

SUPPLEMENTAL OR ADDITIONAL TERMS.

TERMS POSSESSING VARIOUS MEANINGS.
By that I mean terms which have either more
than one or a doubtful meaning. Of these I can
only instance two, viz.: alia breve and I’istesso
tempo. The first of these terms at once suggests
a connection with time, relative or absolute. Hence
the primary, and, indeed, the correct, meaning of alia
breve would be “a rhythm of one breve (or double
whole-note) to a measure.” But some composers
and theorists construed the expression as meaning
“in shortened fashion,” and thus it came about that
the term was applied to music containing either
two whole or two half notes in a measure, modern
alia breve being described by Mr. Franklin Taylor
as a rhythm of two beats to the measure, but at a
double rate of movement. The late Dr. Barrett, in
his work, now out of print, “The Chorister’s Guide,”
says, “The common time sign is sometimes called
alia breve; for before such words as largo and
vivace were used to signify pace the sign was used
to point out the shortest and quickest known time.”
This application of time signatures to denote tempo
is a hoary error and ought to be discountenanced
in these days of grace. But, as Professor Peterson
asserts, “we have stretched the meaning of alia breve
until it has hardly enough elasticity left to recover
its original meaning.”

These are of two kinds: First, terminal affixes, added
to the original term, and implying augmentation
or diminution of the original meaning; and, second,
verbal prefixes, placed before the original term and
qualifying or intensifying its original meaning. Of
the affixes the most usual are "etto” and “ino,” im¬
plying diminution; and “issimo," implying augmen¬
tation. Thus, larghetto is, literally, “a little” or “some¬
what largo"—conventionally, “not so slow as largo.”'
Sir George Grove considers that this term is synony¬
mous with andante. It was a very favorite expression
with Handel, especially in his arias. Another use of
the affix "etto” is found in the term allegretto, which,
while meaning not so quick as allegro, is generally
applied to movemehts of a light and graceful char¬
acter, e. g., the allegretto from Beethoven’s “Eighth
Symphony.”
The most important use of the affix "ino" is found
in the term andantino. This term has given sore
trouble to theorists and students alike, because some
composers regard the term as meaning slower than
andante (literally “going a little”), while others re¬
gard it as meaning quicker than andante, in the same
way that larghetto is quicker than largo. But the first

L’istesso empo is sometimes, although rarely, used
as synonymous with a tempo or tempo primo, expres¬
sions which I shall hope to explain. To this mean¬
ing Dr. Riemann inclines when he construes the
expression as meaning “the same tempo.” But Sir
George Grove gives us the better meaning of the
term as being “a caution in cases of change of
rhythm or time-signature.” What the expression
really means is that, after a change of time-signa¬
ture has been made, the beats must remain of the
same practical value, although their written value
may be quite different. Thus in Beethoven’s Baga¬
telle, Op. no. No. 6, there is a change from 2/4 to
6/8 time. Here the expression I’istesso tempo, or lo
stesso tempo, as it is sometimes written, would mean
that the beat in 6/8 time—a dotted quarter note—
should be made the same length as the beat—an
ordinary quarter note—in the preceding 2/4 time,
i. c., the dotted quarter note in the 6/8 time to be of
the same length as the quarter note in the 2/4 time.
I propose to divide these terms into two classes,
including in the first class the most common terms

L’lSTESSO TEMPO.
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which denote a gradual increase of Speed. Of these
the most important is, undoubtedly, accelerando, from
accelerare, to accelerate, to hurry. The recognized
abbreviation of this term is accel. Beethoven, in the
finale of his quartet in A minor. Op. 132, in addition
to poco a poco accel., has actually added the German
“immer geschwinder.”
Another very common accelerative term is stringendo,
from stringare, to press, urge or close together. Mr.
Fuller-Maitland says that “this word conveys, be¬
sides the idea of simple acceleration of pace, that
of growing excitement working up to sorrle climax;
and .... it may not infrequently be accom¬
panied by a slight crescendo." This is the converse
of Dr. Riemann’s statement that musical dynamics
and agogics work on parallel lines, i. e., a slight
motion is associated with the idea of crescendo. The
writer of the musical articles in the National Ency¬
clopaedia graphically describes this term as “press¬
ing on towards some climax, the notes closing to¬
gether like a crowd who tread on each other’s heels
in their hurry to get forward to a wished-for goal.”
STRINGENDO.
Two other more rarely used terms, but synonymous
with stringendo, are affretando, hurrying, and incalzando, pursuing. Stretto, literally “narrow” or “drawn,”
is a term which, as Mr. Corder remarks, “is some¬
times used, but quite wrongly, as a direction equiva¬
lent to accelerando.” As a term denoting tempo, stretto
indicates, says Dr. Baker, “a concluding passage taken,
to enhance the effect in faster tempo.” It is thus an
equable or conditional rather than a variable term.
The second class of variable terms contains those
implying a gradual decrease of speed. Of this class
the best representatives are rallentando (sometimes, but
more rarely, slentando), from rallentare, to loosen or
slacken, and ritardando, from ritardare, to retard or
stop the progress. These terms, respectively abbrevi¬
ated rail, and ritard., or rit., are considered by Lobe
and Marx to be “the strongest expressions of a keep¬
ing back of the movement.” Ritenuto, holding back,
originally denoted “a uniform rate of slower time;”
but it is now regarded as expressing “a gradual diminu¬
tion of the rate of speed.”
Two other terms, by no means so common as the
foregoing, deserve notice here. They are allargando,
from allargare, to enlarge or amplify, and slargando,
from slargare, to widen dr open, both implying an in¬
crease of tone and breadth as well as slackening. Then
there are quite a large number of terms indicating a
diminution of both tone and speed. Of these the most
important is calando, from calare, to decrease or de¬
cay, a term concerning which Dr. Marx remarks that
it “causes a diminution of movement, although it re¬
lates principally to a decrease of tone.” And it should
not be forgotten that all these variable terms may be
combined with the supplemental or additional terms
already described. Thus, as Dr. Marx says, if “a change
of movement is to take place very slowly and imper¬
ceptibly,” we add such words as poco a poco to either
rallentando or accelerando.
THe only remaining class of common terms relating
to tempo are those which I will include under the title
or heading of
SUSPENSION OF STRICT TEMPO.
The most important of terms for this purpose are
undoubtedly the expression ad libitum, which is Latin,
not Italian; and its Italian equivalent, a placere, both
meaning “at pleasure,” and implying that the performer
is to use his discretion as to time, or, as Lobe would
put it, “the obligation of keeping strict time is removed
during a longer or shorter period.” But it is most
interesting and most important to note that, in actual
performance, both the terms just mentioned are taken
to imply a rallentando. Ad libitum is also employed,
in the case of arrangements, etc., to denote that a part
or instrument may be performed or omitted, as de¬
sired. In the sense just considered, this term is the
opposite of obbligato, i. e., necessary or indispensable.
Akin to the foregoing terms is the expression senza
tempo, literally “without time.” This Lobe somewhat
grandiloquently describes as a case in which “the obli¬
gation of the measure (tempo) is voluntarily removed
by the composer, and its management given up to the
performer.” And in cases in which ad libitum pas¬
sages in a vocal or instrumental solo are accompanied
by other instruments, the direction colla voce, with the
voice, or colla parte, with the (solo) part, are placed
in the accompaniment, thus denoting, as Sir George
Grove w'ould say, “that the tempo of the accompani¬
ment is to be accommodated to that of the voice or
the solo instrument.”
A very important, but little understood, term is tempo
rubato, literally “robbed” or “stolen” time. In its
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proper sense this term implies those short quickenings
and retardations of tempo which are made for the sake
of effect by all skilled performers in public perform¬
ance. “Some portion of the measure is executed ai
a quicker or slower tempo than the general rate of
movement,” says Mr. Franklin Taylor, “the balance
being restored by a corresponding slackening or quick¬
ening of the remainder.” The term ind cates, says
another writer, “a momentarily hurried style of per¬
formance, . . .
the hurried effect in one measure
must, in rubato, be compensated by a corresponding
tardiness in the remaining part.” Rubato resembles
the damper pedal in that its use is seldom indicated,
although its employment is essential to a finished per¬
formance ; also in the fact that its abuse is a sure sign
of defective musicianship or training. Whoso readeth, let him understand! Lobe says: "It (the rubato)
has been so misused by artists, especially singers, in
modern times, and in such a senseless way, quite de¬
void of true, honest feeling, that (if still so employed)
it only wounds the cultivated hearer’s sense of the
beautiful."
A TEMPO.
But as it is obvious that neitther increase, decrease,
nor license in the matter of tempo can go on forever,
we must, therefore, have another class of terms which
will denote restoration of strict tempo previously dis¬
turbed or abandoned. In this class the most im¬
portant expression is the “common or garden” term,
a tempo, in time. This term is too common to need
explanation; or, like look wine, to good to need any
bush or tavern sign. But there are equivalents of the
term which are not so well known. One of these is
come prima, “as at the first.” Others are tempo primo
(as or like), the first time; tempore del rigore, in
strict time; tempo giusto, in correct time, used after
a tempo rubato; I'istesso tempo, the same time, a par¬
ticular use of an equivocal term; tempo del tcma, in
the time of the theme, used in an air with variations;
and a battuta, used in the course of a recitative, and
meaning, literally, “with the beat,” but, practically, indi¬
cating that after “the free declamation of the singer
the strict time is resumed.” Another term, perhaps a
fitting one for conclusion, is doppio movimento, literal'y,
“double pace of movement,” an expression which is
generally understood to mean that “the speed of notes
of the same species is to be exactly doubled.”
CONSULT MANY SOURCES.
Such then is the conclusion of our inquiries into the
meaning and application of the most common of the
terms relating to tempo. In conducting tl-i- inquiry
the writer’s aim has been to avoid the superficial and
to aim at the substantial: to prefer a useful definition
to merely ornamental phraseology; to distinguish be¬
tween the 1'teral and the conventional, and to place be¬
fore the thoughtful reader the actual rather than the
fanciful meanings of the various terms discussed. In
accomplishing this task the writer has drawn very
freely (but never without acknowledgment) from
various European and American authorities, in honor
preferring any other man’s definition to his own, feel¬
ing sure that, by so doing, his readers will not mis¬
take bis modesty for indolence, incompetence or
plagiarism. It is in the multitude of counsellors that
there Is said to be safety, rather than in the opinions
or definitions of a favorite text-book or a selected indi¬
vidual. We are often advised to beware of the man
of one book. It is equally important that we should
beware of the man of one definition.
CHOPIN’S INSPIRATION.

HOW TO EXPAND THE HAND WITHOUT
INJURY.
BY JAMES FRANCIS COOKE.
One of the most annoying conditions that can
confront the teacher is that of having an excep¬
tionally bright little pupil with a hand far too small
to stretch the chords in pieces that would otherwise
be within the pupil’s grasp. There are hundreds
and hundreds of such children who are unfortunately
limited to pieces with no stretches over the seventh
or the octave. They are unable to play many of
the most interesting things in the third, fourth and
fifth grades. The compositions of Rubinstein are
particularly trying to the teacher placed in the
above mentioned position. Some of the most at¬
tractive things that Rubinstein wrote are marked
by enormous stretches. Although his own hand
was small, he seemingly delighted in using extended
arpeggios and overcoming them by a skilful use of
the pedal and by digital quickness.
There is, of course, a danger in stretching the
hand, and many injuries and strains have resulted
from the indiscriminate use of exercises. All de¬
velopment in this direction must be very slow.
This is a foundation principle which the teacher is
compelled to observe, or pay the penalty of failure.
It takes some months to expand the hand, and the
greatest care must be used to avoid over-doing any
particular exercise, In some cases the bony struct¬
ure and development of the hand make rapid devel
opment impossible. In many cases, however, the
difficulty lies in the elasticity of the fleshy and
muscular part of the hand itself.
One thing which the teacher must observe is to
avoid strain by alternating expansion with con¬
traction and with periods of complete rest. The
following exercises have been found exceptionally
valuable, and have been successfully employed for
many years. By means of transposition they become
a “System of Expansion,” which should fill every
need of this kind. They are based upon the prin¬
ciple that in piano playing there are two distinct
lines of movement, i. e., (i) up and (2) down, right
and left. By continually exercising the hand in
both directions and allowing sufficient time to de¬
velop naturally, the writer has found very few cases
that would not respond to this treatment. The first
exercise is founded on the simple triad, and is little
more than a contraction exercise.
Ex. I.
Right Hand.

The second exercise is founded on the dominant
seventh chord, and in it the expansion combined
with contraction commences. This should be given
to pupils with very small hands for several months
before the following is attempted.
Ex, 2.

BY DR. ANNE PATTERSON.
Madame George Sand, in her “Historic de ma Vie,”
gives a graphic and touching description of the way in
which Chopin evolved his matchless pianoforte music
‘His creativeness,” she writes, “was spontaneous,
miraculous. ... It descended upon his piano
suddenly, completely, sublimely, or it sang itself in
his head during a walk, and he made haste to hear it
by rushing to the instrument. But then began the most
heartrending labor at which I have ever assisted ”
The lady then proceeds to describe the agonies of the
composer in trying to write down in its entirety what
he had already pictured in his mind. He fell into a
species of despair if his efforts were not satisfactory;
he would shut himself for entire days in his room,
walking up and down, crying out piteously, spoiling
his pens and changing every single bar some dozens
of times. His first thoughts seem to have been his

The third exercise represent? a still greater ex
pansion.
s
ex
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HINTS UPON PHRASING AND FINGERING.
The fourth exercise given below can only be used
by pupils who are able to strike an octave, but who
desire to make their grasp larger, in order to play
tenths, such as found in the piano compositions of
Brahms, or as in the Chopin “Funeral March."
Ex.

4.

IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF PIANO TECHNIC
By XAVER SCHARWENKA and AUGUST SPANNUTH
luvicrspiels” appear
inj/Hted and extracts
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These exercises should be transposed into all the
keys, and the stretches in the arpeggios should in¬
variably be played legato. The contraction part of
the exercise may occasionally be played with either
the finger or hand staccato for the sake of variety.
The writer has personally found this exercise of
great value in stimulating the technic after a long
lapse from practice, or in exercising the hands for
a few moments prior to a concert performance. He
attributes to the universal finger motion this exer¬
cise necessitates. The fingers are not only trained
to move up and down, as in scales, but they are
trained to move in a lateral direction as well. The
continued practice of arpeggios without the alterna¬
tion of periods of rest or periods of contraction
almost invariably results in strain. The great technicalist, Taussig, was a strong believer in con¬
traction exercises, and the first exercises in his
famous technical studies are devoted to this subject.
The writer has also used a variant of these exer¬
cises by placing the period of contraction at both
ends of the arpeggios. This may be applied to all
of the exercises. Thus arranged Exercise 3 above
would appear:
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WELL-DIRECTED MUSICAL INSTRUCTION.
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teaching consists of smothering their pupils with
information—of throwing lumps of it at them with
the devout hope that some of it may stick—and the
usual result of such methods is that after a while
the pupil submits and learns to sit at her lesson
in a state of semi-suspension, as far as her intelli¬
gence is concerned, and in course of time docs the
same also at her practice. When pupils are per
petually told things they soon learn inattention, and
the way to rouse them is to adopt the opposite
treatment and ask instead. Cause them to see their
own shortcomings by judicious questions bearing
on the case in point. Don’t tell them so much, but
help them to see for themselves what is wrong and
to correct it themselves under your guidance.
A lesson thus learned is well learned, seldom for¬
gotten, and is worth a ton of the previous way of
oing things: it teaches pupils to use their own
brains in addition to, not instead of. yours, and in
six months a very different state of things is ap¬
parent. Systematic teaching on those lines will do
won ers in waking dull ones from their lethargy,
and m course of time, they will realize what all
good musicians and teachers have realized during
he LCa/ee,rS’ V’^: That to lear"
to practice is
he gradual acqmrement of year?. Economy of effort
the mIalU r e-aMd.neces3ary to the musician as to
rmi n °- jIV1 industry, and economy of effort
® rV/ri:ed a! Then the whole of the intelligence
it and 1 h Im*t,
absorbed in the work before
he vario
the brai" is in suPreme control of all
inv fZ
mu,scular acti°ns, directing and modifyhe hUnd,’edUPP7eSS> Iig,UneSS’ stre"Sth- agility and
Plav in th
and °nc graduations that are called into
Play in the course of a musical composition.
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THE proper ADJUSTMENT OF THE SEAT AT THE
piano.
Since one must sit while playing the piano, it is of
no small importance how one sits. Bodily proportions
vary too widely to admit of a standard height of stool.
Pianists differ greatly as to their practice in this re¬
spect, and it is not only the length of the body or the
shortness of the limbs that decides the question; habit
appears to have much to do with it. In general, the
player may be recommended not to sit so low that he
is deprived of the important aid of arm pressure, nor
so high that his arms lose their hanging position and
assume one which obliges them to support the body.
An indispensable condition is that h:s position should
be firm, and that his body be allowed perfect freedom
of movement. Let him look carefully, therefore, to
his seat; it should be at just the elevation that suits
him best, and he should not attempt to secure this
height by piling books upon it. Books are not de¬
signed, nor are they bound, for such a purpose, and
they hardly afford the firmness and security necessary
for the body.
How far from the piano shall one sit? When an
adult can reach the ends of the keyboard with his
outstretched arms without leaning forward, and when
he can cross one over the other without discomfort,
he is at the proper distance. It is hardly necessary to
say that the stool should be placed exactly before the
middle of the keyboard. The body should maintain
an erect, unconstrained attitude; those who are short¬
sighted should use all their will power to avoid the
natural inclination to bend forward. If they do not,
a crooked back will surely be their portion. Par¬
ticular care must be taken not to drop the head un¬
duly; the eyes are there to read the notes, but the
fingers should be able to find their way in the dark.
The feet have their place near the pedal ; I he legs
must never assume uncouth, awkward positions ; e. g.,
crossed or twisted around the stool. Such liberties
should not be allowed even while one has temporarily
ceased to play.
THE POSITION OF THE ARM, THE HAND AND THE
FINGERS.
It is almost impossible to touch upon this subject,
even in the. most guarded manner, without arousing
heated discussion. The advocate of a “method” is
apt to forget that one player may be allowed a free¬
dom that cannot be granted to another. It would be
folly to attempt training a weak, flexible hand, per¬
haps “double-jointed,” to assume a flat or even de¬
pressed position; a slight upward curving of the palm
would be much more advisable. On the contrary, a
strong hand with stiff knuckles should have as flat a
position as possible. In any case, no position that is
contrary to the nature of the hand, that compromises
physical ease or causes discomfort, should be demanded
from the student. Methods that require a high curved
hand may result in serious injury by interfering with
freedom of muscular action and thus inducing a gen¬
erally cramped and stiff condition of the muscles. To
be sure, the finished virtuoso who has mastered all
details of technic by years of study may violate funda¬
mental rules with impunity, but the learner must fol¬
low the path marked out by approved experience.
Neither is there an invariable position for the wrist,
since this cannot be the same for all kinds of touch;
c.
in the playing of scales and of chords. One
who allows his wrist always to sink below the level
of the keyboard will inevitably acquire a scrambling
style of playing which does not by any means tend
to increase the strength of the individual finger. The
player, however, who places his thumb so that the
edge, slightly curved inward, touches the key with the
middle of the first joint has thereby gained an in¬
dication for the normal position of the hand. The

other four fingers fall on their fleshy ends, cart
taken not to curve them unduly.
THE REGULATION OF THE TOUCH.
Of the various touches in use the legato has always
been the most important and the one most frequently
employed; the rule is that when no other touch is ex¬
pressly enjoined the legato is understood. An exag¬
geration of the legato on an instrument wh ch does not
admit of an ideal legato is comparatively harmless,
while its neglect is a degradation of the pianoforte.
Hummel, indeed, goes so far as to recommend the
player in passages composed of broken chords not to
lift the fingers with exactness, but to let them remain
on the keys as the successive tones are played, a style
of playing known as the “legatissimo.’ Experienced
instructors know that if pupils neglect the legato in
the beginning it is almost impossible to master it
thoroughly at a later period, therefore they give but
little attention to other touches until the legato has
become second nature.
It is hardly necessary to say that a good legato touch
is essentially furthered by not confining the practice
of the five-finger position to the key of C, but by
using the first five tones of all the other keys. The
C position is not the normal one for the hand; posi¬
tions which give the three middle and longer fingers
black keys and the thumb and little finger white keys
more nearly approach a normal position; e. g., E
major and F minor. Though the hand should be quiet
during five-finger practice, it should not be an anxious
quiet. In the beginning with many pupils it is often
advisable to direct the weight of the arm toward the
fifth finger. After the learner has become thoroughly
accustomed to the shifting of the weight from one
finger to the other more quiet of the hand may be
required. This is by no means the principal considera¬
tion; it is to be taken up only after the transferrence
of the weight from finger to finger takes place without
effort.
In the playing of a skillful pianist even the layman
will be able to detect a considerable number of differ¬
ent touches; yet, strictly speaking, there are but two
distinct varieties: the legato and the staccato. The
words themselves merely indicate the effect, not the
method, of tone production. This cannot be otherwise,
since they express legato and staccato concepts which
have to do with tones produced by all musical in¬
struments, as well as by the human voice. Staccato,
from the Italian staccare. means “detached”—but that
gives not the slightest idea of how it is to be per¬
formed. It is the opposite of legato and comprises a
number of different tonal effects, which also differ in
appearance. Let us take up its practice with the simple
five-finger exercise—yet, contradictory as it may seem,
we shall not begin by playing it staccato. The staccato
touch is composed of two actions: the stroke and the
leaving of the key, and is best prepared by separating
these two elements. Until the finger falls with per¬
fect freedom there is always danger that its quick with¬
drawal will compromise the light, but fixed, position
which is necessary in the repetition of the fall. There¬
fore, it is better at first to practice only the attack
slowly and carefully, and let the finger remain on the
key; later its removal may be taken uo. The wrist
action, by which this is accomplished, should be char¬
acterized with so much security that there should be
r.o particular difficulty experienced regulating the de¬
gree of power according to will; after this facility has
been acquired the throwing back of the hand may be
studied. This calls for slow practice; that is, though
the fingers are withdrawn as ipiickly as possible from
the keys, there must be an interval of some length
between each individual action. Little by little this
interval may be shortened until the movement be¬
comes as rapid as possible.

Is there then such a close connection between phras¬
ing and fingering in piano playing? Almost as c.ose
as between phrasing and breathing in singing. Lin¬
gering, to be sure, is apparently something purely
mechanical, while phrasing is one of the most important
considerations in th« art of interpretation; but as the
entire technical apparatus becomes spiritualized and re¬
fined, a consummation as desirable as necessary, it will
be found that fingering also has its intellectual sig¬
nificance, and particularly in the subject of phrasing.
Of course the latter is in nowise dependent on the
former, but the fingering will often come to the aid
of the phrasing and not infrequently it will render yeoman service. The relations between the two may be
fitly characterized by saying that fingering is the slave
of phrasing and at times must be prepared to meet
the most extraordinary requirements from its despot.
It would be a great error to consider the mission of
phrasing as always to make the construction of a com¬
position clearer, to give it deeper and more character¬
istic expression, to gain greater beauty of melodic
outline. The supreme problem of phrasing, and one
for which there is no universal solution, is to reveal
in the phrase what the composer himself has put into
it, and not to intrude our own personality in opposi¬
tion to his thought. The corrective for this fault is
found in a parallel of the player with the singer;
naturally not one with a voice having physical limita¬
tions, but a singer with an ideal voice, one knowing no
technical obstacles. Although the use of the breath
in singing and speaking gives us the most graphic il¬
lustration of appropriate phrasing, it often. happens
that the vocalist is obliged to break a melodic phrase
on account of insufficient breath; in a thousand cases
he is obliged to resort to compromises which call for
certain tricks, such, for instance, as a light, quick
breath which he means to be unmarked by his hearers.
All this, as well as the difficulty occasioned by the
accent of the words, does not apply to the instrumental¬
ist. While he must adopt the principles of the singer
in regard to phrasing, he must produce results far sur¬
passing those of the vocalist. The violinist may oc¬
casionally feel himself hampered through the peculiari¬
ties of the up and down bow, by the number of notes
he is obliged to take in a single stroke; but he is far
in advance of the singer so far as facility of phrasing
is concerned.
In order to phrase correctly one must not only find
the beginning and the end of the phrase, but the
climax as well; then only can the suitable expression
he determined, and this is the object of intelligible
phrasing. The climax may very well escape one who
busies himself too closely with dissecting the phrase;
it is the melos that one must seek. This brings us
again to the only reliable means of ascertaining the
correct division of the phrase. This is found in sing¬
ing. This view meets with opposition from many, but
they cinnot prove their case. The old question whether
the first musical tone was formed by the human throat
or by the shepherd’s flute need not be discussed here;
vocal and instrumental music have acted and reacted
beneficially on each other during so many centuries
that it were foolish to insist upon radically different
rules for their interpretation. If instrumental music
should cease to “sing,” it would cease to be music in
the present sense of the word. In this comparison
with song one must not think merely of gentle, lyrical
strains; it is precisely with dramatic utterance that
modem composers have most to do. The more stress
they lay upon description in their instrumental works,
the closer the instinctive analogy they draw between them
and song—yes, even with speech itself. At present we
declaim in music, we sing and speak with instruments.
Nothing could be more stupid, however, than to im¬
agine that in doubtf.ul cases instrumental phrases must
be provided with words, or even that a certain mean¬
ing should be attributed to them. For instance, he
who should seek words for the four notes of the open¬
ing theme in the C minor symphony would not only
show that Beethoven’s theme had not appealed to him,
hut that he did not fully comprehend it.
SUGGESTIONS REGARDING MUSICAL ORNAMENTS.
Ornaments in music were once known as Manieren
(mannerisms), and, since they were used with the de¬
sign of embellishing a theme, received the name of
ornaments. Most of these old Manieren still survive
in their fundamental form, but they have taken on a
different character; where this is not the case, they
have disappeared. They occur j much less frequently
than in former times, but have become more signifi¬
cant, just as modern music seems to have taken upon
itself the mission of saying more, of meaning more,
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Formerly composers left the introduction of ornaments
to those who performed their compositions, and these
brought them in according to their individual taste.
Now every ornament must be justified by inner neces¬
sity; when it does not grow out of the musical feel¬
ing it is felt to be a disfigurement instead of an em¬
bellishment. To be sure, a hundred and fifty years
ago the best masters allowed themselves an excess of
ornamentation, but their interpreters were expected to
use their own judgment as to following their indica¬
tions literally. In accordance with the greater thought¬
fulness—either real or supposed—of modern music,
ornamentation is now used much more sparingly, and
is expected to be an organic development of the
musical thought, or at least to harmonize thoroughly
with its mode of expression.
In order to realize what a part ornaments once played
in piano playing, one needs but to read what Philipp
Emanuel Bach says of them in his celebrated book,
“The True Method of Playing the Clavier:” that “they
are indispensable in giving life and animation to music;
that without them the finest song is simple and empty
and lacking in clearness.” While acknowledging their
enlivening effect we should hardly go so far as this.
The development of the modern pianoforte has led
to a complete change of taste. With its vastly in¬
creased power of sustaining tone, we no longer experi¬
ence the feeling of emptiness in an unornamented melody.
Thus we may conclude that such embellishments as
drew their existence from the imperfections of the old
instrument are now obsolete; and that even in per¬
forming compositions of the earlier period we may
u'ell be more sparing in our use of all ornamentation
than were our forefathers, on account of the altered
tone character with which we have to do. Should
there be doubt that the composer himself has intro¬
duced this or that embellishment, test its effect; if it
appear superfluous omit it without pangs of conscience
—even in the worst case no great harm can be the
result.
Since, in spite of diligent research, there is to-day no
absolute certainty as to the execution of many em¬
bellishments, it need surprise no one to learn that at
the time when they were used in the greatest pro¬
fusion, about two centuries ago, there was an almost
unlimited freedom in the way they were applied and
executed. Individual taste was almost the sole crite¬
rion, and since they were generally expressed by signs
and not written out in full it often happened that the
same characters signified different embellishments with
different composers. This being the case, the only
thing for modern editors to do is to go carefully to
work by considering the original purpose of the orna¬
ment, and where there is any doubt as to this to in¬
cline toward tolerance rather than ride the hobby of a
fixed principle. These are editions of the classics that
show the latter tendency. Pupils should be trained to
weigh the matter and form their own opinions on the
subject. A convenient but deceptive way out of the
difficulty is to perform the ornamentation in the way it
sounds the best to our ears; but in classical works
the modern conception of what sounds well does not al¬
ways accord with their correct and characteristic style.
DOES PRACTICE MAKE PERFECT?
A commonly accepted proverb assures us that “Prac¬
tice makes perfect,” but there is an enormous amount
of time wasted in thoughtless practice that could be
employed to much better purpose. Experienced teach¬
ers assure us that meaningless, irregular practice is as
much of a hindrance as downright idleness. Many an
instructor, too, is to blame for this. To initiate his
pupils into the secrets of piano playing is only half
his task; if he neglects to teach him how to prac¬
tice m most cases his labor is thrown away. And pre¬
cisely with the most talented is the danger the great¬
est, for such students possess imagination and fancy
which develop in advance of • their technical powers.
Unless they are taught, how are they to learn that prac¬
tice means building up? Parents of beginners can¬
not be too strongly recommended to have them in¬
structed every day when possible; this saves much
time and money in the end.
K °n hearing a skillful pianist people are apt to ask,
“How much does he have to practice every day?”—
as if it was quantity and not quality of practice that
counts. The teacher who tells his pupil to practice
so many hours a day keeps him back. The knowledge
that one must sit at the piano a certain fixed time leads
to thoughtless, mechanical work; practice becomes a
punishment. As long as it is merely a question of
mechanism the student gains nothing, for every me¬
chanical action to be profitable for music must have
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a psychical origin; without this no progress is possible.
The only solution of the problem is to make practice
so interesting that the learner’s attention is held con¬
tinually. Practice means repetition, but a repetition
which is not also an improvement is useless—worse
than that: it is injurious. One may be sure of this:
Whoever finds practice distasteful, whoever calls it me¬
chanical soul-deadening, has never attempted to work
with his brain; he has no idea of what practice is.

[Some of the brightest and best thoughts that come t„
our office are to be found in our correspondence, f
time to time we will publish interesting and helpful letters.—
THE DOMINANT SEVENTH CHORD.

WHEN YOU STOP TAKING LESSONS.
TEACHING THE TEACHERS.
BY LEONORA SILL ASHTON.

However much or little you have learned, there comes
a time when stated lessons cease, and you are cast upon
your own responsibility. There will be no one com¬
ing, or no one to whom you will go, to carefully point
out every mistake, and listen to you go over and over
the wrong section till it is right. It will not be abso¬
lutely necessary to have learned a certain amount once
or twice a week. In fact, the tight rein which the
teacher holds upon every conscientious pupil is sud¬
denly loosed, and you are left to wander at your own
free will in the great bewildering maze of music.
It is small wonder that children and older people are
discouraged and grow careless and often let the little
they have learned slips away, and finally lose it all when
this occurs.
Do you remember the first strange piece you ever
tried to learn unaided ? What a multitude of uncer¬
tainties arose, which never would have been there if
you had heard it played by someone else only once?
There is a remedy for every ill, however, and it was
a wise man who said that experience was the best
teacher.
First of all, keep up your daily practice just as if
you were getting ready for a lesson twice a week.
It will be very easy to let one day go by and put the
regular hour aside for something else, but if you really
want to keep your music, you will have to work hard
every day of your life.
In this daily practice, continue going over and over
the exercises and the pieces which you have learned
under your instructor. The time, the phrasing, the
pedaling are all correct here, and besides becoming
valuable references you unconsciously form a habit in
playing them thus which will aid you in learning a
like composition.
It is not probable, even if you are so advanced as to
have learned some of the Beethoven sonatas, a Chopin
etude or waltz, that you can play any of them per¬
fectly. That is a wide word, but you can attain to
it, and there will be plenty of work left for you to do
here. In this reviewing work, try and remember every¬
thing you have been told; the position of the hands
in playing soales and arpeggios, and the different
touches for all the exercises.
When you come to the pieces—there is first the
time Here be careful of the notes. It is a common
blunder with young people when left to themselves to
hurry. (They have an idea that people will consider
they play better if they play fast. This is the most
inartistic thing that could be done. Don’t imagine what
people are thinking when you play. Try and find out
ot what the composer was thinking.)
Watch the whole, the quarter, the sixteenth note
carefully giving to each its due time, and also the
rests. How often these are disregarded and a rush
made over them, when the pause, long or short, per¬
haps was the turning point of music!
After the time comes the phrasing. This, of course
is carefully marked put in these old pieces, with the
accent on the beginning of the phrase and the slight
staccato on the last note. Don’t o-et in thn L-nM r
running the whole piece together as if it were a doze
sentences without a capital or punctuation mark on the
page.
L11C
Then comes the pedaling. This also is carefullv
marked for you, and be sure you follow it just as
carefully. The damper pedal taken up or put down
an instant too soon will blur a whole measure
Do
“ obliged to wait, however, before you beSn
to study by yourself a new work
g
Sdect a composition far below your ability, which
have difficulties; but have confidence in yoursdLWy
the rules you have learned, and your know edge w ll
grow strong_ through self-use.
‘cage will

To the Editor of The Etude:
I have been watching the certain successful
teachers and been present at not a few lessons, and
the one point which has come to my notice most
vividly is that so many of them pay no attention
whatever to the fact that some of their pupils are
growing up with the desire to become teachers
themselves. This, of course, applies mostly to the
private teacher.
Some I have seen, and even taken lessons myself
from one of those, who not only acted but said in so
many words that they did not wish any of their
older scholars to be present when they gave a
lesson to anyone else.
What is the trouble? Are the older teachers
afraid the younger ones will take away their class?
Are they afraid the younger ones will prove in¬
capable or is it simply carelessness?
No matter what the cause, it is one that should
be speedily overcome. How is a young woman or
young man to know the best method or proper way
of treating pupils without experience or advice?
I know several so-called excellent piano players
who could not count the simplest time in the sim¬
plest piece, and why? They have never been taught
to count for themselves. The teacher counts for
them so that they get along very nicely (altogether
too much so for their own good) and never have to
bother to do the work—for work it is—for tliemHow can a pupil who cannot count for himself
expect to be able to do so for others? To my
mind, it is very much more difficult to teach others
than to do a thing one’s self.
Of course, any
person who takes up the work of teaching music
must have a love for the art. They must also have
ability to impart knowledge to others as well as to
have a personal idea of human nature. Different
scholars would have to be treated in different ways
according to their disposition and temperament.
Some children are deficient in time, others in sight
reading and still others in hand position, etc. Each
one should be carefully drilled on the part which is
hardest for him. Some will correct little faults by
a please, and others need a rather sharp repri¬
mand. I am not one of the teachers who believe
m always smiling. That should come first, of course,
but if it has not the desired effect, a little more
severe method must be used.
T IJav*”S..fxPlained my meaning to a certain extent,
1 should like to suggest that the older teachers, who
have pupils reaching the finishing point, reflect on
J ™'. those pupils would know about teaching
students ^ °Ut Wlth 3 C*aSS °f rapidly progressive
sclToiearsqhow°to leach^ ** tCaCherS taUght 1116
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allow
mC t,lat a good plan would he to
vision of e
e\ °nCS (under the teacher’s super« at
5C) °nCC in a Whi,e to *vc
smaller
room and S°'\ °u’ u* least’ be a,,owed to sit in the
roomand watch the methods employed.

BY THOMAS TAPPER.
Having become familiar with the rules underlying
the connection of Major Scale and of Minor Scale
Triads, and having gained some facility in melodic
expression in both modes, the student should next
turn his attention to the Dominant Seventh chord.
All text-books on Harmony present the Triad Inver¬
sions after the chapter on Minor Scale Triads; with
one of them, however (the 6 chord), the student finds
so much difficulty that it may better be taken up after
the Dominant Seventh chord has been studied, when
both 6 chord and J chord may be first presented in
cadence passages.
The peculiarity of the Dominant Seventh chord is
that it occurs only in its own key (Major or Minor).
Hence, it is especially strong as a Cadence chord and
it always indicates the key with clearness.
The tones of the Dominant Seventh chord are the
5th, 7th, 2d and 4th of the scale. Thus in C Major
® ? J J . These four tones sounded on the piano
are agreeable, but they create an effect of restlessness.
They are not reposeful, and the effect of the chord is
to demand that one further step, which brings its tones
into resolution upon a chord of reposeful character.
For the present we will consider this chord to be the
Tonic. The following connection, therefore, the rest¬
less chord, the restful chord, and the satisfactory pro¬
gression of the one to the other:

Exercise IV. Add the proper chromatics, sharps or
flats, to 3d or 5th or 7th (or all) of the following 7th
chords, in order to produce a Dominant Seventh chord:

THE DOMINANT SEVENTH IN MELODY.
The tones of the Dominant Seventh chord are col¬
lectively dissonant. They require resolution. This reso¬
lution is satisfactory when
(1) The root of the chord moves to the Tonic,
(2) The leading tone rises to the Tonic,
(3) The supertonic falls to the Tonic,
(4) The subdominant falls to the third (Mediant).
Thus:

V,'
This process of resolution must be observed in order
to make a satisfactory cadence.
In employing the Dominant Seventh chord melodically, the last tone of the succession should be carefully
resolved. Thus:

As preliminary practice in learning to employ this
chord, the student should be familiar with its appear¬
ance in every practical key. This, of course, involves
knowing all the practical keys. In order to perform
Exercise I of this lesson, remember that the Dominant
Seventh chord is founded upon the Dominant of the
key; that its tones are (1) Dominant, (2) Leading
tone, (3) Supertonic, (4) Subdominant.
Exercise I. To what key does each of the following
Dominant Seventh belong:
The chord moves from G to F, thence to E, which is
its tone of resolution.
Melodies both in Phrase and Period form should
be written employing this chord. Write both in Major
and in Minor.
By the process of Interval analysis we learn that
the intervals of the Dominant Seventh chord are (from
the root) a major third, a perfect fifth and a minor
seventh. Every Dominant Seventh chord has this
structure. Therefore, Exercise II is helpful and sug¬
gestive, as it teaches us to examine a seventh chord
to be sure it is a Dominant Seventh.
Exercise II. Analyze the interval structure of each
of the following seventh chords, and state which are
Dominant Seventh chords and which are not:

ANALYSIS.
Fully to understand the manifold uses of any chord,
the student should examine a considerable amount of
good music and note its appearance and progression.
If the student will look through the music of the sup¬
plement to this issue of The Etude, he will find many
uses of the Dominant Seventh chord. Remember that
this chord is very generally used without its fifth.
Thus:

selves an,?
h
1 Start °Ut some day for «iemof poor ones'?hy “0t SCnd f°rth g°°d °nes inStead
teaAcherhefrro^erti0n -is: Why is Jt that some good
towns or cbC City d0ES not
to the small
places? °Tt CItlefj fnd teach the teachers in these
to be tauibT°-f fi bC V6ry much cheaPer for the ones
city musician1
cou1^ remain at home and the
vacation in th COU d easdy pay for the summer’s
• w=T.o’,ht'w °r'Lwry by
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teachers ai^d"should a d,scussion on this by country
the other readers i
glad to hear what some of
is a great heln K +avc to.say- A musical magazine
^ keep up o d-rte
Work
be done if
be comprehended much
meth?ds and .«■»»' can
use of them_T?nw
1110,6 easily by the active
em—Edna Johnson Warren.

In order to ascertain the Dominant Seventh chord
of any given key, it is necessary first to find the
Dominant, then to add above it the leading tone, super¬
tonic and subdominant, or the major 3d, perfect 5th
and minor 7th. This form of practice and all the forms
that precede are suggestions for becoming familiar with
a new chord in the vocabulary from many points of
Exercise III. Write the Dominant Seventh chord
of the keys of Eb, Ab, Gb, C, A, E, F, B.
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By comparing this cadence group with the cadence of
No. 5, the advantages of omitting the 5th will be seen.
It permits the following triad to appear complete.
In modulation the appearance of a new Dominant
Seventh chord invariably indicates a new key. There¬
fore, if one be not sure of the new tonic, it is only
necessary to locate the new Dominant Seventh chord
and the key is definite.

GENERAL REVIEW.
The following questions may be varied and increased
bv the student. They indicate some of the possible
approaches to that general analysis which is indis¬
pensable in first taking up a new language:
1. In what key does the Triad D, Fit, A# occur?
2. In how many keys is the Triad E, G, Bb found?
3. Why are consecutive fifths prohibited?
4. Above each tone of the Major scale of Gb write
a diminished 6th.
5. How many forms of the Minor scale are in use?
6. Write the Dominant Seventh chord on Cf, F#,
Cb, Gb.
7. What is meant by the resolution of a chord?
8. In how many keys does the triad G, B, D occur ?
g. What tone of the Dominant Seventh chord may
be omitted?
10. Define Cadence, Modulation, Mode.
11. What is the Dominant Seventh chord of G Minor,
Eb Minor, Gf Minor?
12. How does the Dominant Seventh chord assist in
determining a modulation.
THE TEACHER’S SUCCESS DEPENDS UPON
THE PUPIL’S SUCCESS.
BY L. G. HEINZE.
When the pupil succeeds the teacher is always sure
to partake of his success. His gain is not only
artistic or commercial, but is far greater, because
it comprehends an advantage of far wider impor¬
tance. Every successful pupil enlarges the teacher’s
horizon, increases his thinking power, as well as his
love for the art, adds to his own knowledge, and
what greater power can there be than knowledge?
It may not be out of place to give several of Emer¬
son’s terse sentences: “It is the teacher who gives,
and learns, who receives. There is no teaching until
the pupil is brought into the same state or principle
in which you are.” “The best teacher is the one
who suggests rather than dogmatizes; the best
teacher is he who inspires his listener with the wish
to teach himself.”
The teacher must come down to the pupil’s level;
he must look at things as the pupil views them, and
by the aid of his experience, intensity of purpose,
and tact the pupil will become interested, learn to
think, and then progress will be easy. The teacher
must not soar above the pupil’s comprehension, and
the pupil must endeavor to follow the teacher, who
must reach down, and the pupil must reach out;
and in that way both can move along hand in hand.
The pupil must be willing to help the teacher all
he ciin, notipnly by doing as he is told, but trying
to do so intelligently. He should continually ask
questions, let nothing pass that is not entirely undefst’ood, and learn not to work because he must,
but because he loves his work.
There has never been a time when so much was
expected from a teacher of music, and the pupil as
well. The standard is getting higher with each
year. One thing, however, he cannot do—that is,
do a year’s work in nine months or even less. The
vacations have been growing longer, and ere long
it would not be surprising to see the music term of
many pupils become about the same length as the
vacations, and in spite of all this we are expected to
accomplish the same as heretofore; in fact, even
more. The demand for large results from small
endeavors may be one of the reasons for the great
growth of the so-called “new methods,” which give,
or it is promised they will give, you a royal road
to success. They all but promise the impossible,
getting results, etc., in one-half or one-quarter of
the time needed by the old methods. Whether these
persons can accomplish what they promise is some¬
thing you must find out for yourself.
Ritter says truly, “Does not the vocation of
teacher really evolve from the true love for man
and neighbor? A teacher must be able to love his
pupil as the pupil must love his teacher. Only by
reciprocal love is it possible that each unlock heart
and soul of the other. Only so is it possible for
the teacher to look into his pupil’s heart, and learn
to know his individuality, for if this remains closed
to the teacher, then a natural development of the
pupil is scarcely to be hoped for. He is no teacher
who does not understand how to bring himself down
to the standpoint of the pupil, so that, learning with
him, he is gradually drawn to a higher plane.”
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Educational Helps on Etude
Music
By P. W. OREM

HUMORESQUE—G. A. BURDETT.
A portrait and biography of this well-known Ameri¬
can composer will be found in another column.
“Humoresque” is one of his most recent works. It
is built up of two strongly contrasted themes, a lively
two-four rhythm and a flowing cantilena in three-four
time. The two-four movement will require a crisp
touch and a spirited manner of execution. The threefour movement should be “sung,” bringing out the
two voices clearly in the manner of a duet. The com¬
poser has supplied copious marks of expression and
interpretation. These should be strictly observed. This
piece will repay careful study. It has real educational
value, and its musical interest and originality will ren¬
der it available for recital use.
HEART’S EASE—J. W. BISCHOFF.
This is a graceful and very expressive “song without
words,” by a veteran American composer. While this
piece reminds one somewhat of the well-known
“Flower Song," by Lange, it is in reality a work
of more serious import, more elaborate in plan and
in harmonic structure. This piece demands the “sing¬
ing style.” It must be played in a finished manner,
with strict observance of all marks of expression.
MUSICAL CHATTER—F. VON BLON.
This is a decided novelty, a piano piece by the
famous European conductor and composer, whose
marches and characteristic orchestral pieces have proven
so successful. This piece is a melodic and harmonic
gem, cleverly constructed and rather easy to play. It
should be played in a delicate and precise manner,
bringing out carefully the inner voices. The second
theme, beginning with the last half of the eighth meas¬
ure, should be played as directed by the composer, with
much expression. Note the effect gained in the repe¬
tition of this theme by the additional accompanying
notes in the right hand. The third theme (in F
major) is original and very taking. The German word
neckisch, heading this theme, means “teasingly.” Note
the horn-like effect of the sustained C in the left hand,
also the modulation to A major, immediately return¬
ing to F. The two slanting parallel lines at the close
of the F major theme, just before the reWfii of' the
principal theme, mean that the hands are fe be'1 lifted
for a brief period of silence.
SKETCH—ARTHUR BIRD;5
Arthur Bird (born at Cambridge, Mass., 1856) is
a talented American organist and composer who
has spent much time in Europe. The “Sketch” (in
F) is a good example of his work in the smaller
forms.
He has also been successful in larger
works. This “Sketch” is a clever bit of workman¬
ship, a logical and refined development of a char¬
acteristic theme. It belongs to the type made popu¬
lar by Tschaikowsky in his “Chanson sans Paroles.”
The middle section of this piece, with its spirited
climax, is decidedly interesting. The theme should
be well brought out and the accompaniments subordinated, but the syncopated rhythm of the ac¬
companiment carried out steadily and precisely.
ARABIAN MARCH—GEZA HORVATH.
This is a strong bit of characteristic writing by a
popular composer. Many of the great composers have
displayed a fondness for certain Oriental effects; see,
*^Jtance : Haydn’s “Gipsy Rondo/’ Mozart’s “Rondo
alia Turca,” Beethoven’s “Turkish March” and many
modern examples. In all these will be found the char¬
acteristic “crush note,” known technically as the
Acciaccatura or short Appoggiatura. These grace
notes are cleverly introduced in Horvath’s “Arabian
March.” In pieces of this type these “crush notes”
must be made to bear out their designation. They
must be played on the beat in a spiteful manner, ex¬
tremely short, to be followed immediately by the prin¬
cipal notes (which they have displaced) almost as
though the grace notes and the principal notes had
been struck together. Play the piece throughout in a
vigorous manner and at a brisk pace.
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SLUMBER SONG—H. WEIL.
The “Slumber Song” is one of the most popular with
composers of all the smaller forms. Historically it is
one of the earliest, if not the earliest, forms of vocal
expression. The lullaby or berceuse, as an idealized
instrumental piece, holds an established place in musical
literature. While there are thousands of these pieces
written, a new and good one is always welcome. Mr.
Weil’s new “Slumber Song” is an excellent example,
melodious and tenderly expressive, with just the proper
amount of soothing monotony supplied by the drone
bass, and with a gentle rocking motion in the _ accom¬
paniment. Play it softly and dreamily, causing the
melody to stand out slightly.
BERCEUSE—A. VON FIELITZ.
This piece differs materially from the “Slumber
Song" by Weil.
The French term “Berceuse”
(meaning a lullaby) is applied nowadays to many
fanciful pieces of quiet, meditative type.
The
"Berceuse” of Von Fielitz is an impressionistic
“song without words,” an idealized type, while the
appeal of Weil’s “Slumber Song” is more direct.
The “Berceuse” of von Fielitz is a beautiful ex¬
ample of modern thematic and harmonic treat¬
ment, well balanced and skilfully worked out. It
should be played with extreme finish, bringing out
well the inner harmonies.
SWEDISH DANCE—A. B. GRONDAHL.
Agathe Backer Grondahl, one of the successful
woman composers, was born at Holmestrand, Nor¬
way, in 1847. Madam Grondahl was an accomplished
pianist. As might be expected, her compositions dis¬
play certain Scandinavian characteristics. The “Swed¬
ish Dance” is one of her shorter pieces, but it is an
excellent example of her style and workmanship. It
is based on one of the national dance rhythms. In
playing this piece note the “skipping” character of
this rhythm. Play it accurately, giving strict value to
the eighths and sixteenths, and to the sixteenth rests.
Note the quaint effect of the alternating tonalities,
G major and G minor; also, at the close of the piece,
the effect of the C major chord preceding the final
G minor chord. Madam Grondahl died in 1907.
VALSE ETUDE—G. D. MARTIN.
In addition to being a graceful and entertaining
waltz movement of the modern type, this piece
affords excellent practice in double-note technic
with opportunity for employing a variety of touches.
This piece may be played with much brilliancy of
effect, and would go well in recitals.
LYRIC MOMENT—S. F. WEIDENER.
This is a melodious “Album Leaf” by a promis¬
ing American composer. It should be played with
freedom and expression, like a song.
DANCE OF THE MARIONETTES—H. NECKE.
This is a lively and characteristic polka movement,
by a very popular writer. This piece requires a clean
and even finger technic. The running work will have
a more sparkling and clear-cut effect if played slightly
nan-legato. This piece will prove excellent either for
study or recital.
THE CAUCUS RACE—MARIE CROSBY.
This is a bright little piece, one of a set illus¬
trating “Alice in Wonderland,” each founded on
some characteristic bit of “nonsense verse.” The
“Caucus Race” should be played in a helter-skelter
manner, as rapidly as consistent with distinct play-

ITALIA (VIOLIN AND PIANO)—J. F. ZIMMERMANN.
This is a fiery little tarantella, brilliant but not
difficult to play. It should be played as rapidly as
possible, consistent with clearness and ease. The
second section, in G major, may be taken somewhat
more slowly. A fine recital number.

This is a very useful and attractive orgar
I he melodies are taking in character, and l
tration is most effective. The piece shot
popular with congregations, as well as satisfy'

MARIONET TEN TANZ
Allegretto grazioso

Lovers of Wolf’s beautiful songs will be interested
o know that Mr. Ernest Newman’s book, entitled
Hugo Wolf, is now in course of preparation. Wolf
has not unhappily been called “the Wagner of the
song and his genius in this direction is rivaled only
by that of Schubert.
nr 11
without saying that he was constitution? Z, “hfitted for teaching, or, at any rate, for the
d of teaching he had to undertake at this time,
oy as he was in years, his musical nature was
matured enough to create a wide gulf between him"
.,1 ”1S pupils- He was probably impatient bevah,,h 6.-aver.agf
teachers at having to spend
valuable time in laboring with children at the rudi-

tearh;n/l-was possible and gave his energies to
wearUn™hlS ?up,ls the wearisome, but not quite so
a CTA ’f el®ments of musical theory. We have
a record of what his behavior could be at its worst
had to taSeu°fua certain Fraulein G., to whom he
had I
n th* p,ano in the early eighties. She
it dha PdParepnt,y
6 musical talent and Wolf found
to her at
1S teJmper with her- His language
ins witWh
t 1S -Said t0 have been more in keep-

Lanner waltzr^/en ^
Slay by himf 1fy.dHVe her away from the piano and
Sedilection
l0"?, stretches of the music of his
with his r.f’ c PeC:aHy that of BerliozI‘ ended
efusing to teach her any longer.

HERMANN NECKE
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MR. GEORGE A. BURDETT’S WORK AS A
COMPOSER.

learnSth°aftPhan° tecuhnic; and i‘ is not surprising to
learn that he put this side of his duties out of sight
LAVALRY PARADE (FOUR HANDS)—HENRI
PARKER.
This is a brilliant and vigorous duet number, bi
the well-known English composer. It should be playec
W ijVim an<* ^as^» atlc* in orchestral style.
Thi«
would prove a very effective number for the opening
of a recital.
4

DANCE OF THE MARIONETTES

THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr. Michel’s “Thy Will be Done” is a useful
sacred song which should go well as an offertory.
It has a good, broad melody, simple and unaffected,
but appealing. It will prove effective if sung in a
sympathetic manner.
R. M. Stults’ “Sing Me Some Quaint Old Bal¬
lad” introduces very cleverly as a “refrain,” the
popular “Annie Laurie.” This song should prove
popular for general use.

The Etude will present
from time to time short
sketches of the work of
composers whose works
deserve to be better
known.
Although o u r
main purpose in doing this
is to promote the interests
of American composers,
we shall not by any means
restrict ourselves to
American composers.
The subject of the pres¬
ent sketch, Mr. George A.
Burdett, was born on Bea¬
con Hill, Boston, in 1856. His father was an or¬
ganist, and the boy’s musical education commenced
at a very early age.
One of his first teachers
was Junius W. Hill. Boston has known few more
able teachers than Hill. He graduated front Leipsic Conservatory, and later became Professor of
Music at Wellesley College. Mr. Burdett expresses
a debt of gratitude to Mr. Hill for giving him a
“firm foundation.”
Later Mr. Burdett spent two years in Dresden, study¬
ing with the organist, Fisher; one year in Hanover,
studying with the court organist. Mr. Burdett re¬
turned to America and graduated from Harvard with
honors. Mr. Burdett took all of the courses in com¬
position under the late John K. Paine at Harvard. The
next year was spent in Berlin, where he studied under
Haupt and Kiel.
Mr. Burdett is now organist of the Central Church
at Boston, and has been a member of several expert
committees and boards of visitors. His compositions
are very numerous, and some have met with pronounced
success.
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SKETCH
ARTHUR BIRD, Op. 15, N? l.
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THE CAUCUS RACE
“One, two, three, then away we go.”
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A Mademoiselle Soph'd Antoine

„..

ARABIAN MARCH
ARABISCHER MARSCH

GEZA
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MORNING - PRELUDE

\Gt Gataba and Dul. coup, to Sw
m\Ch. Dul. 8ft.
(Ped. Bour. 16 ft.
Allegretto m. m. J--_
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SWEDISH DANCE

ITALIA
Allegro m.m. J-=i44

PETITE TARANTELLE

j. F ZIMMERMANN
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To Mrs. John S. Williams

THY WILL BE DONE
JOSEPH A. MICHEL
MAUDE A. RICHARDSON
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SING ME SOME QUAINT OLD BALLAD
R. M. STULTS
THE GREATEST PIANO COMPOSITIONS.
„_„___„__y It well, but If they <L
a week cannot play it so well?
2. Is it possible to tell the five greatest and ir
difficult pieces of piano music? Some critics h

himself. He has devoted him:
ing very difficult ones of the fifth and
What studies would you advise me t
He learns quickly, and Is persistent.
1. For exactly the same reason that if you commit
to memory a page of Shakespeare and then do not
repeat it for several days portions of it will escape
your memory. Finger memory works in a manner
analogous to that of the mind. Although the finger
processes should be made as automatic as possible, yet
they need constant exercise. You probably have heard
the famous remark of Von Billow’s, that if he neglected
practice for one day he could perceive a deterioration
in his playing; if for two days, his friends noticed it,
and if for three days, the public could perceive the
difference. In spite of a possible exaggeration, this
contains a great truth in regard to all mental and
physical processes. To keep any composition in excel¬
lent playing condition requires constant practice. The
greatest virtuoso will not appear before the public in
a composition that he has played all his life without
first practicing it again. To the student this may at
first seem a little discouraging, but the obstacle is more
imaginary than real, because one never needs to have a
very extensive repertoire to draw upon at a given
moment, unless one devotes himself exclusively to per¬
formance. The piece learned one month, and tem¬
porarily dropped, is not forgotten the next. It only
needs reviewing. What required hours of practice in
the beginning can now be revived in a few moments.
This is the case also with compositions that may have
been dropped for years. Take up a piece that you
have not played for perhaps twenty years, and if it
was well learned in the first place you will find that it
will “come back” to you in an incredibly short time.
The pianist, in order to be able to appear at his best,
must always keep a repertoire in readiness, in case he
may be called upon to play without warning. To keep
such a repertoire in order he will find is no hardship;
rather, indeed, a pleasure.
2. It is difficult to obtain universal agreement in any
matter requiring critical judgment. Twenty-five years
ago the five last sonatas of Beethoven were accepted
without question as the most difficult compositions for
the piano. Question has been raised in regard to this
from time to time, but I have never seen it settled in
a manner that satisfactorily replaced the Beethoven
works. There was a time when Balakireff’s “Islamey
Fantasie” was considered technically the most difficult
piece written for piano, but I think it is agreed now
that Godowsky’s transcriptions of Chopin’s etudes are
the most difficult to execute. However, the emotional
and intellectual content of these is nowhere near so
difficult as the Beethoven sonatas mentioned, and hence
the latter can hardly be said to have been supplanted.
Whatever individual opinion there may be as to the
right of certain other compositions to be awarded this
position, unless such opinion is accepted universally by
those capable of judging, Beethoven must be allowed
to retain the position he has held so long.
3. The question is not so much what the young man .
plays as how he plays, and what condition his hands are
in. It is very doubtful if he could have acquired a
modern technique or an understanding of the same
without assistance. Does he intend to become a musi¬
cian and teacher? If so, a very careful and thorough
technical review will be necessary, beginning with the
elementary stages and progressing to the point which
he seems to have reached at the present time. Without
this how can he teach that which he has never thor¬
oughly understood and assimilated? Students who
follow their own impulses nearly always have awkward
hands and fingers, and need a great deal of careful
attention in order to undo what has become a fixed

habit. Such students invariably need a great deal of
practice in etudes of the order of Czerny’s Velocity,
giving close attention to the finger motions until they
have acquired independence of action. I see no reason
why he should not be taken through the regular routine
of etudes, for he will need to understand them in order
to teach them. He may doubtless be able to omit many
that he would need to practice had he not already
gained a considerable suppleness of action. If he is
intelligent he will readily understand the situation when
you explain it to him, and will be willing to do every
reasonable thing you ask of him in order that he may
acquire a well-rounded technique that will serve him
in every sort of music.
PLAYING OVER A PUPIL’S MUSIC.
1. Is it advisable for a teacher to play a pupil’s
music to him before he studies It?
2. Is It better to work an etude up to tempo the
first time it is studied, or afterwards in a review?
3. Would you advise a few etudes well done,
and worked up to tempo, or many, but not so per¬
fectly done?
1. It depends largely on the nature of the pupil's
talent. Some are so quick to catch a new thing, and
so prone to imitate, that their reasoning faculty and
power for studying out the correct interpretation of
a composition will remain entirely undeveloped
unless they are forced to exercise it for themselves.
Pupils whose imaginative faculties are active should
be encouraged to exercise them, studying out the
meaning and method of playing compositions for
themselves, which the teacher corrects afterwards.
Of course there are many things that need to be ex¬
plained in advance, and examples given, but with
such pupils it is usually sufficient to indicate in a
general way what the pupil should take special
note of.
In contrast to these there is the dull class, slow
of apprehension, and possessing little imagination
or originality. They rarely become quick in inter¬
preting the visible signs, but have to puzzle them out
slowly, and it is excessively difficult for them to
re-create the music.
They sometimes make good
players eventually, although the process is com¬
paratively slow. Such pupils, however, need assist¬
ance where the other class only need suggestion.
Hence the teacher needs to show them how their
pieces “ought to go.” Sometimes it is a great help to
this class of students to play their pieces over several
times. Take note of how much more quickly they
will learn a piece in which there is a familiar melody.
They need to hear a thing many times before it
makes an impression. I do not mean you to infer
from this, however, that such pupils are not to be
taught to use their re-creative powers. On the con¬
trary, they need special attention constantly, more
thoughtful attention than the bright class of workers.
In the elementary stages they should be given a
certain portion of each lesson to figure out for them¬
selves. When they become reasonably advanced,
they should be assigned interpretation lessons, pieces
of good quality, but so simple as to offer no diffi¬
culties technically. Pupils are likely to rebel against
the simple pieces, but if you make them understand
that they are studies in interpretation-, you will have
no difficulty. As you are an advanced player your¬
self, you know there are quantities of easy pieces by
the best composers that exact a great deal on the
part of the player in the way of interpretation.
2. As a general rule, pupils are hurried through
books of etudes too rapidly, acquiring a compara¬
tively small part of the technique that the etudes
were intended to develop. Teachers who are popu¬
larly supposed to receive only advanced pupils could
tell you volumes in regard to this. Pupils come to
them who have been through Cramer and Clementi,
but only at a slow rate of speed and with hands so
cramped in the endeavor to encompass passages
much too difficult for them that they are hardly
ready to even take up Czerny’s Velocity Studies.
Teachers of the fame and prestige of Sherwood,
Joseffy and others can readily deal with such a
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situation when it arises. The student accepts their
diagnosis, and industriously sets to work to recon¬
struct his technique. When Messrs.. Smith and
Jones, however, teachers of less prestige, but who
understand the needs of .the ill-taught student just
as thoroughly as their more famous colleagues, tell
the applicants what they should do, the latter, in¬
sulted at being “put back,” seek other teachers.
Thousands of such would-be players, who might
easily become at least “local celebrities,” pass an¬
nually into complete and unrescued oblivion because
of the self-conceit of their ignorance. The lesson to
be learned from this is, that all etude work should
be done thoroughly and carried no farther than the
student is reasonably able to approximate. Many
of the Czerny etudes are marked with too great a
metronome speed, and hence the student should not
attempt to work them up to the given number. Liebling has corrected this in his edition, which indeed
constitutes one of its chief recommendations.
Whether a student is ready or not for a given set
of etudes may be determined from his ability in play¬
ing scales. The student that can with difficulty play
his scales at a speed of ioo for the quarter note,
divided into sixteenths, is certainly not ready for
Czerny etudes requiring the ability to play at the
rate of 120. to the quarter note. Judgment must be
used, however, in regard to pupils. Some have slug¬
gish hands and never can acquire great speed, al¬
though performing music of moderate speed in a
manner to give a great deal of pleasure in their own
circles. A different standard of speed must be estab¬
lished for such in their velocity etudes. Further¬
more, it is an excellent plan to commit to memory
certain velocity etudes of exceptional value, and keep
them going for weeks until a high degree of skill
is developed. Also, etudes of the artistic calibre of
those of Chopin should be gone over many tim&s;
indeed, they become a part of the experienced
pianist’s repertoire, which he is constantly perfect¬
ing. Students whose hands have acquired the habit
of assuming a cramped or constrained condition
when playing rapid passages, due to having been ad¬
vanced too rapidly, can overcome this by practicing
a great deal of etude work at a very moderate speed,
learning meanwhile to hold the hands and fingers
in a perfectly supple condition, afterwards going
over them a second time and working them up to
speed. I once knew a young student who went to
Louis Maas in Boston. During the entire first year
Mr. Maas insisted on his working in this latter
manner, studying Mendelssohn’s Concertos and simi¬
lar works as well as etudes at a slow tempo. The
second year he spent in developing these same works
up to speed. He afterwards became one of our finest
American pianists. You see, therefore, that there
are many things to be considered in connection with
individual pupils, and that it is impossible to lay
down any general laws that will fit all cases.
3. Far too many etudes are learned in the majority
of cases. Students should work for quality rather
than quantity. This question is sufficiently answered
in No. 2.
One of my pupils took a course (
of tile prominent conservatories 01 music of the
country, and since returning says t at her teacher
prohibited her fi
movement in
always t.. _D__ _
octaves, and scarcely --:h passes that wrist
- - - -jmewhere spoken of in The
Etcde. Will you give us your opinion in the Round
Table? I know there are cases in which wrist
octaves are not correct, but should they not be used
in rapid staccato passages?
Yes, the wrist is certainly used, but its motion is
now taught somewhat differently from that which was
formerly in vogue. Many good teachers no longer
teach that the forearm should be held rigid and firm
while the hand moves up and down as upon a fixed
hinge. The combination of motions is complex and
difficult to explain in a few words, and without actual
demonstration. The forearm is held high and com¬
municates an impulse to the hand hanging flexibly upon
the wrist, the notes following from the impulse in a
manner somewhat analogous to the rebounds of a
rubber ball when thrown forcibly upon the floor. The
motions of the hand upon the wrist must constantly
retain the utmost freedom and flexibility of movement,
and all rigidity of the upper arm must be avoided!
You will find the fullest treatment of the doctrine of
octaves in the first and fourth books of Mason’s “Touch
and Technic.” The Leschetizky books still teach that
the arm should be held low, and the hand move with
the hammer-like hinge motion from the wrist for piano
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CONSTANCE PAINE.

V COURSE OF STUDY.
„„ a course of study, both
__ __
selections, for a girl that does
splendid work? She has finished Cramer’s Selected
Studies and Czernv’s Op. 740.
If your pupil can play the foregoing with freedom
and speed, approximating the required tempos, and
can practice three or four hours a day, she might spend
one-half the year on dementi’s Gradus, selecting judi¬
ciously so as to meet her special needs, following with
the first book of Moscheles, Op. 70, for the second
half. Kullak’s Octave School may be intermingled with
it, what she does depending on the octave training she
has already had. During the year Bach’s two and
three-part inventions ought to be interspersed, using
the following numbers in order of difficulty as here
given; from the two-part inventions, 8—13—14—6—1—
io— 12—3—4—2; from the three-part inventions, 1—2—
7—10—12—15. Of course, she will continue the prac¬
tice of scales, arpeggios, etc. For pieces your choice
of selection will be very extensive. You should not
confine your attention to pieces of the same grade of
difficulty. Pieces of the order of the easier Chopin
nocturnes should be studied for interpretation. There
is no limit to the number of selections of this kind.
Beethoven’s sonatas. Op. 13, 26, 31, No. 3, and Op. 2,
No. 1. Chopin, Polonaise, Op. 26, No. 1. Schumann,
Fantasie Stucke, Op. 12. Moszkowski, Valse in A flat.
Schubert, Impromptu in B flat. Op. 142. SchubertHeller, The Trout. Rubinstein, Kammenoi-Ostrow.
Hollaender, March, Op. 39, No. 1. Kroeger, Arion.
Reinhold, Impromptu in C sharp minor. This selection
will provide sufficient variety to keep the pupil inter¬
ested.
A SUGGESTION.

Desire, attention and application are three words
which should be impressed upon the mind of every
musical student. They should be of value not °n y
to the beginner, but to the advanced student as well.
Without grasping them in the reality nothing can
be accomplished.
In order to do anything we must have the desire.
After the desire we must have attention of mind,
and lastly, we must apply what we have gained
through attention.
Thus, in music, a child must have a desire for
music. There must be some goal toward which he
can work. This desire should come naturally, but
if it does not, the parents or teacher can infuse a
desire into the child. When there is a natural de¬
sire the child loves everything in nature that is
musical. He will grasp every opportunity that
comes before him. He will dream of the future
time when he will be able to reproduce the music
that is swaying continually within his soul. Atten¬
tion and application are in tune with his intense
desire. It requires but some years of time to bring
forth the cherished results.
By way of illustration, compare the musical
abilities of Wagner and Mozart. They both had
genius. Wagner had great power. Nevertheless,
everyone knows that he applied his genius to music
owing to circumstances. He might have attained
equal prestige in any other walk of life. Mozart,
on the other hand, was a born musician. He seized
everything by its musical side. Thus innate power
is a precious thing and commands reverence. How¬
ever, the majority of musical students of to-day do
not have this natural desire or innate power.

CREATING A DESIRE.
Conversations should be conducted with intelligent
One of the readers of the Round Table sends a
music lovers. Many people cannot express definite
“suggestion’’ for the benefit of teachers who, like her¬
ideas of the art. Many music teachers themselves
self, have had difficulty in teaching the rudiments and
forget this very important part in a course of in¬
elementary theory to young pupils. She says:
struction. They forget it because it has been
omitted from their own study. A certain piece of
music should be discussed as to its musical value,
of the members grew tired and began to drop off,
its relative importance, and its technical importance,
so that I finally had to discontinue the meet¬
and its harmony. It is a fact that musicians who
ings. This year I have procured blank books with
ruled lines, costing five cents each, which I give
feel music most intensely seldom speak of the emo¬
the students. At each lesson I give them three or
tional extent of a piece, but more often of the
four questions, which, with the answers, they
write in the books. I began with the simplest
technic.
questions, gradually leading on to move advanced
All truly musical people possess to some degree
work, and It is remarkable what a wide scope for
work we find and how rapidly the little books are
the power of observation, and it is their duty to
filling up. When we have reached a given point in
exert this power whenever they listen to music. A
our work I shall have all the books fumed in and
examined, and those who show the best answers,
beginner
in music will listen to a fine composition
In writing, spelling and fullness of treatment, will
and simply hear a mass of sound. It is the teacher’s
be awarded suitable prizes. Thus far the pupils
have shown a great deal of interest in the scheme.”
duty to point the way which leads to an ability to
listen intelligently to music. The child, as he ad¬
One comment suggests itself from the foregoing in
vances in the art, will learn to appreciate thought¬
regard class meeting of students. Teachers should take
fully any good composition. If a child receives cor¬
into account the natural tendency in human nature to
rect impressions from the start he will widen and
grow tired of any routine exercises. Adult pupils will
unfold them into original ideas when he grows older.
submit even to tiresome routine, because their reason
After a child has listened to good music he will in¬
tells them that it is necessary to their progress. In
variably be filled with enthusiasm—with desire.
children the reasoning faculty has to be developed, and
A teacher should give the needful encouragement
hence they will continue voluntary exercises only so
to a pupil. He must be given a good foundation
long as they Contain an element of novelty.' Hence
upon which to build his musical powers. A teacher
teachers should not have them meet too frequently, nor
of music falls into the habit of teaching, first, the
keep them long in session. Neither should they be
keyboard, then the notes, and lastly, pieces of
continued late in the season. All extra and voluntaryvarious kinds selected in a haphazard fashion. The
classes should be lightened up toward the end of the
result is that each year there are more poorly trained
season when students are beginning to take more inter¬
pupils, who, in turn, are incompetent teachers. The
est in vacation plans. Only a certain amount can be
preparation of a course of study in music demands
accomplished at best, and the shrewder a teacher is in
time, power and a great deal of natural ability on
planning accordingly the better results will follow.
the part of the teacher. It is just as easy a matter to
have well-fitted teachers as not. On them depends
Our correspondent’s new plan, however, is an excellent
the future of the musical student. Teachers can be
one, and well worth being tried.
fitted for their work without a conservatory course.
y talented boy JMR,
„__
To repeat, it is for them that the words desire, atten¬
_ I have difficulty in finding pieces
sufficiently advanced, but without octaves or large
tion and application mean So much.
chords, as he cannot reach them yet. He plays
The teacher who has been giving lessons in a
some of the Mozart and Haydn sonatas and Bach’s
Italian Concerto. I wish to ask if you could b
dull, “hum-drum” way may still improve. No child
>st1 .
some suitable
.. pieces,
'
particularly
—"mlarly some
s
of" the
•
will get a desire to unfold his latent talent without
lighter, brilliant kind?”
the help of a good teacher and a good course of
I think you will be able to make use of many of
study. A talk or a story about the lives of various
the following; Spinning Wheel, Bendel; Renouveau,
composers will prove more beneficial than an hour
Godard; Angelus, Godard; Song of the Brook, Lack;
spent in “hunting” notes. This will help to vary
Etude in G major, Moszkowski; Sonatas, Opus 49,
the program and aid in holding the pupil’s attention.
Beethoven; Songs Without Words, Mendelssohn;
The child should be taught the meaning of music,
Rondo in C, Beethoven; Nocturne in E flat. Op. 9,
the value of it and the’ history. This can be done at
Chopin; Babbling Brook, W. G. Smith; Song of
the outset by arranging the subject matter to suit
Troubadours, Raff.
the child’s mind.

uiiA-rpn count the minutes when their
„SUedapfacHce hours will be over. They dread
allotted p
Why? You may claim that it
ft “ tty have^music in them Not at all.
It
often because the teacher lacks the power to
make a music lesson attractive, besides the plain
SctV of technic. The teacher must create the dun
in the child by giving him instruction along the
different lines that lead to a thorough knowledge
and appreciation of music.

S

ATTENTION MUST BE UNDIVIDED.
Attention is the next important factor. Undivided
attention is what every student must have. Hn
attention must be fixed constantly upon the goal
which he wishes to attain. With that in view he
will give all other attention to musical facts as they
present themselves to him. A student should learn
to love his instrument. He should be taught how to
care for it properly. Every detail should be care¬
fully noted. During the time when exercises and
scales form the most important theme all the atten¬
tion should be given to them. Attention must be
paid to every key, every tone and every half-tone.
A student should be able among the first things to
know a tone without “seeing” it. If he trains his
eyes to the exclusion of his ears a one-sided musical
ability will result.
Every measure should be played until it means
something.
Every composition, no matter how
simple, should be read with care and played with
precision. By precision stiffness and monotony is
not meant. Every note must be given its true value
and its individual, as well as its relative expression.
These seem such little things, but it is only by atten¬
tion to them that a student arrives at skillfulness.
A great amount of attention must be given to the
selection of music for study. Melody is not the
prime factor to be taken into account. Many of
the great masters do not have in their compositions
that melody which most uncultured people demand.
The reason many young musicians want melodious
music is because they have never, been taught to
understand music. Classical music seems dull and
uninteresting to them. More pleasure is gained by
studying several measures of Wagnerian composi¬
tion than by strumming piece after piece of popular
THE MEANING OF APPLICATION.
Application divides itself into two channels. The
student’s knowledge can be applied to the rendition
of standard compositions or to original work. Ap¬
plication is necessary from the very beginning.
However, a student realizes more fully what it
means after he has mastered the rudiments of music.
In the performance of compositions the true
musical talent of the student is brought forth. Many
musicians play in a most mechanical manner. They
lack the innate power to reproduce the thought of
the composer. A great help to a student at this
stage in his career is to read from the poets. By
reading poetry he becomes acquainted with rhythm
and beauty of thought. This will eventually permeate
his inner spirit and it will come forth in a harmonious,
thoughtful, soul-inspiring performance of a com¬
position.
Written composition affords a most excellent test
of the correct application of musical knowledge. A
student should finish a piece completely before he
attempts to play it. He must be able to hear
mentally the various parts. He must see the whole
composition in his mind as a finished piece of work
and not as a series of floating harmonies. This
thorough application is the privilege and power of
th®. chosen few. Nevertheless, it is the goal toward
which the most unpromising student must look.

There can be nothing more barren in the world
than one idea, springing from one idea, nourished
on one idea, and aiming at one idea; and there can
e nothing weaker than a conglomeration of count¬
less ideas, having no common center, not even selfEmerytln8' mUch less suPP°rting aught else.—S. A.
Whatever the relations of music, it will never
cease to be the purest and noblest of arts It is the
mUf-ic t0 brinS before us, with absolute
ruth and reality, what other arts only imply. Its
nherent sedemnity makes it so chaste and wonder..
1 enn°bles whatever comes in contact with
it.—lYagner.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
OF ADVERTISING FOR THE
MUSICIAN.
BY GEORGE C. BENDER.
[The following is a condensation from a portion of
Mr. Bender’s forthcoming book on the business side
of the musicians’ work, entitled “Dollars la Music
Lessons.” Other chapters from this book have been
published in The Etude during the last four months.

The presentation of the following fundamental prin¬
ciples is justified because they are recognized and util¬
ized by all skillful advertisers. The reader is obliged
to know what constitutes the “practical” before he can
apply it successfully to his own work. The respective
principles must be thoroughly understood and prac¬
ticed. The writer believes that the following may be
easily comprehended, because the main ideas are pre¬
sented in abridged form.
APPROPRIATENESS IN ADVERTISING.
An inappropriate advertisement always defeats the
purpose of the advertiser—it is invariably a failure.
Circulars, poorly printed on cheap paper, are some¬
times productive of good results, but they must appeal
to a class of people who are unable to appreciate the
refinement displayed in the use of good materials and
artistic typography. Since such a circular is rarely in¬
tended to reach the unintelligent class, it represents a
misdirected effort and a wasteful expenditure of money.
Big black “display” type, startling headlines, bom¬
bastic claims and vivid color combinations may appeal
to those who lack culture, whereas the educated and re¬
fined are more readily impressed by an artistic display
and more conservative statements.
The following, for instance, is an example of how
not to advertise in circular form (see example 1) :

devoid of all common sense and good judgment. Not
all of these circulars are due to an attempt to defraud
the public, but are sometimes due to ignorance of the
right manner in which to advertise.
Let us suppose that the above advertiser was a
teacher who had received a fair musical education in
some large American city, and had been located in
Smallburg for many years. He would probably be
known by everyone in the town, and had an excellent
opportunity to do really good work. His circular is
inappropriate in every respect, since he cannot alter the
general impression regarding his work. All that he
needed was a simple, little statement of what his work
really had been and what his plans were for the com¬
ing year.

Francesco Pomposo
INSTRUCTOR IN
THE ART OF SINfilNG
Signor Pomposo is a graduate
of the Conservatory of Naples,
and for twenty years appeared
in leading roles at such famous
opera houses as La Scala (Milan),
Kgl. Hofoper (Dresden), The
Grand
vent

Opera

Garden

(Paris),

Co¬

(London)

and

the Metropolitan (New York).
During this time Signor Pomposo
had excellent opportunities to
investigate the different methods
of singing employed by his col¬
leagues, and the advantage of
this experience to students is

Sign op Pparjeoseo
Ponqposo
Master Of The Art Of Singing

obvious.
be

Signor Pomposo will

glad to

meet

prospective

students by appointment.
Suite 78; CARNEGIE HALL

—--ARID-——s
One Of The Greatest Living Tenors
iignor Pomposo desires to inform his
friends and patrons, and the musical
world in general, that after years of study
and professional experience with the great¬
est of all singing teachers, he has invent¬
ed the one method by which the student
can ever hope to reach musical success.
Most of the vocal instruction of this
day is founded on fraud and ignorance and
Signor Pomposo requests parents and pu¬
pils to come to him at once so that no
time may be wasted with swindlers.

Terms $3.00 a lialf Lour

STUDIO OVER McALPIN’S MEAT MARKET
Example x.
Ludicrous as this may seem, it is not so very differ¬
ent from the circulars that are often found in our large
cities. The display is ridiculously bad, and the whole
circular has fraud written all over it. Let us suppose
that the signor had really been a great teacher, and had
possessed a knowledge of how his business announce¬
ment should have been made. It might have appeared
something like this (see example 2) :
This advertisement is modestly written, and if a
truthful statement of facts is about all that can be said.
It is appropriately worded, and is printed tastefully. If
the advertiser so desired he might have added his press
notices, but since there has been so much corruption
of the press, both in Europe‘and here, the public has
learned to place little or no value upon press notices.
Another form of an inappropriate advertisement
would be the following (see example 3) ;
Laugh, if you will, but circulars like the above
actually do exist. They are founded upon the idea that
this is what is needed to convince the public, who,
of course, know nothing of music, and are therefore

Example 2.
The musician cannot with propriety adapt circus
.methods of advertising, nor can he display glaring
posters or billboards without being suspected of hum¬
bug and fraud. This does not mean that the musician
is denied the use of placards, but does mean that his
methods must be more conservative and governed by

THE

4

WAGNERSERVATORY
INTERNATIONAL CON¬
OF MUSIC
OF SMALLBURG,

NEVADA

This institution is designed to accomplish
the same results as the great music Schools
‘of Eurbpe. Our course is based upon the1
greatest systems and methods of the world.
Why go to Europe when we can give you |
the same thing here ?

tisements is such that they will appeal to the class ad¬
dressed. This can only be done by accurately appre¬
ciating the peculiarities of the individuals who com¬
pose the class which is to be reached. Think of the
atrociously printed, badly worded, mis-spelled circulars
that are sometimes scattered around city streets as ad¬
vertisements of cheap groceries. The main considera¬
tion in a circular of this kind is to bring the name of
the article and a very reduced price to the eye of the
consumer. What if the housewife of very limited means
does read, “Blewing 5 cents a bottle,” or “Bakig Powdor
15 cents a can.” She cares nothing about the spelling
nor the printing nor the paper. She does not judge
the store by these outward signs. To her it is simply
a matter of price. She rarely considers quality. She
passes over the slang, the grammatical “liberties” and
the provincialisms with little regard for anything but
the idea of getting as much as she can for as little
as possible. Such a circular appeals to the masses, but
it could not appeal to the classes. With the teacher
the condition is entirely different. He appeals to a
different class, with an entirely different purpose, and
should employ different means. One of the most val¬
uable possessions of the successful advertiser is an
understanding of human nature and the ability to touch
people upon susceptible points.
Appropriateness presents another aspect: that of time
and season. It need hardly be said that to advertise
concerts or recitals during the summer season, when
the public is chiefly interested in travel and recreation,
is to invite dismal failure and needless loss. At that
time of the year the advertising should be of the re¬
minder kind. Direct advertising for pupils at that time
is, despite tempting offers, like sowing seed in winter.
There is a right time to sow seed; so, too, there is a
right time to advertise particular business and pro¬
fessional propositions. Still it is unwise to discontinue
advertising during the summer seasons. Experienced
advertisers simply do less circular advertising and de¬
vote their efforts to stimulating correspondence with
new pupils at a distance from home by employing the
use of musical educational journals in order to secure
the names of those who, are likely to be interested in
their work. These musical magazines are forwarded
to the readers during the entire summer, and it is
during the summer that the readers of such magazines
often determine just where they will study during the
coming season. The following is an appropriate form
for an announcement in a summer journal, and one
which should bring good results, if the reputation and
ability of the teacher is such that the advertisement
can be successfully “followed up” (see example 4):

Herbert Wilson Mason
INSTRUCTOR

IN ARTISTIC

PIANOFORTE PLAYING
Mr. Wilson is now complet¬
ing his arrangements for the
coming season and those who
desire to enter his classes are
requested to write at once for
a newly issued prospectus de¬
scribing the methods employed
and including letters from some
of the celebrated teachers, whose
ideas Mr. Wilson has incor¬
porated in his work.

We employ three professors and sell
music at cost.
Our course runs from the Kindergarten
to the Virtuoso. Paderewski made $250,000.00 in less than one year. Why not
enter this lucrative business ? Call in upon
rProf. Miget some day and talk it over.
Example 3.
good taste. Here, again, it is necessary to consider the
class toward which the advertising is directed. Patron¬
age and prestige of any particular kind may be de¬
veloped by advertising if the character of the adver¬

Season Opens September 18th
Students are requested to register
not later than September 6th.

THE MASON STUDIO
37 Grant Chambers, -

■

Boston

Example 4.
Later, we will take up the matter of “Individuality,
Brevity, Plainness or Clearness, Attractiveness and Di¬
rectness in advertising, and also show how the best
results come from the pursuit of the sequence, atten¬
tion, interest, desire and resolve.”
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CHARLES A. FISHER

What teacher is not ready and willing,
nay, anxious to encourage originality in a
pupil wherever he may detect the germ
of this desirable quality? Originality
presupposes imagination, and, alas! so
few people are generously endowed with
this faculty. Children often possess it in
a high degree, and the full development
of this naive gift is perhaps stunted by
the dry routine of early instruction. How
to protect and foster the imaginative
spark during childhood, so that it may
blossom into flower and fruit later on, is
a problem beset with difficulties.
The vocal student, as a rule, comes to
the teacher at a period when, in addition
to what it may have suffered in childhood,
the imaginative germ has been further
checked by contact with the stern, mate¬
rialistic realities of life. This, alas! in
addition to the abuse and the misappli¬
cation to which most vocal organisms
have been subjected before the teacher
gets a chance at them. After relieving
the pupil’s mind of the usual preconceived
notions of tone formation, and after get¬
ting the voice, little by little, into approx¬
imately serviceable condition, the teacher
confronts the task of awakening a proper
appreciation of good song compositions.
You can’t let them go on indiscriminately
browsing among the mediocre produc¬
tions with which the market is flooded
year after year; a more or less strict
classic foundation must be laid on which
the student may learn to base his judg¬
ment and form his taste.
Let us ask why it is we have so very
few new song compositions of real merit?
Why do not a half-dozen of our more
distinguished American composers find it
worth while to pay more attention to the
production of really desirable songs, set
to good English texts? Verily, we of
the singing-teaching profession are sorely
in need of such!
This dearth of good modern song
material further complicates the diffi¬
culty of gradually accustoming the pupil
to make his or her own song selections—
an indispensable requisite in developing
self-reliance and eventually emancipating
the student from dependence upon thc
teacher. Next to teaching pupils to make
careful, judicious experiments with their
own voices is to induce them to acquire
proficiency in the selection of repertory.
After all, the sum and substance of all
teaching is that of training the pupil to
learn to stand on his own feet.
Some pupils—and, alas! among them
pupils with extraordinary vocal endow¬
ments—are blessed with so little “grasp,”
possess so distractingly little of the as¬
similating faculty, that the most patient,
arduous explanation is as seed wastefully
dropped by the wayside.
A magnificent soprano voice may be
possessed by a singer with the figure of a
veritable “Briinnhilde,” yet the vocalist
may utterly fail to comprehend her rela¬
tion to the god Wotan, in spite of the
most painstaking efforts of her able in¬
structors! Somehow these singers with

only a voice to commend them don’t seem
to last very long in the upper strata of
the artistic world. A few years, and you
hear of them no more.
Unfortunately cases of this sort are
quite frequent; cases with which noth¬
ing truly great can ever be accomplished;
singers in whom the imaginative spark is
too infinitesimal ever to burst forth into
flame. Of what ultimate good is the best
voice on earth if there be no receptive¬
ness, no intellectuality, no imagination—
no foundation upon which to cultivate
originality! Oh, that our pupils would
give more time to the study of poetry—
good poetry! And, oh, that they would
learn to think—to think for themselves!
The teaching of a science is one thing;
the teaching of an art is an entirely
different problem. In any field of science
there are facts which may be mastered by
thought, experiment and research, and
these facts may be imparted to every
thinking student. Art can be taught by
suggestion only; teaching an art is psychic
suggestion—a form of hypnotic influence,
if you like. The student must find out
for himself; the teacher can but induce—
instigate.
Let us take the example of a young
girl, good looking, with a very accept¬
able stage presence—the proper natural
poise—and, afraid of nothing, she pos¬
sessed some little knowledge of the piano
also, and was favored as to environment;
she had a musical mother, and had been
born into a family brought up to listen to
good music. Handicapped, however, by
serious elemental drawbacks—the mouth
exceedingly small, formation, of the vocal
apparatus very inadequate, and hampered
with a catarrhal trouble; she also had
an exasperatingly untrustworthy musical
ear—a defect which, happily, is not in¬
herent, but one that requires several years
of patient treatment to smooth entirely
away. To offset all these distressing
difficulties she possessed a temperament
of the first order. More than this, she
owned a will to conquer—a thoughtful,
persistent determination to overcome every
obstacle. A few years of perseverance
convinced her that she might eventually
hope to surmount all obstacles that at
the beginning made public appearance
seem impossible.
The voice will never be strong and full.
She may never astonish the world as a
new “Kundry”—a role for which, by the
way, she is in many respects so well
adapted; but she will always be a most
acceptable concert singer—an interpreter.
One day, in the course of the lesson,
she sings a song of Schumann very
effectively—a marked improvement 0:1
previous efforts.
“That is well enough,” remarks the
teacher; “well enough, considering all the
obstacles you have had to contend with.
But some day you will find yourself sing¬
ing that song ever so much better; some
day, after you’ve fallen in love.”
At this our prospective interpreter of
classic song beccmes a trifle indignant
and responds with just a tinge of resent¬
ment in her voice:
“I hope you credit me with possessing
some imagination!”
Ah, that has the true ring to it! A
little indignation is beneficial. By and
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SOCIAL CONDITIONS.
The teacher may also be obliged
ed to
some
consider social conditions. In soil.r,
localities the conditions are so heterogeneous that a club is almost impossible
People of a priggish or
snobbish nature resent having their
children associate with any one but
those whom they personally select.
Here the teacher’s tact must come to
,he front and the desirability of the
musical club must be forcefully pre-

** *’!•'" “>«»» ■" ht-l -I^
more interesting It IhU JavThe *1^ fi,U'° lhc'r ;,rr
wh«h «nn
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in almost every case been
all kinds of little bits of musicaltnforma
pay for her own instruction i*
YwUng folks ^ the club subjects tit a very much higher n
Musical’
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t"
l.°UT,§
Fo,ks'
Standard
this course seems justifiable.
Musical History provides the back
It frequently happens that »*
bone, without which the st,,u
aCk
be continued. It gl^:-.VtU.fr
remains fnrltl Canno*
can"ot cn<l of th. season sufficient fa”1*5.
• -.s
cuauic in: memberThis is a much more important — - add the necessary z st a„, I
M'
lndtv.dual cure
cur. tickets for some local conccn
ter than many might imagine, To character to the meeting
ecure a name that is both attract,ve
operatic performance. »ben the *
One excellent plan is
r mean e .-s*

”™rdm|Uktl.. tarter. Th.Bch.r
or club leader will find that many young
folks have a great fondness for red
tape” of
this kind.
delights
tape
01 ui.s
xmu. Nothing
“b -them more than to go through the proceedings that they have been led to
believe their elders employ at their club
meetings.
naming THE CLUB,
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The children, for instance,

by you will brush aside the last of the
many discouraging obstructions that have
been bristling in your path all along.
At the very beginning of “Trilby,”
that much-read, much-lauded and muchabused novel of the late George du
Maurier, there is an episode which is
instructive for teachers as well as for
students.
It was the luncheon hour, and Little
Billee was just putting the finishing
touches on his drawing of Trilby’s foot
on the wall when Durien, the sculptor,
walks in, clad in his blouse and with his
hands stuck in his pockets. Durien looks
over the shoulder of the British young“From a sitting?”, queries the sculptor.
“Non!” says Billee.
“From memory, then!”
“Oui, oui!” replies Little Billee.
“I make you my compliment,” proceeds
the Frenchman. “You have shown the
happy hand. I wish I had done that my¬
self. That is a little masterpiece which
you have made there—tout bonnement,
mon chert But you elaborate too much—
de grace, n’y touches plus!”
“And Little Billee was pleased,” says
Mr. du Maurier, “and touched it no more;
for Durien was a great sculptor, and sin¬
cerity itself.”
We are tempted to twist Durien’s
genial admonition to Little Billee into
serviceable shape for the benefit of all
art instructors, when brought face to face
with that rare, subtle characteristic which
the art world has agreed to designate as
temperament—n’y touches pas! Hands
off! Let it alone.
This is a sacred blossom, grown on
holy soil. Let it burst into bloom after
its own fashion.
BEAUTY OF TONE.
Will singing teachers ever succeed in
meeting on the common ground of
some well-defined pedagogic system?
Will they ever be able to agree upon
a clearly enunciated plan of instruc¬
tion based on some generally accepted
fundamental principle, with the view of
lifting the profession out of its present
status in which individual and contra¬
dictory “methods” play so prominent a
part?
At first glance it would seem quite
hopeless to fix upon some clearingsome elevated open space—where all
might assemble and breathe freely, in
this dense under and upper growth of
pamphlets, books, solfeggios. Kehlfertigkeit and what-not, to say nothing of
experiment, research and dissertation,
anatomical, physiological, psychological
and illogical. It would seem no easy
matter to find a firm foundation for
frank and honest agreement in a field
of art in which methods and theories
lie strewn thick as leaves in Vallambrosa; a vast and growing territory
where each one is busily engaged in
digging up his own little patch, putting
a paling around it and inscribing over
the gateway, "The true and only Paradise
of Song—Walk in!”
As in all professions, however, there
is common ground for the sincere and
conscientious, and these are always
standing closer to each other than they
may be aware.
In spite of the many schools of
piano instruction all piano teachers are
practically agreed on the elementary
necessity of five-finger exercises as a
rudimentary development of the hand
and for the acquirement of a certain
amount of even touch within the cir¬
cumscribed limits of five keys, before
proceeding further with the pupil; and
this in the case of an instrument that
generously furnishes the tone “ready
made.” How much greater the obvious
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necessity of beginning within the care¬
fully limited scope of simplest, easiest
tone production where we have to deal
with an instrument which must be, as
it were, continually reconstructed by
the performer for each new tone as it
is produced!
However extensive the diversity of
opinion on the great subject of how to
teach a person to sing, it is safe to
assume that all are agreed;
(1) That the tone shall be beautiful in
its resonance, and (2) shall be under
easy control without harmful stress or
strain on any portion of the vocal
mechanism.
Now, a tone may be resonant without
being loud—a beautiful pianissimo may
thrill an audience of thousands—and
inasmuch as one is liable to apply force
to a loud tone until one has learned to
sing forte without effort, and as all
striving for a powerful tone is risky as
tending to undue stress and strain,
ought not this danger to be avoided and
the cultivation of the voice begun with
a natural, easy tone, aiming for beauty
and resonance, but piano?
Whatever difference of opinion there
may be as to the loud or the soft tone
in elementary instruction, is not the
teacher on the safe side in leading the
pupil into messo forte and forte gradu¬
ally, and only as the pupil learns to
subdue the rolling or the rigid tongue
and little by little acquires the facility
of carrying the tone forward in gentle
and pure resonance on the wings of a
steady and natural emission of breath?
Until the middle range of, say, a half
dozen tones (beginning practice with
one or two tones of easy and natural
production) is under reasonably perfect
control, that is, until within that scope
all vowels and modifications of vowels
can be produced with beauty, resonance
and ease, piano or forte, can the pupil
be considered ready to extend the scope
of exercises, especially upwards? And
is it safe to give the pupil scale-work,
the usual solfeggios or arpeggio ex¬
ercises, to say nothing of elaborate
songs, until the voice has first been
trained upwards and downwards from
the limits of the middle range, tone by
tone, and beauty and resonance and
ease of production have become even
and adequate throughout?
But, it might be objected, this would
be a tedious process.
True, Rome
was not built in a day, nor can the ele¬
mentary training of a voice be properly
accomplished in a year.
How tedious is the process by which
a Pupil acquires a fine tone on the
violin, and how laborious and painstak¬
ing the work of the teacher who strives
to inculcate it!
How tedious the persevering efforts
of the player on the French horn
until he succeeds in conjuring those
ravishing sounds from the vibrating
metal! A control of pure tone on thc
instrument is absolutely requisite be¬
fore the pupil may proceed to the simplest beginnings of technic.
There are voices—and Italy is espe¬
cially blessed with such—to whom the
free production of beautiful tone,
throughout the entire range, comes
from the first as naturally as learning
the salutations of the day. To explain
to these singers by divine grace the
mystery of handsome tone would be
like teaching Venus how to be beautiful.
But these voices are rare outside of
Italy. When a singing teacher meets
with such a one his task fesolves itself
into a question of general musical train¬
ing, the inculcation of good taste and
technic, the development of dramatic
talent (if there be any), the refinement
of heart and mind by means of encouraging hints toward a broader education
—to the many concomitants that com-
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HOW NOT TO SELECT A
W
TEACHER.
.
Faure, the famous baritone, deprecated the appointment of ex-singers as
professors, saying that it was absurd
* expect that at the end of one career
to
begin to learn another, and
au;te different one to boot. These
ex_vocalists as a rule try to teach their
ils by imitation, which of all the
g g methods of imparting vocal instruc#
worst
tion 1= — - --' ”ant Fournid? in his ad.
• ni^work “Physiologie de la voix
mira
,
^ such ^
eJ° "Jon this point that I quote it:

this beautiful, free, resonant, unforced as to classifying, designating c
tone—will form a foundation strong and the voice?
the Dutch baritone,
lasting enough to bear any structure
Anton Van R°0Y<
r-les of jy0tan
that talent and subsequent accomplish- the great mterpre e
iter not very
ment may enable him to superimpose and of Kurwenal tol? “e ” ted himself
upon it.
long ago that when he presentecl
Could the teaching fraternity be m- to Stockhausen an
made to sing
duced to come together more generally furt for ‘Ruction h
^ b£gan to fear
on the common ground of at least this ptanoior “O^ths,
t
gcome back
important fundamental requirement, the that his voice w Id
nificent tone
.«_Ishh
K8HHBI
oti
tinncp
iiitArpctpn
to
him
again,
jjul
uj
^
musical public and all those interested
---as his
in the progress of song would hear came back soon enough
way of
less of promising voices come to teachers had brough
natural tone
naught, and both teacher and pupil be the path to free, unstra
,
“But what sort of exercises shall we largely spared the bitter mortification P^ductmn
^ soffl£ interesting
use," inquires someone, “for develop¬
of sad t^ou*hindeffie[eVnc; thatPmigM conversions with Van Rooy’s teacher, gJf the professor has for his instruction
ing this beautiful tone?”
born ot inemciency tnat n ig
BelKyidtj in Frankfurt, Van nQ other res0Urces than imitation, how
This is a problem usually solved by have been avoided.
Rooy having then just left Frankfurt to wjn such a one, being a bass, for inthe judgment and ingenuity of the
begin his brilliant operatic career.
stance, impart the knowledge of some
teacher, for as no two pupils are alike,
The teacher was naturally very proud speciai difficulty to a tenor? What
WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT?
neither are there two teachers but they
of his promising pupil, and also of the course wjll he pursue if he has to tram
Is this a tenor or a tenor-baritone? way in which the voice was working out tbe voices of women? He may possidiffer.
However, there are specific exercises Is this one a mezzo-soprano c
its own individual development. Among fel supplement his instruction by preprepared for that especial purpose. with some high
of soprano quality? othcr menlentos> Bellwidt had in his cepts
But wiH these precepts be corYour humble servant refrains from Are we dealing
m with a basso- studio a piaster cast of his great pupil rect; win they ever be grasped by the
specifying, not only because they are cantante or with a bass-baritone
Pointing to it, he e
pupil if they are not based c
doubtless well known to most teach¬
Every
-, age
„ is adding
_ a term
claimed, one day: "That man will be the tific knowledge of the instrument?”
ers, but because he would prefer not to the vocabulary of pedagogic designation greatest Wagner baritone the stage has
Sir Morel'l MacKenzie, the famous
be set down as—and perhaps sat down in its attempt to classify the perplexing yet seen!”
throat doctor, said that in his expe¬
upon for—advocating any particular phenomena of voice quality. The simple
And yet Van Rooy’s low tones have a rience the best singing teachers were
man or method.
terms—soprano, alto, tenor and bass— rich, noble, bass quality, with volume those who, without having adopted the
It will also be observed that I avoid the have long since become vague generaliza- enough to reach out across a Wagnerian public career as vocalists, had made
use of the word register, that having tions, nor are we any longer content with orchestra of 75 musicians, without ap- much deeper and more serious studies
come to be a bone of contention, inas¬ mezzo-soprano, contralto and baritone, parent effort.
to qualify themselves as professors
much as some authorities deny the ex¬ No doubt our predecessors in the vocal
And what shall we modest provincial than singers could be expected or re¬
’teachers do with our pupils? What quired to do.
istence of the thing.
art were very proud when they coined
“But during this tedious period of these definitions, but what was the might is to be our method of procedure?
As he aptly put it: “A first-rate sing¬
Shall we arrogate to ourselves greater ing master is very often like the hone
voice formation, how is the subject of of their invention to the refined subtle¬
wisdom than the masters in the profes¬ that sharpens the razor but does not
singing to be kept interesting?” some ties of modern voice nomenclature?
sion—the men of broad equipment, of shave, or like the finger post which in¬
teacher asks. “Is nothing else to be
How idle the self-sufficiency of past
deep thought, of extensive experience?
dicates the direction to take, without
done?”
ages when we consider that most recent
All you singing teachers know that we going there.”
In the first place, the process of mas¬ blossom of voice distinction—mezzo-alto!
are often called on to test a voice, when
tering a beautifully resonant tone for
Perhaps we shall soon have a mezzothe result is such that the best singing
its own sake is not necessarily uninter¬ contralto, a mezzo-tenor and a mezzoThe above appeared in The Etude of
the world would be at a loss
esting. But the subject of song is a
March, 1904. It deserves to be repro¬
broad one, and the pupil can find much already in the tenor-baritone and the classified. Let us acknowledge this, and duced in every music journal in the
bass-baritone),
and
later
on,
if
the
wrath
other useful musical occupation during
let us concede further that it is not at world.
the two or more years (and this is put¬ of Apollo may be averted, perhaps a all essential that the voice be at once—
Like the best of good rules, it is
ting it gently) to be assiduously de¬ mezzo-mezzo-soprano.
made stronger by its exceptions; and
Or pefhaps ever—definitely classified.
Much of the blame for this confusion
voted to fine tone production. There
Begin first, by the gentlest means, in there are notable exception^. Once in
is, for instance, the needful and labor- growing worse confounded is to be laid the middle voice to induce the free, un- a long while Jean de Reszke, that re¬
door of journalistic criticism; the
, . ,
,
,
,
ous feature of sight-singing. Neither at the
markable
personality — that “misfit
. .
... .
.,,,!,
strained production of a natural
.. . , K
,
,
, .
does it injure a singer to scrape some musical critic is ever on the lookout for this
includes the placing of the tone well tenor,” as he has been invidiously called
' adjectives and striking definitions.
acquaintance with the helpful and obe¬
forward and the acquisition of breath —stops in his brilliant career to take
But
we
of
the
teaching
fraternity
cannot
dient keyboard of the pianoforte.
control. This once secured—and without up the pen. It is generally but a short
Then, as the scope of the voice escape censure, for it is our business not it nothing can be accomplished with a paragraph we get from him, but every
broadens, there are songs to be selected to permit ourselves to be influenced by voice anyway, if you work at it till word is worthy of the closest attention.
within the range of tone acquisition, this mania for picturesque designation.
Let every singing teacher likewise
doomsday—this once secured, proceed
It will be generally conceded, I believe,
and in the course of time the dear sol¬
Upwards with the head tone in the case note what Lili Lehmann, that singer of
feggios will be found not altogether de¬ that it *
the superb poise, has to say upon occa¬
nuded of their value.
sion as to the art of teaching others
mountable difficulties) and with the
Oh, yes, there is much that may be as we find it, and make the most of it.
voices to the covering of tone, which is how to sing.
In the callow days of our early at¬
done between times!
not so easy a matter.
But the general fact remains that the
Of course, the suggestion is one not tempts at voice instruction we may have
In short, whatever may be for the great majority of the most famous sing¬
likely to find favor with teachers who arrogated to ourselves the faculty of proper direction of the pupil may be done ing masters either never appeared in
look upon their occupation simply as immediate discernment, the ability to without all of this finical anxiety as to
public, or relinquished the artistic ca¬
a contrivance for laying up shekels, nor classify the voice of a pupil at first hear¬
voice designation. Indeed, the less anx¬ reer at an early age, because the
will it commend itself to those who, in ing. As we grow older at the craft we
iety we have as to that the better. We amount of voice at command was in¬
hot haste to “bring out” half a dozen are apt to lose some of this cock-sureness.
This may perhaps account for much of shall at least be delivered from such adequate to the requirements of the
pupils every year, and overcome, alas!
temptations as, for instance, the forcing stage.
by the spirit of modern commercial ad¬ the later success of old singing masters,
vertising, neglect the only reliable such as Stockhausen—76 years of age— of a baritone into tenor work, because he
basis upon which any branch of educa¬ at Frankfurt, or Garcia, who continued may have some brilliant upper tones.
USE THE PEN.
After all, the most successful voice
tion can be conducted—the principle teaching till nearly 96 years old.
You may learn to speak a language
of slow, patient, laborious acquirement.
Rossini used to say, in his retirement teacher is he who forms and directs the
The true usefulness of a teacher is at Paris, that it took a man all his life mind of his pupil so that the pupil may (some people have a distinct aptitude
finally measured, not by the number of to learn how, so that when he knew work out his own voice- salvation. The for that part of the subject only); you
voice belongs to the singer, not to the may learn, by dint of application and
his pupils, but by the quality thereof; how, he was too old to sing.
and the true glory of the profession is
Most of the pupils who cor tn a cJno- teacher- and the PuPd must himself learn good memory, to read it; but you will
“Il f) how to mold it. Too much attention on never feel sure of anything in it until
not to be sought in gorgeous studios, ing teacher, whether it be
his part, or on the teacher’s part, as
neither is it reflected in jewelry nor in international repute
you learn to write it.
fine raiment.
will never be certain of anything
pr.°.v,““! discip!es <* •
«■
A modest list of pupils, made up in
the main of earnest students, who hon¬
Formulate your
estly do their stint of study and then started in to sing without guidance, but
thoughts in words—
- „se the pen!
go off into the world to bring them¬ very few of them have instinctively
1 nat eminent American purist. Pro¬
selves “out,” is of more substantial sat¬ found the path to a natural production , " CELEBEATED critic once said to 1
fessor
Henry
E.
Shepherd,
used to tell
isfaction to a teacher than distracting of tone. Many have suffered under the
™ost necessary lesson for an artist
throngs of giddy and ephemeral shout- misguidance of more or less incompetent is to know himself.’ I have tried to his classes in English literature, whenever
ers who appear to-day and disappear persons, than which no instruction at all warn !t> hut with caution, for it carries
1 student‘ ventured
to remark that he
. .^•*^*^*1
to-morrow—occasionally leaving their would have been more to their advantage, a danger. To know one’s self too well is
vf>> ^ t"‘ng but cou,dn,t express himbills unpaid.
What method of procedure do the great to lose one’s balance, and equilibrium i«s u*’ .tl,at !here is no such thing as
And for the pupil, assuredly, the pa¬ singing masters follow? Do they worry the most beautiful thing in the world”_ knowing without the ability of exprestient acquisition of this sine qua non_
themselves or the pupil with speculations Emma Eames.
u°n' ^ you can’t express an idea, you
haven’t properly grasped it.

bine to make a great singer out of a
great voice.
The prevalence of the natural voice
in Italy is doubtless to a large extent
accountable for the fond tenacity with
which the world still clings to the Ital¬
ian solfeggio as embodying every voice
requirement.
Exercises suitable for a natural, a
spontaneous, voice are hardly fitted for
a voice as yet a stranger to the secret
of free, smooth, resonant emission of

THE VALUE OF ELOCUTION TO
THE SINGER.

tude on the part of your hearers. In
this directness extend to your audience
your sympathy and win its sympathy
for
yourself. Always let your matter
BY LOUISE GUNTON.
warrant your manner. Be full of your
subject and occupy your mind with the
Singers especially need to awaken to spirit, the thought and the sentiment
the possibilities of help to themselves of your author, never with the tones of
by a serious practice of elocution. It is your own voice. If you appreciate your
a character developer and a soul awakauthor, you will instinctively know
ener. After deep concentration and
what tone to read him in.
many times reading and reciting a se¬
We must read as we speak, but on
lection the beauties of a piece leave a
lasting impression on one’s character. one condition. It is when we speak
You will unconsciously broaden and well. Reading aloud gives the power
deepen, your personality will gradually of analyzing more than by silent
undergo a change, and you will become reading.
The reader or singer who wishes to
more magnetic and influential. Noth¬
ing develops personal magnetism of the attain the heights of art should keep
highest order like the study of expres¬ a cool, clear head while he gives up his
sion, and who needs magnetism more heart. Make the human heart your
than the singer? It brings into exer¬ 'supreme study. Learn with what ges¬
cise every faculty of the mind and ture and with what inflection every
every emotion of the soul, and we know caprice and every passion speaks.
that by exercise we grow. People who
Work for abandon in your study of
have never exercised their powers of expression. Work tremendously and then
expression are stunted in soul growth rest thoroughly. Do not see how long
just as much as one is stunted in body you can keep on a high tension, but make
who has never taken physical exercise a great effort, even if you exaggerate at
to any extent, and vocal study will not first. Underdoing is worse than over¬
bring singers to their full powers of ex¬ doing. The very worst of faults is tame¬
pression without the study of elocution ness. Throw yourself into the spirit of it.
in addition.
Build up vitally.
Below I give a few principles of elo¬
No regular set of rules can be given
cution, which, if diligently studied and for the art of elocution. It is a question
put into practice, will greatly increase of intelligence and sympathy, but everyone
the powers of a singer.
studying this subject cannot help but im¬
Elocution is the art of so delivering prove. Nature is the model. Elocution¬
our own thoughts and sentiments or ists and singers have an alliance of two
the thoughts and sentiments of others faculties—sensibility and imagination.
as not only to convey to those around
us with precision, force and harmony
METHODS.
the full purport and meaning of the
All bookwriting is mostly copying
words and sentences in which these
thoughts are clothed, but also to excite from other books; this is especially true
and impress upon their minds the feel¬ of text-books. Caccini (1601) laid down
ings, imaginations and passions by some principles of the art of singing;
which those thoughts are dictated and he has been much quoted by subsequent
with which they would naturally be writers on the subject, some of whom
have added an original thought here and
accompanied.
Two things are necessary to make there. Later on Garcia wrote, and Laman intelligent reader: Comprehension perti wrote; both have been much copied.
Stockhausen, in his “Methode” and in
of the thought and perception of the
natural in the utterance. To be ef¬ his “Technik,” formulates about all the
fective, add one thing more, voice. The essentials of the art, greatly to the con¬
right tone color comes from apprecia¬ venience of some who have written after
tion, and appreciation comes from con¬
Almost every “method” has something
centration.
In trying to interpret a selection look in it worthy of attention; it is only neces¬
sharply for the change of thought, and sary that we read it with discrimination.
the attitude of mind of the characters We must learn to sift, clinging tenaciously
in the piece toward each other. Look to the great, immutable principle of comfor the delicate shades of meaning by monsense. The main point is to induce
means of tone color, caused by the dif¬ the student to observe and think about
ferent emotions in the mind. Read a his own voice—to make judicious experi¬
selection over many times silently ment with his own material. The gifted
before permitting yourself to begin to and thoughtful pupil will do this any¬
even think of reciting it, but even way, without much urging; it is the duty
silently do not read a selection by of the teacher to restrain the indiscreet
merely repeating the words. Remem¬ and the reckless, and to encourage the
ber the change of manner of the timid.
Our diversity of methods and the ten¬
speaker, his tone color, his emotions,
his varying actions, all of which must be dency in this country to lay so much
brought out in the rendering of the stress on the blessings to be derived from
selection. Search diligently for the seme particular “method” or other have
author’s meaning and enter his mood. not enhanced our- reputation abroad, al¬
Meditate upon each word, each thought. though, generally speaking, they are as
Form mental images of persons and much at odds on the subject abroad as
scenes. If necessary, paraphrase the we are. Among other discreditable re¬
selection. Put in your own words pic¬ ports about us there is a story current
tures of what the author’s words call in the studios of Europe (and accepted
out. Train your mind to fix itself upon in good faith, especially throughout a
what is being studied. Do not let it great part of musical Germany) that a
wander. Cultivate attention. You must certain New York voice specialist elec¬
so work that your intellectual power trified the vocal community of Gotham
will increase, thereby enabling you to by announcing himself as the only ex¬
Probe more deeply into the author’s ponent of an entirely new and original
meaning. You must so assimilate the method—results guaranteed—known as
thought that it becomes your own.
the “Umbrella Method.” The distin¬
All public speaking and singing guishing feature of this startling novelty
should have the intimate element of in voice culture is believed to be the de¬
face-to-face conversation. Use all your vice of opening and shutting an umbrella
gifts, natural and acquired, all your by way of making the messa di voce plain
powers, physical, vocal, mental and to the unsophisticated would-be operatic
spiritual, to obtain a responsive atti¬ star.
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HINTS TO VOICE TEACHERS.
Next to being conscientious the greatest
virtue of a teacher is to be patient. Re¬
member, it took you a long time to learn
what little you know. Have respect for
the pupil 1
Every voice that comes under your
care (including the personality behind the
voice) is a subject of distinct and espe¬
cial interest. If this were not so singing¬
teaching would be a very dreary vocation.
Be sparing in the use of the piano in
your instruction; gradually accustom the
pupil to sing without any support.
Your most reliable patrons will come
to you from the middle classes—if such a
term be admissible at all in our country;
the wealthy—most of whom are more or
less of the nouveau.x riches—will be of
little service to you in your profession.
If by some rare chance the daughter of
one of these should give evidence of
vocal possibilities she may be content with
your town; most likely, however, she
will go to New York or Boston, Chicago,
or even direct to Europe, in search of a
vocal teacher.
Study, find time to reflect, and attend
conscientiously to your pupils.
Don’t look for too much appreciation
of your work; keep on attending to it.
Learn to wait for approbation, which
will come when you have earned it.
Be scrupulously punctual as to your
engagements.
Pay no attention whatever to your de¬
tractors.
Don’t strive to get rich at the profes¬
sion of teaching; if you want to “make
money” go into “business” and take your
chances.

Smokers
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate relieves
depression, nervousness and wakeful¬
ness caused by excessive smoking, or
indulgence in alcoholic stimulants.
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the name of another instrument, hence
the abbreviation became gamba, notwith¬
standing the fact that the word meant
simply leg- By long usage the instrq.
ment is generally called gamba. The
same process has been passed through
.1
_rtf
.1
*
{^e
name of fVl#»
the firoron
organ stop, the
-ci al reason for the abbreviation beV
the necessity of making the name
plainer on the draw-stop. Every organist knows what a gamba is, and only the
ultra-purists desire to retain the original

JgfflXSSStSi

adz, which refer to certain tools that
are’ held in the hand and used to cut
The pedal organ contained only a hour- should be_ as
'°draw-stop knob may be wood, have no relation to each other
VERY SMALL ORGANS.
comparable to the similarity of their use
don P.„d there were the usual unison
to the eye at th.
Everyone knows what is meant when
manual and pedal couplers.
Iargc <T
distance
..
one of these names is mentioned, but tf
On this organ the dulciana was voiced 1,<*ess J
d ‘place, the
name on :
--'
In tht , should signify to
,0 the organist
orgams
on£ should attempt to call • hatchet an
difference in very somewhat stringy, which
detracted
There is
_r that
a..* stop.
ctoo.
“axlet” or call an adz a hewing axe,”
>me of the smallest much from its utility as an accompani_j
Txact. quality of tone of
small organ:
very little, if anything, would be gained
produce a va- ment stop. The salicional
organs the organist
riety of effects which are admirable, but very soft to answer for the softest
^ orig;n> some are of French by this attempt to simplify the names.
on some other'small organs the per- stop (in place of an seolian). The st.
and there are no short English In a like manner, bourdon st. diapason,
e d’amour
are organ stops of 16,
former is at his wits’ end to find any diapason was rather loud, and m comg. ’,
for thc names ot these stops.
d 'flute
da
..
bination
with the
organists it is objectionable
d
-t.. pitch, the tone of which is
pleasing soft
combinations.
-.- - salicional the latter
either use the stops individually or play stop could not be distinguished
'have English, French ^nd Cerman somewhat similar. Three-lined c of the
forte with all the stops.
The only soft combination m the whole
the draw-stop knobs ot an bourdon, two-lined c of the st. diapason
Some time ago the writer was called organ that was at all pleasing was the names
^ there ^ 3 short English and one-lined c of the flute d’amout
upon to give two recitals on two very bourdon and salicional, playing an orga
fQr {he foreign names u sound the same pitch and the tone of
equivalents
small organs. One organ had but five octave higher than the music was writ- cqu
overlook this objection
the three pipes is similar, yet the names
distinct manual stops, and the other ten. This second organ was somewhat seemsvi_
h {or something much of the three stops have no relation to
organ had seven manual stops. On the louder in the full organ than the first- tha
gg
each other. Suppose one were to take
..itioned
organ.
first organ it was possible to render
No one for a moment imagines that a the st. diapason as thc standard and call
As both these organs were built by
varied program of organ music, includ¬
celestial voice” would sound like the Voix the bourdon "sub-st. diapason,” and call
i same builder, there was no differing a Guilmant sonata and composi¬
Celestes. In fact, this stop is the best the flute d’amour “octave st. diapason,”
ce in the quality of the materials
tions by Smart, Dubois. Wolstenholme
of the violins of the orchestra what would be the result? “System’
and Claussmann, with pleasing effect.
would be established, but thc longer
,V,.
*>;, ••
On the other organ no composition of
names would crowd the draw-stop knobs
the program except the Bach Fugue
jg
tu. and no one could remcmebcr thc names
The causes for the .f“
great
difsounded well.
that name.
. .
any easier or remember the quality oi ,
The specification of the first organ ference in the two organs
The stop named Vox Humana, wind- tone of each stop any better.
was;
specification and the voicing.
s so much ridiculed as it sounds so link
In the second organ the bourdon and
Again we have a great many kinds oi
Great Organ.
ike the human voice, was named in an
o'p.
diapason
of
the
swell
organ
re¬
flutes, in common usage in our organs,
Open diapason .8 feet. )
Ittcmpt to imitate the human voice. . Fin
which have English, French and German
0 “
I Borrowed from quired as much room and cost as much attempt was remarkably successful in th
St. diapason
as four other stops which could have
names, such as gcdackt. doppel floete,
J Swell Organ.
Salicional
been substituted. These four other organ in the Freyburg Cathedral, where traverse flute or harmonic flute, hohl
Flute har.
useful and this stop, combined with a sort flute, iravt
stops would have been n
floete, flute d'amour, spitz floete, rohr
would have given a great variety of soft a perfect imitation of the v. ice of a !*<•>
Swell Organ.
floete or flute a cheminde. mclodia and st.
combinations. It is true that the hour- soprano.
Salicional .
diapason. There arc also quite a number
don and op. diapason give volume and
In this connection, if t? n lere-.mg
Aeoline .
of other kinds of flutes not in common
solidity to the tone of the full organ, read the remark? of Hr. Burney, who
St. diapason .
usage which are slightly different at
but the soft combinations would have was the liveliest ot writers, about thc
Flute har.
quality of tone. To use English equiva¬
The pedal organ had bourdon and been used three times as often as the hnmana in the Haarlem organ:
lents for many oi these foreign names
eedackt There were the usual unison full organ, and the substitutes would the vox lutmana. which is so celchrauo. it
manual and pedal couplers and, in addi- have given considerable volume to the does not at all resemble the human voice, would be well-nigh impossible in man;
lion '16 and 4-foot Couplers on the full org 1 1 id
mg such variety though a very g od stop of the kind; but cases and of little valuT^whcnllHIl
swed
of combinations. Again, in the great the world is very apt to be imposed upon
Double-momb.-d
fluti
and ..ouw
' The wind-chest of the swell organ organ the absence of any stop between by a name; the instant a common hearer toned lime” would lw leu- convenient
was constructed on the “duplex” sys- the dulciana and the op. diapason pre- is told that an organist is playing upon a than doppel floete and hohl floete. To
every organist who is familiar with organ
tern, which made it possible to play vented a gradation of tone on that man- stop that resembles the human voice. F
stops each of these names conveys a dis¬
three of the stops from either the great uni. The octave made the full organ supposes it to be very fine, auk; m v •
tinct idea of the construction and we
or swell keyboard. The voicing of the more brilliant, but had no other use. inquires into the propriety of tin
quality of each stop named. Noneoftbe
stops was admirable, and it was possi- The value of the bourdon and. open or exactness of the imitation. H.nvov
hie to obtain a large number of varied diapason in the swell and octave in the with respect to our own feelings, we mti-t names is too long to be clearly placed on
combinations. For example: One could great, in organs a little larger, should confess, that, of all tin- Hops we l e v
the draw-stop knob, and, although they
use the dulciana in the great for ac- not be underestimated, but in very yet heard, that have been honored will- are a mixture of French, German and
companimcnts and arrange numerous small organs, when these stops take the appellation of vox humane. ,
one English terms, due to the nationality of
■olo combinations on the swell. One the place of other and more useful in the treble part ha< reminded uthe inventor of thc stop, there seems to
.stops,
the result is far from satisfactory, anything human, so much .u ifi,
could draw the salicional
and flute on
be no convenient substitute for the for¬
the swell for solo and use the st. diapa¬
_
voice of an old woman of ninety, run •;> eign names.
son on the great for accompaniment:
the lower parts, of Punch 'simria;
In a few organs which have been «*•
Quite a number of years ago, when through a comb."
or st. diapason and flute on the swell
structed in the last ten years only the
for solo and salicional on the great for there was much discussion in England
The improvements which bn
word “flute.” with thc pitch (t6, 8 W
accompaniment: or st. diapason and over the relative merits of the straight made in the stops of this naim
4 ft.), and the word “soft" or ioud”te
flute with 16-foot coupler on the swell pedal board, the concave pedal board rendered the tone more pm--t\vi :, 1
been placed on thc draw-stop knobs of
and st. diapason and flute without the and the combined radiating and con- liable as an organ stop, but In
all the flutes. It seems to me that tto
coupler on the great; or salicional and
board, the advocates of each kind stroyed the imitative quality. The name
plan is the most confusing of any yd
flute with 4-foot coupler on the swell of a pedal board waxed warm and the however, has been retained^ and the rub
attempted, for “Forte Flute 8 ft." pb«“
and st. diapason for accompaniment on discussions at times became interesting. cule still continues. If the stop bor
in three rows on a draw-stop knob may
the great; and so on to about twenty One organist, referring to the concave sorru, other name it would be peril ap
mean doppel floete, harmonic flute, SP®
different soft combinations, for solo and radiating board, said that he
generally admired.
floete, or even melodin
and accompaniment.
‘hated it as the devil is said to hate
Some ultra-purists object to the
these stops being quite dissimilar, a”
The specification of the other organ holy water.” The late W.
Best, Gamba for
organ stop, which is nn organist who is playing the organ for ®
who was always emphatic
nation for Viola da Gamba. The
first time will heritati* before drawing
Great Organ.
da gamba
s-nmKo -..--.a. „
■
pression of his opinions, s
viola da
that for
certain
Op. diapason . ..8 feet.
like nothing so much as the bottom of
t of the viol family somewi,”? inSt,r,U' such a st°P, knowing that
force:
Dulciana .s
a boat.” Another organist remarked than
I
t the violoncello, and so called h i
Octave .4
that “convicts get accustomed to penal cause it was held beiween the w! ..u e: the. tone qualit;
servitude, and some actually like it. played, the word gamba refer-'
"" ” me'°dia would ho entirely unsuitable. »
Swell Organ.
Likewise some organists get accus- position in which the Wr,!™S !° the would say to him-elf. "Which qualityvoL
Bourdon .i6feet.
tomed to the new pedal board and like held. In the course of
1 cnt was I get when I draw ‘Forte Flute SitOp. diapason . 8
, because
nothing better
St. diapason . 8 “
Still another plan has been sugg«,c
■■ they have
-..
■— -.:::::
h-,
to play upon.”
Salicional . 8
word viola
nla could nn„) t..
’’e
i name the flutes “Firs FI*
that v.-,_
“Second Flute 8 ft."
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF A SMALL
ORGAN.

It is delightful for an organist to
have the resources of a large organ at
his command; but, when considera¬
tion is given to the vast number of
small places of worship which exist, it
is evident that large organs must rather
be the exception than the rule. Thus
it would seem to be as much a matter
of real importance to perfect and de¬
velop the small organ as the larger in¬
strument.
Considerable progress has been made
in the development of the small organ,
but the great fault of nearly all modern
small organs is the poorness of the
pedal department, one solitary bourdon
being considered sufficient for all pur¬
poses. The dignity and impressiveness
of the large organ is greatly owing to
its adequate pedal development; and if
we are to have really satisfactory small
organs, proper pedal stops must be proThe foundation tone of the organ is
the diapason, and a small organ can
have as full and as impressive diapa¬
sons as a large one. A principal 4 feet
is a necessary harmonic development of
the diapason; reed tone is required for
ensemble; a lieblich 16 feet is necessary
for fulness; and about three soft stops
for soft effects and for accompaniment.
Adding a flue 4 feet for variety and for
choir organ tone, we have in a small
organ the most useful stops of a large
instrument; and, although harmonic de¬
velopment is lacking, this can be ob¬
tained to some extent by the aid of an
octave coupler on the swell.
The important pedal department can
be provided by using eighteen of the
lowest pipes of the great open diapason
and by adding twelve zinc pipes
(CCC); by the usual bourdon 16 feet
and its octave, with twelve small pipes
added, making a bass flute 8 feet, and
by using thirty pipes of the lieblich
bourdon in the swell. Thus an ade¬
quate pedal department can be pro¬
vided with only forty-two pedal pipes.
Two manuals are absolutely neces¬
sary; and for ease of touch and for the
utilization of pipes on both manuals
and pedals, pneumatic action is deA suggested specification. Great:
open diapason 8 feet, lieblich gedackt
8 feet, salicional 8 feet, open flute 4
feet. Swell: lieblich bourdon 16 feet,
open diapason 8 feet, gamba 8 feet,
principal 4 feet, oboe or cornopean 8
feet. Pedal: open diapason 16 feet,
bourdon 16 feet, lieblich bourdon 16
feet, bass flute 8 feet. Couplers: swell
to great, swell octave to great, swell
suboctave to great, great to pedals,
swell to pedals.
In the great, the gedackt is most
useful if it is kept at about the same
power as the salicional. This latter
stop is more generally useful than the
dulciana, as it possesses more charac¬
ter and is a most useful soft solo stop.
The salicional contrasts well with the
gedackt and also combines nicely with
it. An open flute 4 feet is useful for
clear and definite tone in choir accom¬
paniment. In the swell, a really full
open diapason (voiced slightly reedy)
provides a fine foundation. The gamba
is preferably one of the modern smallscaled type. The principal is placed
in the swell as being more useful there
for power and for brightness. The
reed is an oboe for small buildings or a
cornopean for larger places, and in
either case should be powerful enough
to assert itself in full organ. It is im¬
portant that the swell box be thick and
that the shutters be well fitting. As in

a small instrument the swell octave
coupler is practically a necessary ad¬
junct, it follows that the swell sound¬
board should be extended an octave up¬
wards to complete its efficiency. The
octave coupler is not only of great
value for full effects, but most charm¬
ing soft combinations can be produced
by its aid. The suboctave coupler is
not so much required as the octave,
still it lends itself to good effects. On
most organs it is advisable, in using it,
to put in the swell double and open,
otherwise the tone is apt to be muddy.
It will be found that the possibilities
of a small organ, such as has been de¬
scribed, are considerable. Most organ
music can be rendered upon it with
good effect; for service accompani¬
ments a fair variety of tone color is
available; the adequate pedal depart¬
ment imparts dignity of tone and is
most valuable in keeping good time in
the singing of the congregation; and
lastly, the most important of all con¬
siderations, it is an instrument which
can fulfill the highest of all purposes,
for it is seemly to be used for the
praise and the glory of God.—Musical
Opinion.
_
THE ORIGIN OF TWO POPULAR
HYMNS.
One day Charles Wesley, the wellknown hymn writer, was sitting by an
open window, looking out over the
beautiful fields. Presently, a little bird,
which was flying around among the
trees, attracted his attention. Suddenly
a hawk came sweeping down toward
the little bird. The bird in great fright
was flying here and there, seeking some
place of refuge. Seeing an open window
And a man sitting beside it the little
bird flew in and took refuge in Wesley’s
bosom.
He sheltered it from the
threatening danger and saved it from
cruel death. It so happened that at this
very time Wesley was suffering from
severe trials, and was feeling the need
of refuge in his time of trouble fully as
much as did the little bird which had
nestled so safely in his bosom. Where¬
upon, he”took up his pen and wrote the
Ky'mn:
-

waters1 roll’ .
That prayer grew out of the circum¬
stance related above and became one
of the most popular hymns in the
English language. Multitudes of people,
when in sorrow and danger, have found
comfort while they have sung the last
lines of this hymn.
Not far from Bristol, England, there
is a beautiful gorge called the Combe.
Near this gorge is situated the village
of Blagdon, where have been built
large reservoirs for supplying drinking
water to the people of Bristol. From
1762 to 1764 the Rev. Augustus M. Toplady was curate in charge of the vil¬
lage of Blagdon, and on one occasion,
while walking through the Barrington
Combe, he was overtaken by a thunder¬
storm and compelled to take refuge in
a small cleft in a rock, which is now
known as the Rock of Ages. Here, ac¬
cording to a local authority, as he took
refuge from the elements the fine old
hymn took form in his mind. Shortly
afterwards the hymn appeared in print
and a brass plate bearing an appropriate
inscription has been placed in the
parish church.
“Of all of us, Handel knows best
how to produce great effect; where he
desires to produce it, he ‘crushes like
thunder.’ Even if—after the fashion of
his time—he is trudging along, we still
find something in it.”—Mozart.
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CHURCH ORGANS
When in the market for an organ do not fail to consult us, as we
can give you the best possible value for the money.
We invite careful investigation of the many advantages afforded
by our Universal Air Chest System in the manner of accessibility
and superb tonal qualities.
Write for descriptive book “A” fully explaining our system and
giving a list of organs built by us.

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
‘Matchless, Unrivalled,”— Franz Liszt
‘No other instrument so enraptures
the player,”—X. Scharwenka

-

Hartford, Conn.

IT MAKES A GRAND
ORGAN GRANDER
AND MANY TIMES A POOR ORGAN GOOD
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LISZT ORGANS
Furnish the most perfect substitute for
a pipe organ of any instruments ob¬
tainable, and are superior to small
pipe organs in many respects. They
differ materially from all other reed
organs, having a richer quality and
greater body of tone.
No other organ approaches the
Mason & Hamlin in the reputation it
enjoys among the world’s most famous
musicians.
Send for iUa.trated catalogue A

Estey Church Organs
ESTEY STANDARD MAINTAINED
MAXIMUM FACILITIES
HIGHEST GRADE OF PRODUCT
PIONEERS AND LEADERS ALWAYS
Examine Key Stop Action and Wonder¬
ful Reedless Oboe and Saxaphone

Estey Organ Co., Brattleboro, Vt.
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Pipe Organs of Highest Grade Only
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experience.
Write tor specifications.
EMMONS HOWARD
Westfield, Mass.

Fair Prices.
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In It is
. • _ the performance of a sol°'
,
o" an occasion like this that a perfectly
..
°A Set of pegs is appreciated.
adWhen through long usage, th* p*«

of the left arm, from the elbow t0
where the fingers join the hand. The
^
held in
horizontal position,
gnd not sagging down, as is the case
with so many students, caused in n,ost

JXid

torepicture gives such an ex¬
Thisbylittle
cellent idea of what the appearance of
a solo violinist, standing on the stage
just ready to begin his solo, should be,
that students of the violin will find it
to their advantage if they will preserve
this copy of The Etude and keep it j„
the room where they practice and use
the picture as a model.
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etude

.«
hole, in the
hnx should be filled UP by gluing

holes the proper size.
Many patent

s

be
to make

ROBERT BRAINE

and if well made give excellent results, be used
,
JBL _
A LITTLE TALK ON PEGS.
V
iwhs f
troubles come Imitation ebony pegs should never be "’f1’, " ’’ ^ after which the peg
iths of tuning troubles come
Nine-tenths
They afc made o{ ordinary hard ™b on the peg,
^ . ^ with chalk.
. fitting pegs. A perfect tit- wood and stained to resemble ebony, should be
,
s sometimes "|g
pegs is a constant source of Their sole merit is their cheapness. Ignorant \ 1
1 the p ~ss
..
the
violinist, wnne a badly
uao.y
*°‘e
. twist in the powdered rosin to smear °n, me
c1lrpt ifut
nK SCI would try the temper of a 1 n<;y so
1
-’nuisance srener- The rosin holds the pegs, to be
be sure,
sur but
t-8 ikgs for the violin or ’cello may
cates them to turn with a
rarely
,. ith them. Only pegs
necessary to apply anything 1
wood or ebony should be used.
The first thing the vio¬
linist should do when he
buys a violin is to exam¬
ine the pegs and see it
the utmost nicety.
Of the patent" pegs there is a great they fit the socket with
variety. The worst are those made perfect accuracy. Many
entirely of metal similar to those used new violins and mos old
on guitars and mandolins. These are violins, unless they have
an abomination from every point of been carefully overhauled
view and fortunately are not used much by an expert instnuncut
except in the rural districts. The great- maker, have badly fitting
est objection is their weight, as they pegs.
If the pegs fit
are made entirely of metal and fitted badly the violin should
to the violin with plates. It is ex- be taken to the Jest
tremely fatiguing to hold a violin in the available i n s t r u m e n t
correct position for more than a few maker.
Fitting of the
minutes at a time, when equipped with pegs in the head of the
these heavy metal pegs. The player violin is a very difficult
gets the habit consequently of holding operation and requires
his violin in a lowered position, with remarkably expert workthe left elbow resting against his side, manship.
I have often
thus acquiring a bad position. The seen professional violin
threads of the screws of the pegs wear makers who were not
in time, causing the pegs to slip, mak- able to do the work sat¬
ing perfect tuning impossible.
isfactorily.
These metal guitar head pegs must
Many amateur violin
be adjusted to the string box of the players and students try
yiolin with metal plates, thus disfigur- to fit the pegs themselves,
ing the head of the violin. This in the They buy a set of pegs
case of a fine old violin or artistically at the music store, trustmade new violin greatly detracts from ing to luck that they will
its value in the eyes of a collector or a fit. When they do not lit
well-educated violinist. It is considered the amateur tries to fit
a crime by them to put such pegs on a them by whittling with a
good violin.
knife, scraping with a
There are many other kinds of piece of glass and rubA STUDY IN POSTURE.
patent pegs, some of which are not so bing them with sandpaper. The reobjectionable. The best are made of suit is that they slip, wabble about in
study,
the correct posiwood and metal with a light metal the holes, and act in an exasperating
_ ...
LI
for holding the
violin, the correct
and
with
all
the
other
metal
manner
generally.
There
is
nothing
posture
of
“•— . . —.
-of tbe
the bod
body, etc., The Etude preportions made very light in weight, the gained by the violinist trying to do his sents the above admirable portrait of
extra weight of the head of the violin own repairing of the _ violin or bow. Issay Barmas, the eminent violinist and
not being burdensome by reason of the 1 here is a saying that the man who is pedagogue of Berlin
Mr
Banins
use of the patent pegs. These pegs his own lawyer has a fool for a client.” spends the greater portion of his time
seem to be quite popular in England, This saying might be adapted to read jn Berlin, teaching in
loading con
where they are sold at retail as low as that “the man who is his own violin servatory of that city and lias do
a fool
fool for
for a patron.”
$1.25 per set. The great objection to repairer has a
veloped a large numbeV of pupils who
them is their tendency to get out of
A real master of the art of repairing have achieved
great success as solo
order just at the wrong moment, when may charge several dollars for furnish- violinists

of patent pegs. Patent pegs
seldom used by professionals, aim
mostly find their market among ama¬
teurs. The professional uses ordinary
t be of the
wooden pegs, but they
be fitted with
best quality, and

the player has an important engagement.
Owing to the ease with which tuning
can be accomplished with ordinary
pegs, if made of good material and
properly fitted, there is no excuse for
using patent pegs, except in the case
of young pupils who cannot tune their
violins because their hands are not
6trong enough to turn the ordinary
pegs, but who can turn the patent pegs
if adjusted to turn very easily.
Pegs are made, as a rule, of ebony.
boxwood or rosewood. Some prefer
boxwood claiming that ebony is
greasy, and more liable to shp. and also

ing and fitting a set of pegs, but it is
well worth the cost. I had a set of
ebony pegs adjusted to a violin and
used it for ten years, and in all that time
I never had the slightest difficulty.
They at all times turned with the
smooth accuracy which would be met
with in the most perfect metal screw,
Tuning has been at all times the work
of but a few seconds, and the comfort
of this set of pegs has been easily
worth ten times their cost.
Tuning must often be done in great
haste, as for instance when a string
comes out of tune in the middle of a
solo, and must be tuned during a rest,
r s‘nn* ™st be ad.after one has broken

SPOHR’S ADVICE.
Louis Spohr, one of the greatest violinwho e
lived, has this to say in
his advice to violin students: “When a
pupil’s studies have been completed in
violin playing they must be 'vigorously
persevefed in> as daily practice is ^
tial to retain the knowledge previously
acquired; for in music, as in other arts,
he who does not advance retrogrades.
“If the student be destined for the pro¬
fession, let him always pursue an honor¬
able path and study to execute music
according to its strictest laws, and never
permit correct taste to be sacrificed for
the gratification of the multitude. If he
is ambitious to become of distinguished
rank in the profession, let him choose
for performance the best of classical
music and obtain a thorough knowledge
of harmony, theory and composition, an
acquirement indispensable for a leader or
director of an orchestra.
“The student should ascertain, by fre¬
quent trials in composition, if he be
gifted by nature with talents for a com¬
poser. Should he not possess these quali¬
fications he will, however, be amply com¬
pensated for the study by facility ac¬
quired in conquering difficulties, and,
moreover, by that delightful intellectual
enjoyment which is inseparable from a
correct knowledge of music and an ac¬
complished performance.”

MAKING FACES.
A good position, fine stage presence
and a pleasing, natural expression of the
countenance have much to do with the
success of a violinist or violin student in
a public performance. Very few violin
students act naturally or wear their nat¬
ural expressions when playing the violin;
some mannerism will always be present.
Some will sway from side to side, ot
shift uneasily from one foot to another.
Others will compress the lips, or frown,
or elevate the eyebrows, and not a lew
'ill “make faces” while they are playing.
Others again will draw their
down at the corner, compress
their lips, or do all manner of things
which give their faces an entirely differ¬
ent expression from that usually worn.
I once attended a violin pupils’ recital in
which a young man played a difficult
violin solo. He played really well, but
the audience was in spasms of amusement
throughout, from the fact that he made
as many faces during his performance
Mr, Barmas is a great believe,,t
works of Bach to ,i. t
r
, c as a clown in a pantomime.
violinists and uses much B-odfi studc,ltH Even professional violinists, and great
free from manner*
W achieving
n
, in teach- ones at that, arc
I once attended a
Theabove portrSVn ^ t,uTeby‘ ■isms on the stage.
|
ing the position of a ' r • ^ S U’" ' concert where the great Berlin violinist,
commence to Dh • 'v '"'St about 1,1 Carl Halir, totally forgot his surround¬
graceful carri-m ,
, ,le llle crri t- ings, and during a Hungarian dance,
easy natural oosit°
f ,
■ ' and t,le which he played as a solo, beat time on
the jaw (not tT '-i ■ \ lc;ub with the floor with a pair of thick-soled boots,
on the chin re
\1
h' mly Pre^' d like a country brass-band leader, so that
0f tbe left
V , , .
note t,le elbow it could be heard all over the hall, to the
of the violin
e • ar undcr tho b'><ly
throwing the ’ finL!* £hould be’ thus^EtmirtT^^ch^^T^ingin^^
fingerboard maW
UP
the Sreatest attention to the express* *
them to descend ?„
poss,ble for their pupils’ faces when singing, and *
manner, like little lnnl!'''"'l,cu,ar "ovild be well if teachers of the violin
dent should also note the str
u r”‘ 111,1 the ,amc- The mirror is a great help
C Straight kne to the violin student.

POSSESSING A CREMONA.
In addition to the delight of having a
perfect medium of expression, the pos¬
session of a violin made by one of the
great Cremona masters confers a distinc¬
tion upon the violinist who plays much
in public, or even on the teacher who
makes an occasional performance, which
has a great business as well as artistic
value. This fact is well understood by
the great traveling soloists. The violin¬
ist who plays on a noted Stradivarius
or Guarnerius, or even the lesser Cre¬
mona makers, will draw many people to
the box office who wish to see and hear
the violin and who would not otherwise
attend the concert.
In the preliminary press notices con¬
cerning the violinist it will be noted that
the press agent nowadays always makes
much of the violin which is to be used in
the concert. If the violin is one of great
note there will probably be a long de¬
scription and history of the violin, pos¬
sibly with a picture of it. All the larger
cities and many of the smaller ones in
this country now have their violin col¬
lectors, who possess old violins of greater
or less, value, and who are much inter¬
ested in violins, irrespective of their
tone qualities, just as they would be in
old coins or postage stamps. The violin¬
ist who comes to town with a couple of
genuine “Strads” is a hero in their eyes,
and they and their friends will have
much to do in swelling the attendance
at the concert. Actresses strive to pos¬
sess large collections of diamonds, and
many people go to the theatre to see the
diamonds. Now that the great value of
Cremona violins is so well understood
by the public, many people go to a concert
to see and hear a real Cremona. The
musical critics of even the daily press
are acquiring a tendency to criticise the
tone of the performer’s violin as well as
his playing. I have no doubt that on a
strictly financial basis the investment of
$8,ooo or $10,000 in a Stradivarius violin
proves a paying proposition to a traveling
violin virtuoso, since with money at 6
per cent, his investment only costs him
$6oo per year, and Stradivarius violins
are constantly increasing in value.

DU MAURIER ON OLD VIOLINS.
The passion for collecting violins as
works of art, without reference to their
musical qualities, surprises many peo¬
ple. Few writers have better described
the sentiment of the true violin col¬
lector than Du Maurier, in his famous
novel, “Trilby.” He says: “One man
loves his fiddle (or, alas! his neigh¬
bor’s sometimes) for all the melodies
he can wake from it—but it is a selfish
love!
“Another, who is no fiddler, may love
a fiddle, too, for its symmetry, its neat¬
ness, its color—its delicate grainings,
the lovely lines and curves of its back
and front—for its own sake, so to
speak. He may have a whole gallery¬
ful of fiddles to love in this innocent
way—a harem!—and yet not know a
single note of music, or ever care to
hear one. He will dust them and
stroke them, and take them down and
try to put them in tune—pizzicato!—
and put them back again, and call them
ever such sweet little pet names: viol,
viola, viol d’amore, viol di gamba. viohno mio! and breathe his little trou¬
bles into them, and they will give back
inaudible little murmurs in sympathetic
response, like a damp seolian harp; but
he will never draw a bow across the
strings, nor wake a single chord—or
discord!
‘And who shall say that he is not
Wlse >n his generation? It is but an
old-fashioned philistine notion that fid¬
dles were only made to be played on.”
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Things Some Violin Readers Want to Know

weigh less and some more than this. It
is a matter of individual taste with play¬
ers. Some require a heavier and some a
lighter bow. Ole Bull always used a bow
from one to two inches longer than the
ordinary, and also heavier

ANSWERS TO VIOLIN QUESTIONS
T. M. B.—Glisse (French) or Glissando
(Italian) calls for a smooth, flowing
execution of a passage. In the case of
the passage you mention the chromatic
descent from the harmonic E, two octaves
above open E, to A, second added line
below the staff, we find the passage
marked “gamine chromatiquc,” which
means "chromatic scale,” and “glisse.”
In this particular case the passage is
executed with one finger (in this case
the fourth). The finger is placed on E,
harmonic, and then drawn down the E
string with a series of rapid jerks, fol¬
lowing the notes of the chromatic scale,
until the first position is reached, when
the ordinary fingering of the chromatic
scale is followed down to the A, two
lines below the staff. It is an extremely
difficult feat, if the notes of the chro¬
matic scale are stopped exactly in tune.
The passage which you mention oc¬
curs in Sarasate’s Fantasia on airs from
the opera “Faust,” and similar passages
are frequently met with in virtuoso
pieces, both in single notes and in
double stops. Such passages are often
played atrociously false by violinists
who have not the technical equipment
to play them in tune.
F. J. L.—I. The violin is adapted for
playing in all keys, although the keys
containing the greatest number of
sharps and flats are the most difficult.
The easiest keys are those containing
the greatest number of the open strings
of the violin—G, D, A, E. The natural
key of the violin is G.
2. You can find scales in all keys,
with the respective sharps and flats, in
any instruction book for the violin,
piano or other instruments.
3. You evidently have an incorrect
position of the left hand if your wrist
touches the violin when in the first posi¬
tion. It is not due to a weak wrist, as
you suggest, but to the fact that you
probably allow the neck of your violin
to lie in the palm of your hand when
playing. This is a very bad error in
position, and makes proper fingering
impossible. Hold the ball of the thumb
on the side of the neck an I not above
it, with the fingerboard of the violin
even with the crease where the fore¬
finger joins the hand, thus leaving room
enough to pass the point of the bow
between the neck of the violin and the
fork of the finger and thumb. Do not
bend the arm at the wrist, as the hand
and forearm should form a straight line
from the elbow to the base of the
J. M. LaF.—In orchestra music, the
trombone plays in the bass clef, in the
same key as the violin. The cornet and
clarinet are transposing instruments.
The B flat clarinet or cornet parts are
written one tone higher than the violin
part, because B flat is one tone lower
in the scale than C. For instance, if
the violin part to a composition is writ¬
ten in the key of C, the parts for B flat
cornet or clarinet would he written in
D (two sharps), thus transposing the
parts one tone higher. In the case of
the A clarinet or cornet, where the
violin part is ip G, the parts would be
written in E flat, one tone and a half
higher, because the A. instruments are
one and a half tones lower in the scale
than C. In the case of the C clarinet,
the parts would be written in the same
key as the violin part.

There is a large number of works on
orchestration and instrumentation, in
which the subject of transposing instru¬
ments is fully treated. Two of the best
are Frederick Corder’s “The Orchestra
and How to Write for it” and Hector
Berlioz’s “Instrumentation.”
G. F. T.—You had better take your
violin to an expert repairer, and have
him overhaul it. Violins get sick, like
people, very often, and need treatment
and operations. Something may have
come unglued in your violin, the
sound-post may be in the wrong place,
the violin may require repairing of the
bass bar, or it may require a new one.
A skilled repairer will be able to detect
the trouble and remedy it at once.
C. F. S.—Most violins weigh in the
neighborhood of one pound of 16 oz.
Probably the majority of really well-made
violins, when weighed without the chin
rests, would range from 14 to 15 ounces.
When heavily wooded, or when the
wood contains too much sap, violins
often weigh one pound or over. Vio¬
linists as a rule prefer instruments
weighing one pound or less.
F. C. B.—The approximate value of
Guadagnini violins is given in the May
Etude. A good Guadagnini is highly
esteemed by collectors and violinists, but
it would of course take an examination
by a good expert to determine whether
yours is genuine or not.
P. G.—No good violinists use wire
strings. If the fingers perspire so much
that it is difficult to get gut strings to
last, silk strings should be used. There
is a host of objections to wire strings.
They are very difficult to tune; the har¬
monics are apt to be false when played
on them; they are very hard on the
finger tips; the quality of tone they
produce is different from that produced
by the other strings on the violin; they
do not respond well when played with
a light bow; they are very hard on the
hair of the bow, wearing it smooth in
a short time, and there are numerous
other objections. The only possible
excuse for using wire strings would be
in the case of rough dance work, where
the hand of the player perspires to an
abnormal degree, or in some cases on
boats or at the seashore, where ex¬
cessively damp winds are apt to be
encountered, or in extremely warm
damp weather. If the hand of a violin¬
ist perspires so much that he cannot
use either gut or silk strings on ordi¬
nary occasions, he had better give up
the instrument, as far as the finer
branches of the art are concerned, and
confine himself to playing for his own
amusement, or for the rougher forms
of “business” violin playing.
L. D. S.—Get the volume of Pleyel’s
Violin Duets Op. 48 for use with your
pupil. These duets lie mostly in the
first and third positions, and while not
difficult are very melodious and in¬
structive.
J. W.—It is absolutely impossible for
the editor of this department to give any
idea of the value of a violin he has never
seen. According to the inscription in
your violin it is an imitation of an ob¬
scure maker. It may possess merit how¬
ever. You had better submit your violin
to an expert for his opinion.
W. I. S.—A good violin bow for gen¬
eral playing usually weighs in the neigh¬
borhood of two ounces.
Some bows
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NEW CREMONA
VIOLINS

LET US TELL YOU HOW
G. L. MUIR & SONS

Special Values
in Old Violins

The Lyon & Healy collection now
offers some rare old gems at ex
edingly low prices. Through this
illection have passed the finest
in America. Thousands of satis*
ou are invited to send for 60-Day

Lyon & Healy, 87 Adams Street, Chicago
CORDE DE LUXE

~

VIOLIN E

USED BY LEADING ARTISTS
15c Each
$1.50 per Dozen
Catalog of fine violins sent free
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange Street
Boston, Mast.
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THE STORY OF THE PIANO.

(Continued from the October Etude.)
A spinet was a small harpsichord, and
the virginal a still smaller one. Some
say that instruments of this class were
often taken on pleasure trips, and even
taken in gondolas for serenades. That
was before they had feet of their own,
and when they were drawn out of their
outer cases and placed upon a table when
Some harpsichords had two rows of
keys. The harp-shaped frame was en¬
closed in a box, and the wires were
plucked mechanically by quills, or by
points of some other hard substance, at¬
tached to the end of each key. These
quills were elevated on wooden uprights
called jacks, which raised as the keys
were pressed down. Its very unmelodious
tone was aptly described.as “a scratch,
with a sound at the end of it.” Yet it
was extensively used by Beethoven,
Mozart and Handel, especially in their
concert work, because of the brilliancy
of its tone as compared with the sub¬
dued sound of the clavichord. A fine
harpsichord, formerly used by Handel, is
now to be seen in the South Kensington
Museum.
Harpsichord playing was most es¬
teemed in France and Italy. But in Ger¬
man households the clavichord was always
the favorite—probably because it was
comparatively inexpensive, easily tuned
and kept in order. Father Bach always
tuned his own instrument.
" f
The virginal and spinet were still
nearer approaches to the pianoforte.
They were an improved and more ex¬
pensive kind of clavichord that was in
fashion toward the end of the sixteenth
century, and were chiefly found in the
Elizabethan boudoirs of the fine ladies
of that stirring and romantic epoch. In
early times boxwood seems to have pre¬
ceded ivory as the material for the
natural or white keys. In elaborate in¬
struments, tortoiseshell and even mother

C. A. BROWNE
birds, flowers and leaves; even the
colors are still bright, although over three
hundred years have passed away since
that bitter day in 1587, when one of the
handsomest and most accomplished prin¬
cesses of her age was led to the scaffold,
after an imprisonment of more than
eighteen years. Besides having grace¬
ful and winning manners, she was a
lovely singer, and could acompany her¬
self on several instruments.
Some think the name Virginal refers
to Elizabeth, who liked to be called the
virgin queen, and also because she was
a skillful performer upon it.Some other authorities claim that
the name originated “because maids
and virgins do most commonly play
on them,” and still others think it was
so-called because it was used by the
nuns to accompany hymns to the Vir¬
gin Mary.
In the older German instruments the
natural keys were often black, and the
sharps white; and the compass of the
keyboard was about four and a half
octaves, where our present pianos ex¬
tend over a compass of seven octaves
and a third.
THE INVENTION OF THE PIANO.
The clavichord was piano—the harpsi¬
chord was forte. But in 1709, just ex¬
actly two hundred years ago, Bar¬
tolommeo Cristofori, an Italian harpsi¬
chord maker of Padua, produced an in¬
strument capable of both loud and soft
effects, the piano e forte or forte piano,
as it was known during the eighteenth
century. In this instrument the wires
were struck with little hammers, which
rebounded instantly.
It will interest American readers to
find that the oldest Cristofori piano
known to exist is in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York. And Fred¬
erick the Great’s celebrated Silbermann
pianos at Potsdam, upon which Bach
played in 1747, are copies of the Cristo¬
fori pianos. In 1773 Burney described
one of them which he saw in his Ma¬
jesty’s concert room. And in 1880 the
same pianoforte was still in Fred-
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THE GREAT VIRTUOSO PIANISTS
SECOND SERIES.
BEAD TEE FOLLOWING CAREFULLY:: Inn
The Etude herewith presents the second series in its set of prize puzzles, which commenced last month, and will run through three success¬
ire months. Each picture suggests the name of
prise will be
' awarded until the entire number in the series has been properly answered. Do not, for
or a famous virtuoso pianist. No prize
instance, semi in the replies for one month alone,
.....
..
lone, hut
but wait until ALL have appeared and
send in your
replies after receiving the December number of The Etude. No separate replies
i « m ..,
.. will
....be awarded
. .
clze.l metronome with bell. To the second reader to send in a complete
will be cortSidercd. ro Z/te ^rst ETUDE reader■ mAu,
who sends
a complete list of correct. replies
v fourth, a subscription to The Etude for one uear. Kindlu rememlist Of correct replies mil be awarded, a music roll To the third, a copy of “BaltseU’s History of Music.” :
her that no answersme to be sent until the complete list of Prize Pictures has appeared in the December is
The correct answers to these puzzle pictures u U appear in the January issue of The Etude, together with the announcement of the prize winners

Beethoven has been called the center
of gravity of all that concerns pianoplaying in its best features, and he left
32 of the finest sonatas known to the
world.
With von Weber began the romantic
school of pianoforte playing, which
aims to express joy and sorrow and
various other moods and sentiments

FRANZLE SINGING FOR THE VATER.

dred firms are engaged in their manu¬
facture, and there is an annual output
of about 150,000 pianos.
European cabinet making is almost
worthless in out trying climate. And
this matter of glue was long what
might be called the “sticking point” in
the building of American pianos. But
American glue will stand any climate,
and helps to render our home manu¬
factured instruments more enduring
than the pianos Of other countries.
One writer comments that it is some¬
thing worth pondering to think that
the humble occupation which was part
of the everyday life of the philanthro¬
pist has been a necessary factor in the
art of pathetic expression.
Music has been a plant of slow
growth on our side of the Atlantic,
particularly in New England, the land
of steady habits, where it was long
considered to be a scandalous art in¬
timately associated with the Evil One
But now it is estimated there are over
3,00° conservatories in this count
winch are attended by nearly 60.000
ANCIENT SPINET.
pupils. And when it comes to musical
clubs, their members are said to mus¬
of pearl were not infrequent. I have crick’s music-room; for everything still ter “a hundred thousand strong,” in the
played upon a piano having pearl keys, remained as it was at the time of the words of the good old patriotic song.
but they do not feel half so comfortable king’s death. “The keys are of nearly
under one’s fingers as do- those of ivory. five octaves, and are covered with forTt the8
The gain in beauty does not compensate ebony (black) for the natural notes,
for the loss of a highly polished surface. and ivory for the upper, or sharp keys.” ThetondeSl^
the wonderful mechanism of the mod¬
The cases of the old spinets and virgin¬
The house where Beethoven was ern pianoforte. It would be difficult
als were often exquisitely ornamented. born, at Bonn, Germany, has been
They were carved, inlaid with ivory and made into a Beethoven Museum. And lwe0sVtorethismatei
deM that
other precious substances.
in it is still preserved the master’s
The virginal which belonged to the grand piano, which was specially de¬
beautiful, ill-fated Mary Queen of Scots signed for him by Graf, of Vienna.
is described as being made of oak, in¬ Upon it was formerly affixed a reso¬
laid with cedar, and richly ornamented nance box made of thin wood, built ex¬
with gold. The' cover and sides were pressly for him by his friend Maelzel,
r*
»
c_n
charmingly painted with figures of the inventor of the metronome, and cluctor of Frederick
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with which we arc familiar. Carl
Czerny’s name is perpetuated by his
useful and practical studies; but his
works extend beyond 1.000 in number.
Then come Moschcles and Schubert,
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt.
Chopin was one of the most perfect
pianists, and Liszt was said “to play
the whole orchestra on the piano.” In
fact, an enormous quantity of music
has been written for the piano, and
each year produces more thousands of
pieces. As Thalberg says, “The piano
is for us all. For rich and for poora solace, a companion and a friend.”
Let us not forget Emanuel Bach’s
essay “On the True Method of Playing
the Clavier,” where he alludes many
times to the necessity of singing as
much as possible on the instrument.
“Methinks,” he says gently, “music
ought principally to move the heart.”
HOW FRANZLE WON HIS
VIOLIN LESSONS.
BY FRANCIS LINCOLN.
“Oh, Franzle. you will never be able
to sing, and the Vater (Priest) will never
consent to give violin lessons to a boy
who simply can’t keep a tone,” cried
Gretchen, who loved her little brother
dearly.
Every morning as he went out with the
cows to the road that led up the wonder¬
ful rocky pastures on the slopes of the
Tyrolese Alps Franzle made such funny
efforts to sing that the boys and girl*
who went to bring water from the old
spring that stood in the middle of the
Market-place laughed heartily. Franzle
didn’t care, for had not the old Vater,
whom everybody loved and who loved
Franzle because he came regularly to
(Con fin wed on page 781.)

( Continued from page 780)
Mass every Sunday morning even when
the Alpine winter closed down upon the
little village of Minzheim, promised to
give him violin lessons if he could sing
just one little tune for him.
Franzle went on his way, and when he
passed the old bridge that went over the
gleaming mountain torrent he came to
the little shop of the old cobbler Schuster,
who shouted to him:
“Keep it up, Franzle; some day you
will sing, and then you can laugh at
them. Years ago I wanted to study law,
but they laughed at me and I stopped.
Never stop until you win.”
Franzle smiled at the old shoemaker
and thanked him for his encouragement.
Day after day he went out with the cows,
and day after day he sang as though he
were trying to sing to the very snowcrowned mountain tops.
The spring came, and one day when he
was passing Schuster’s little house the
old man came out with a smile and said:
“It sounds a little better, Franzle; keep
it up. At first there was no more music
in your voice than the crow of a rooster;
now it is getting more and more like the
amsel—the amsel that comes and begs
for crumbs at my window every morning.
Keep it up, Franzle.”
Finally one morning the Vater came
to the house and said:
“Kinder, you must be very brave. Yes¬
terday your father went up the mountain
with a party of travelers from a great
city. . Up they w.ent, up in the snow and
the ice. This morning they have not
come down.”
Franzle and the other children began to
cry, but the old Vater petted them and
said, “We must wait.” But Franzle was
not willing to wait. He must go to the
pass that went up beside the great gorge,
the path he had seen his father take hun¬
dreds of times with parties of tourists.
Up he went, half running and half
scrambling over the rough rocks. It was
work that many men hardly dared to do.
Franzle never thought of the danger. All
he could think of was his father, and the
fact that if he did not hurry he might
lose the one who had been so good to
him.
Finally he came to the place where the

ice and the snow commenced, and then
his path was still more difficult. His
little hands were bleeding and time and
again he stumbled down and time and
again he scrambled to his feet. He knew
that he must be somewhere near the deep
cut in the ice that his father had spoken
about so frequently.
He shouted time and again, “Father!”
“.Father!” “Father!” “It’s Franzle call¬
ing 1” but the sound seemed to stop at his
lips. No answer came and little Franzle
was worn out with exhaustion and fright.
Then an idea came to him. Perhaps his
father might hear if he sang. He rose
on his little feet and, directing his voice
far up over the glacial sands, he sang in
a voice that seemed different to him than
anything he had heard before, “Es ist der
Tag des Herrens.”
He waited and then he sang again the
beautiful old German song, “This is the
day of God.” This time he seemed to
hear someone calling, and he ran and
sang again, and then the sound seemed
to come from behind him. He looked
around and saw the old Vater coming
up with a crowd of rescuers.
“Sing, Franzle, sing,” shouted the aged
Priest. Again the pure, sweet voice of
the child rang out over the frozen heights.
“Hark 1” cried one of the rescuers, “I
thought I heard something.”
“Come, come, the ropes!” shouted the
Priest; “they are over there.”
There was the crevasse, sure enough,
and there, huddled at the bottom, was
the entire party. Ropes were lowered
and the most skillful of the guides went
down to help them up. Fortunately they
had all landed in snow and were not
badly injured. When Franzle’s father
was strong enough to talk he said to the
little boy:
“That was the sweetest music I have
ever heard.”
“Yes, Franzle,” said the Priest; “now
you shall have as many violin lessons as
you wish, and the first thing I will teach
you to play will be ‘Es ist der Tag des
Herrens.’” (It is the Day of the Lord.)
“More than that,” shouted his father,
“when you can teach him no more, Vater,
I shall send him to the greatest music
schools in the world 1”

AN ANECDOTE OF WEBER.
BY FREDERIC S. LAW.
In the early part of the last century
the sacristan of a small village church
in Germany, being also the leader of
the choir, took it into his head to secure
a musician of high reputation to com¬
pose some entirely new music for a
little local festival which was to be
celebrated in the church. He shrewdly
thought that such a scheme, if carried
through successfully, could .not fail to
enhance his own importance in the
eyes of the people and to flatter the
vanity of the parishioners by being
thus singled out as the first hearers of
a work of importance. Since the town
was not far from Dresden, where
Weber was then living, he naturally
thought of the composer of “Der
Freischutz,” to whom he presented him¬
self one day and begged his cooperation
in the matter.
Weber, who knew by experience the
usual incapacity of the choristers em¬
ployed in the small churches of Saxony,
tried in vain to excuse himself, but the
choir leader had an answer for every
objection. In fact, his honor was en¬
gaged, for he had already gone so far
as to announce that on the day of the
festival a new anthem composed ex¬
pressly for the occasion by “his friend
Weber” would be sung. At last, won
over by the importunity of his visitor,
Weber cried, “Very well, so he it!
What words do you wish me to set to
music?”
“Whatever you like,” returned the
delighted sacristan, bowing almost to
the floor in his exultation. “A verse
from the Scriptures—anything that
pleases you most.”
“Very good,” replied Weber. “You
shall have the music—but after you
have studied it let me know the day and
the hour of the last rehearsal, so that I
may come and hear it for myself in the
church.”
In a few days, therefore, he sent a

fugue to the words; "We can do nothing,
nothing at all, absolutely nothing against
the anger of the Lord," and before long
received word that the final rehearsal
would be held on the morning of the
festival shortly before the Holy Office.
“Now,” said the master to himself with
a chuckle, “I have the rascals in my
power and shall make them pay for
their sins.”
On the day fixed he repaired to the
church accompanied by many of his
friends. Hardly had they arrived before
the singers began, but they displayed
more zeal than science, for they went
astray from the very first measure.
They shouted and screamed over and
over again the words that Weber had
maliciously set to music with such force
and misplaced energy that they were
totally unaware of their many errors:
“We can do nothing, nothing, nothing at
all—we can do nothing, absolutely noth¬
ing, etc.” The confusion increased, the
discord grew more and more appalling,
until Weber, seeing his friends on the
point of exploding from their efforts to
restrain their laughter, cried:
“Oh, you poor creatures! It is true!
it is true! You can do nothing, abso¬
lutely nothing! So stop, for heaven’s
sake, and let us take your places and
sing.” As he spoke he took some music
from his pocket; his friends did the
same while they grouped themselves
around him, and under his direction
executed the anthem to perfection.
Then turning to the stupefied sacristan
he said, “The rehearsal is over. If you
find that we are well enough prepared
to sing it during the service we shall
willingly do so for you.”
The offer was accepted with gratitude
and the new choristers scored a com¬
plete triumph with the enraptured con¬
gregation, who on leaving the church
caught the bewildered official up on
their shoulders and bore him away to
do him honor for his happy thought of
inviting Weber himself to take his place.
He took care, however, not to tell the
story as it really was to the exhilarated
populace; they always believed that
Weber had come simply on account of
the friendship he bore to their choir-
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be charged, postage will

PUBLISHERS
NOTES
Business
Conditions.

The rapid return of prosperity in the summer has
been followed in October
by some slight signs in various trades
that future expansion is to be perhaps
less rapid than was earlier predicted.
The volume of business, however, re¬
mains higher than it ever has been ex¬
cept in parts of 1906 and 1907. The
mark of the present expansion is a boom
in building, new loans, new projects, new
manufactures and
new enterprises.
Some slackening is perhaps inevitable
after the rapid expansion of the past six
months, but the general situation remains
sound. Expansion is not concentrated in
New York or the East. There has been
great building growth in manufactures
and manufacturing plants and an ad¬
vance in realty over the whole country.
Our own business proved last month the
busiest in our existence. It seemed as
though we were to be deluged with or¬
ders from almost every school on our
books. By the most earnest effort we
were able to get the first packages out
to every person. That rush is past and
we are now ready and prepared to sup¬
plement all orders with a carefully se¬
lected package for special needs. We
have never had a better stock or a better
equipped organization for regular order
filling than we have to-day. Every order
has our attention the day it is received,
our discounts are the best obtainable
anywhere, and our terms the most lib¬
eral. Write us for catalogs and terms.
Student’s Manual of
Sight Singing.
By Geo. Whelpton.
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This Manual of
Sight Singing
will be on the

month, and therefore those who desire
to avail themselves of the special offer
will have to act at once. The work is
by an experienced musician who has been
engaged in sight singing work all his
life. The work will stand somewhat
between a voice culture work and a sing¬
ing book. There are many institutions
and conservatories that want something
between these two extremes, and this
work fills just such a need.
There is an excellent variety of all
kinds of material, including part songs
and glees and elementary voice exercises
and everything that a class composed of
intelligent school girls and boys might
Our advance price for the book is only
20 cents, postpaid.
Editions Reprinted In another pubDuring September, fisher's note we
have spoken of the
prosperity of the present season. A
month ago under this head we mentioned
a long list of works of which the current
edition had unexpectedly sold out. The
present month bears out our assertion of
last month. The following is the proof:
The Presscr Collection of Volumes
of Standard Studies and Classics con¬
tains now about 150 volumes, the best
selling volumes of the standard classics.
The popularity of our editions under this
head can best be understood by saying
that twenty-two volumes out of 150 are
reprinting at the present moment.
These editions in the Presscr Collec¬
tion are the equal, if not the superior,
of any other edition of the classics, re¬
vised and re-edited from the best authori¬
ties, printing first-class, the paper the best
that can be obtained, and the binding
superior to any on the market, the latter

, no .mail print of tntanjg;, it —
the length of service of a book.
Of vocal works reprinting at the present moment, we mention the following:
Our two new volumes. Church and
Home; Sacred Songs for High or Low
Voice, both of these books new within
the last year, and the present edition exhausted. The Standard Graded Songs
for the First Year and for the Second
Year, as well as the Seven Memory
Songs, by Tod. Galloway.
.
Of our Dollar Collections of music,
we mention the following:
Grieg Album of Piano Pieces; The Lighter
Chopin compositions; Modern Student
Volume One, a collection of study pieces
for particular purposes; Tranquil Hours,
quiet piano music; Classics and Modern
Gems for the reed organ, this is an excellent collection 01 reed organ music of
medium difficulty, about the fourth or
fifth grades, rather unusual in reed organ music.
Of the 50c. collections, we mention the
following: Well Known Fables set to
music by Geo. L. Spaulding; Musical
Poems for Children, by Octavia Hudson; two volumes of four-hand music,
Four-hand Parlor Pieces and Childhood
Days, a collection by Hans Harthan.
Of our books other than collections of
music now reprinting, we mention first
the Primer of Facts, by M. G. Evans, a
book new during the present year which
has met with the greatest of favor among
teachers of beginners; Tapper’s Chats
With Music Students, one of the first of
Mr. Thos. Tapper’s literary writings, and
one which has lost little in popularity;
Pocket Dictionary of Music and Musicians, by Dr. A. H. Clarke, this is a
very valuable work including the pronunciation of all the well-known terms
and composers’ names; retail value, 2S
cents.
Melodious
We are publishing at
Velocity Studies, the present time
By Sartorio.
rf

'
■ We have in press
gecon(j and Third
a set of studies
Gra(Je Studies.
in the
second
Gustav Lazarus.|
and third grades
y
^
This seT of
Gustav Lazarus, Op.
but at
styudies are melodic in characte ,
salTie time all contain us
j matter. Mr. Lazarus is am of ttt
prominent writers and educator
Europe. He is at present editor of the
Lehrcr. The Kfapwr L*.hr
, journal corresponding to i he p-tud ,
Germany. You can look for some
„ valuable in this set of studies which
w£ 8are bringing out. The proofs of
studies are all ready, and this will
bg the only month they will be offered
af,
cial pr;ce. They may be had by
remjtt;ng 20 cents.
_
t
“Dollars in
In The Etude
Music Lessons.” this month our readers may gain an idea
of some of the valuable advice given
jn jy[r- George Bender’s book Dollars
;n Music Lessons.-’ It was the author s
a;m to cover every important phase of
the question of how to gain publicity for
the music teacher.
Thousands
and
thousands of dollars are spent in advertising in America. Some , of this advertising has been the means of bringing
fortunes to the advertiser, other advertising has represented vast sums of
money thrown away. We do not claim
that Mr. Bender’s advice will inevitably
]eacj to fortunes, but we do believe that
jt wifi reveal to you new possibilities for
earning more money, and that if you
can avaif yourself of this information
you can rajsc your income considerably,
The “advance offer” price of this book
js still allowed to our readers, because,
in order to make the work particularly
yaluable’ "f6 ^re taking great pains in
rts Preparation. The price we are mak%
'SS

European
perLp",
the most popular of the late composers
of music is Sartorio. He is at the present time the most popular of all the
writers of easy teaching music.
His
pieces show all the good traits of such
writers as Behr, Lange and Lichner.
We are now publishing a set of studles of a melodic character by him, which
will be welcome to almost every teacher,
They can be taken up by any pupil who
has finished about a years study. This
be t(he,.last mo"th for ,tbis valuable
set of studies on the special offer list,
and anyone sending us 2S cents during
he present month will receive a copy of
the studies, when published, postpaid.

“ >’“00.-1
Special Music on There is no better
Sale Selections.
sign of the prosperity of the times
than the educational activity of the country. It is for that reason that our business, the supplying of music teachers
and schools with everything needed in
their work, is almost positive proof of
the exact condition of affairs
Never
in the history of this house has there
been the activity of the present fall.
Notwithstanding the greatest of preparation and the enlargement of our organization, it is necessary for us to strain
every nerve to keep up with the demands
made upon us.
demands

Masquerade:
We have much
Suite for 4 Hands, pleasure
in
anBy L. Schytte.
nouncing a new
work for four
hands by the well-known composer, L.
Schytte. It is a series of five characteristic pieces depicting a masquerade in the
open air, as follows:
Introduction,
Cavalcade, Rustic Dance, Landler, Finale’
This suite is of moderate difficulty,
hardly lying beyond the fourth grade, as
it is an original four-hand work
It
contains many of the special characterlst,.c. features common to this style of
writing, but impossible in solo arrangements. Portions of the work are orches-

J* Is tbe °PInion of some teachers and
sc?°o1® that theY are supposed to rcceive but one selection a year. This is
f0t ‘hercase- ^ 'r arc very glad to add
° . ,hrst se'ection by the addition of
mUS1C ,for any speciaI need or for any
general needs- and the service that we
^an.gyve you after this first rush is over
bc!ter, than we" now give von, al* ,gh ,the service that we are giving
-7, IS as good as it has ever been
P°™ • to give.
. sltL f°r special occasions, Octavo
Ensemble music, we will gladly
°n se ection and at our usual large
professional discounts.

AU !u gCnCrf’ CffeCt a"d in contrast.
All the numbers are good, very melodious and full of rhythmic character,
Any of the numbers might be used in a
recital or the entire work might be given;
as the numbers are not lengthy
The
five numbers will be published complete
m a handsome volume.
During the current month we will make
a special offer on this work of 20 cents
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order,

A Practical
The
Musical Hi«torv
• , p r 0 n o u need
for Young Folks ',nKrest and config
°lks‘ dencc of our readadvance orders for "xu "x’" '1 * " 1be
Standard rr
*
The Young Folks'
Francis Cooke th °f,. Music’” by James
lead_ * °° ,V e c<ht°r of The Etude
pated a long fel^ ^ W* bave a"ticiteacher W
a Want For years the
history adapted^tl* practical musical
the requirements and

1

tastes of young folks and so arranged
that it could be used with equal success
in private instruction or in schools, con
servatories and convents and musical
clubs.
This history, consisting of 40 short, direct
chapters, each one embodying some one
important step in the development of the
art, is characterized by simplicity, jnter.
est and “teachability.” The book de¬
mands absolutely no previous experience
in history teaching upon the pan of the
instructor, and it may be used in con¬
nection with any existing system or
method of musical instruction. In fact
for older students and adults, the work
may be employed for “self-help” study
without the assistance of a teacher. It
will give a comprehensive, clear-cut and
authentic idea of the subject in a far
more distinct and interesting manner
than is possible by the study of many
three or five volume works where the
essentials are buried in a mass of details
of consequence only to the antiquarian.
In the Publishers Notes of last month,
fifteen of the main features of this work
were definitely stated.
Other advan¬
tages have not yet been mentioned. Two
chapters of the work have been published
in The Etude (October and November),
and give a slight idea of the many ex¬
cellent features of the book as a whole.
In order to afford teachers and students
an opportunity to become acquainted
with its merits, we are giving our read¬
ers a chance to secure it for the special
advance offer rate of only 40 cents.
Please understand that this is simply an
“advance offer” and you must take ad¬
vantage of it now or pay the full price
of the work later on when the work is
published.
Standard Compositions This new volfor the Piano.
ume is now
Volume 6, Grade 6.
ready, but will
b e continued
on special offer during the current month.
All the volumes of" this series are successful Each contains a splendid col¬
lection of pieces suitable to supplement
the corresponding volume of any of the
Standard Graded Course or any other
graded course. Volume 6 is really one
of the best of the scries.
The special introductory price of this
volume will be 20 cents, postpaid, if
cash accompanies the order. If the book
is charged, postage will be additional.
Flagler’s
Anthem Book,

This book is now ready
but we will continue
it on special offer dur¬
ing the current month, after which it
will be withdrawn. This is an excellent
all round collection of anthems suitable
for various purposes. The anthems are
all easy, all of moderate difficulty, and
are of different lengths, although none
are tedious or long drawn out. In addi¬
tion to anthems for general use, there
will be found anthems for various special
and festival occasions. In addition to
works by other composers, Mr. Flagler
has included many of his own favorite
compositions. This book will be a de¬
cided acquisition to any library of any
quartet or chorus choir. It is well got¬
ten up and substantially bound. The
special price during the current month
will be 25 cents, postpaid, if cash accom¬
panies the order.
Album of Favorite Although this volCompositions.
ume is now ready
By H. Engelmann. we have decided to
continue it on
special offer during the current month
only, after which it will positively be
withdrawn. We do this in consequence
of the wonderful interest displayed in
this work in advance of publication. The
volume will contain some of the most
successful drawing-room pieces of this
popular composer, including “Melody of
Love.”
Admirers
of drawing-room

music in general and of Mr. Engelmann’s
compositions in particular should not fail
to avail themselves of this extraordinary
offer.
.
The special price during the current
month will be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash
accompanies the order. If charged, the
postage will he additional.
Morning Star,
We will continue
Christmas Cantata, on
special
offer
By John S. Camp, during the current
month this fine new
Christmas cantata. Organists and Choir
Directors in search of a Christmas
novelty for musical service should not
fail to give this work a careful examina¬
tion. It is for the usual solo voices,
soprano, alto, tenor and bass, with chorus
and organ, but it is so written that it
may be readily performed either by a
small chorus choir or by a quartet. The
text is well selected, being compiled
chiefly from the Scriptures and from por¬
tions of well-known thoughts. T.he time
of performance is about 30 minutes. The
cantata is only of moderate difficulty,
but there is some effective part writing.
We are rushing the work of this cantata
and will have copies ready in plenty of
time for rehearsal. The introductory
price during the current month will be
30 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies
the order. If charged, postage will be
additional.
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selections of anthems, etc., to our patrons
for inspection. We have published and
have received from other publishers a
goodly number of new services, cantatas,
anthems, solos, etc., almost any of which
we could send for inspection upon re¬
quest. Orders of this kind receive very
prompt attention, but we wish to caution
all patrons against putting off their or¬
dering until scarcely any time is left
in which to rehearse the music and per¬
form same smoothly, with the proper
effect.
Student’s Popular This new work is
Album for
now ready, but we
Violin and Piano, will continue it on
special offer during
the current month, after which it will
positively be withdrawn.
It contains
twenty-two pieces in all, lying chiefly in
grades two and three. Many of the pieces
are in the first position and do not go
beyond the third position. There are no
dry or commonplace numbers. All the
pieces are bright and original, not having
appeared’ in any previous volume.
It
is an excellent work for study, for re¬
cital or for recreation.
The special offer price during the cur¬
rent month will be 25 cents, postpaid, if
cash accompanies the order. If charged,
postage will be additional.

Nature Studies:
This novel colChildren’s Songs.
lection of school
Album of
We will continue on By Frank L. Bristow, songs is now
Easiest Pieces, special offer
during
about ready, but
the current
month the special offer price will be continued
this new collection. As implied by the for one month longer. These songs are
title, it is made up of the very easiest written in a cycle of ten numbers ac¬
pieces, carefully arranged in progressive cording to the months of the school year.
order so that the first pieces in the Mr. Bristow, who is one of the most
album will be the first pieces assigned to successful writers of children’s songs,
the young beginner. The first pieces in school songs, action songs, etc., has writ¬
the book have both hands in the treble ten both the words and music for this
clef, and some few of them fie in the book. The songs are all exceedingly
five-finger position. The bass clef is clever, tuneful and interesting. The vol¬
introduced later in the work.
Such a ume should prove of great success.
work should be a great help to the
The introductory price during the cur¬
teacher, having elementary pupils. The rent month will be 20 cents each, post¬
pieces are all such as will appeal to paid, if cash accompanies the order. If
pupils; tuneful and generally attractive, charged, postage will be additional.
in addition to their educational value.
This work will form a useful supple¬ Calendars for igio. There are a great
many of our read¬
ment to an instruction book or to the
ers who live at a distance, and for the
first volume of any graded course.
The special introductory price will be benefit of these we wish to state that we
20 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies will offer our calendars for 1910 at $1.00
the order. If charged, postage will be a dozen. There are many teachers who
give inexpensive presents at Christmas
additional.
time, and our calendars are very much
25 Thoughts:
This volume is about in demand for just such purposes. We
School Songs.
ready, but the offer shall have two kinds; both will contain
By L. A. Bugbee. will b e continued portraits of musicians similar to those we
during the current had last year. The title and explana¬
month. This volume consists of a set of tion of the calendar itself will not ap¬
original songs, suitable for home, school pear until next month, but they will be
and kindergarten use. They are com¬ the same nature as those of last year,
posed in such a manner that they may be the price remaining the same, $1.00 a
used either as vocal or instrumental dozen, postpaid, or 25 cents each.
numbers, or both. The verses are bright
This work is at last
and catchy, and the music throughout is Batchellor and
tuneful. All the numbers are very easy. Landon Kinder- completed entire and
is in the hands of
The special introductory price during garten Method.
the printer.
The
the current month is 20 cents, postpaid, if
cash accompanies the order. If charged, plates are all made, and this will be the
last month in which a special offer on
postage will be additional.
the work will be .given. The presswork
Music for
The attention of choir and binding will be done before the next
Thanksgiving
leaders and directors issue of The Etude appears. We wish
and Christmas, is called to the fact at this time to apologize for the long de¬
that this house is ex¬ lay in the bringing out of this work. It
ceptionally well equipped in the matter has been through numerous revisions and
of supplying special music for all occa¬ has been rewritten no less than four
sions, and that our supply of anthems times. The work will be complete in one
and other selections suitable for Thanks- volume. We first intended the work to
givtng and Christmas is unusually large be in two volumes, one for the pupil and
and varied.
one for the teacher. We have combined
Our own catalog contains a splendid these two into one book and the rote
assortment of singable anthems for all songs of the second volume will be pub¬
occasions, and we issue a special fist lished at the end of this volume.
°f the above, as well as of solos, duets,
We will, however, include with this
etc-> for Christmas. It is none too early work to everyone sending 11s $1.00 an
to begin to prepare music for the above elementary instruction book which we in¬
occasion. We shall be pleased to send tend to publish during the course of the

present season, so everyone will receive
not only the kindergarten book complete,
but also this elementary work for piano,
which is expected to be published before
the end of this present season. This
kindergarten work will not be offered
on special offer after this month. Any¬
one desiring to purchase this work can
do so by sending us $1.00.

MME. GIULIA VALDA
New York to open the
School ot Singing in Paris

Art of Finger
This is the last
Dexterity, Op. 740. month we will offer
By Czerny.
this important
work o n special
offer. There have been very satisfactory
returns from our readers for the advance
copies of this work.
It is too well
known to need any comment. Our edi¬
tion will contain all the good features of
all other editions. It will be the six
books in one and bound up in the Presser
Edition. It will be sent to anyone who
will remit 40 cents to us during the cur¬
rent month. We would advise all edu¬
cators to avail themselves of this offer
as this is the last chance they will have
of purchasing it at this price.

WANTED.
Virgil Practice Clavier;
second-hand in good condition. State lowprice.
Please write immediately to
Miss
Campbell. London, Ivy.
IVERS AND POND PIANOS. Super¬
lative quality. Sent on aproval if not sold
near you. Satisfaction guaranteed or piano
returned at our expense for both railroad

janjpmi-Valda
■ pupils.

The

pupils
:r 6th.
MONEY CAN BE MADE by musical
people during spare time, in profitable occu¬
pation. Particulars free. W. W. Saunders,
2354 University Place, Washington, D. C.

freights. Easy payments. Write to-day for
catalogue and full particulars.
Ivers &
".1 " ano Co., 141 Boylston street, Bosl Mas

FOR SALE. Estey Organ, two manuals,
twenty-seven pedals. For teaching, nracIreSf CM'w hBest Ob°'r° aoid- freisht' Ad'
HOOK A HASTING COMPANY’S lac
tor.y lias .just shipped the great Boston
Jrgan to the old St. Mar.v s Cathedral. San
the Pacific Coast.
I BARITONE desires

Special Notices
Accompany _
_ - _ Sight reader. Refer¬
ence. Mrs. Adele S. Naar, 1706 Oxford
street, Philadelphia,
FREE TO VIOLINISTS—A copy of mv
publication “The Violin of a Master." Send
name and address to-day. W. T. Glendy,
A COMPETENT TEACHER WANTED
in every city and town to introduce the
Russell Methods of Music Study—Voice,
Pianoforte and Choral Class Work. These
works are bringing results everywhere.
Reference, etc., required.
Address Head¬
quarters, The Normal Institute of Music,
Carnegie Hull. New York.

Mashapaug street, ]
a TAUSIG HAND EXPANDE1
lar postpaid. Essex Pubfishing'"Co". 853
rnegie Hail, New York.
E “The *

, Box 422, Phila-

highest grade only, desires a competent rer,Ad™^1!! H° care'1o^Etude
vlcinitySUPERIOR PIANO INSTRUCTION |,v
Professor Strauss’s blind system, .$1.00
monthly, lessons by mail: equal to many
others._2150 Third avenue. New York, N„ Y.
BREITHAUPT METHOD. To t
cal ability with some musical ear it gives
the utmost beauty of piano tone, unlimited
speed and endurance and a rapid solution
ot every technical problem and all this in
quarter of the time usually required.
at, the unique feature of the
as a uim me mental and emotional
conception is quickened and the interpretive
faculty is developed.
WANTED. Position as Church Qrganis
ree years’ instruction
Orga
iress Bernice E. Barr

Wanted: Orchestra Players
-truk>
by playing hi th'eomheslra atone of'the
best known colleges for women in the S.
Writ,
periencemetc°" giv'ng account of >'our
H. J, PEARCE, Cainesville, Ca.

KINDERGARTEN MUSIC MATERIAL

STANLEY T. RE IFF, 208 Puller Bldg.,

Send for new catalogue

D. Batchellor & Sons
UNIVERSITY Graduate desires position
to teach elementary and advanced har¬
mony. Satisfactory references Address
H- S.. care of Etude,
A NEW' LADIES’ CHORUS. “Summer
Rain." sung at the Great Chicago “May
Festival" of 1909, 1.000 ladies participating.
Price 12c.
Teachers’ Manual—first to
eighth grade Public School Music now ready.
H. W. Fail-bank Publishing Co., Auburn

s abroad in study with the best
,,n appointment for voice trial
and advice can be had free of charge by
addressing SOI and 802 Carnegie Hall, New

tuosos and singers of the world, all prac¬
tically waiting to do his bidding. The
much lauded advantages of “atmosphere”
in European Opera Houses, the perfor¬
mances of great players are brought right
into the studio and may be reproduced at
a mere fraction of the original cost. For
=+o"ce. it would cost you a considerable
o hear Tetrazzini sing in person the
rs included in the new records from

454 W. Bringhurst St.

M

-

Philadelphia, Pa.

A N D O L I N
CataU°„a"FREKTA”

A 48 P»ee

absolutely non music for 31 A)
WALTER JACOBS, Pu

POLK’S SCHOOL
OF PIANO TUNING
VALPARAISO, INDIANA
500 Graduate,-9 Studio,-7 Instructors
40 different makes of pianos and organs
S E N D FOR CATALOGUE

For Clubs, Teachers and Students
Plan of Study in Musical History.
Questions, Answers and Programs.

"Lucia di Lammermoor.” “Ballo in MasGeneral View of Music, Opera, Oratorio,.
chero,” and “La Sonambula" but you may
hear them hundreds of times at the tri¬ Piano, etc. Topics on History of Musicfling cost of three Victor records. Better
lock into the matter to-day. Teachers all complete; German Music, Books I and II,
mV0erm„thc' fc0l’mFy
, installing “Victor- and Russian Music, in detail ; Programs of
machines for educational purposes. It pays American Music, arranged by the composers..
f the procession. Write
to-day to the Viet >r Talking Machine at
SENT FOR EXAMINATION.
Camden and ask fc ’ their little illustrated
PRICE, Questions, 25c.
s, 35c.
booklet describing r
Plea
in THE ETUDE when addressir
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ARTISTS AND TEACHERS

INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

ANDREWS
BUTLERj
becker
harmony:
BERNETTA 1 KV
UfGHEYS
DAVIS
SHEPARD
DAY
SPENCER
denison:,::; :,.
THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES
DEVINElENADORlEi
GILBERT''.
ALCHIN asa-ssaa;
GREENE ZSSv. BISBEE
g ricks::
burrowes
HAGERTY3:
dunning r;:,::::;'::::':::,..
HAIGHT '*
FLETCHER TiJ : : V .
HERRONS..
, 1/rnM„
IRELANDKERN
Johnson. v£r:; KINDERGARTEN B'l
NORMAL7'
kroeger
flELyiLLE,
: STORER
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
YIONZEL

no uas created
„,a, has succeeded
without the aid of an “agent.”
Pathpb Paul P. Guterl, of Paterson,
N. J.T has written a comic opera which will
be produced in that city,
Manhattan Opera House is to have a
roof garden'
Hammerstein has provided
seats For 4000, and it is intended that sum¬
mer'concerts shall be given there.

The marriage of Ossip Oabrllowitch
(Gah-bril-oh'-vitch), which took place re
•ently, was the outcome of a romance hejinning in student days. His wife, who w««
formerly Clara Clemens, has already won e
considerable reputation as a singer ir,,,
father, “Mark Twain,” declares that the
marriage pleases him “fully as much as an.
larriage could Please him. or perhaps any
other father.
There _ _
tragically solemn things in this ..... outhree
happy marriage is one of them, for the
rors of life are all to come.” The Et
hopes that the troubles that are to c
will be reduced to a minimum, and tha
lifelong happiness will be the lot of
distinguished pianist and his bride

still sings in public occasionally.

The world’s greatest singers
make records only for the Victor.
The world’s greatest singers!
the greatest sopranos; the gre
est baritones; the greatest
, but the greatest of all

The

j

Not

the £
ng the

Edouard Risler has given up h
tion at the Paris Conservatoire in ,
undertake a series of concert tours
ured the Amerinew light opera,
be produced in

"Gipsy Love

The Worcester Festival has once more
been given, and the soloists, chorus and or¬
chestra acquitted themselves splendidly.
Many works are announced for production
, at the Metropolitan Opera House this sea-

George Meader, who
been soloist and
oreceptor at the America- .
In Berlin,
iias gone to Leipsic where
will appear

day. He has been connected wlth*ti
school in Wurzburg since the s<

sgsMWSma

BARTEt^gj^^-—

BEETHOVErrif;
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He bad composed in all forms, but it i.
probably as a church composer that he win
be best remembered and revered, in
service of sacred music he had done snm.
magnificent pioneer work, the value of whffh
cannot be estimated. His death occurred .7
the home of bis son, in West Orange \ ,
and
sudden. ne
He naa
bad Dut
but recemi.’
recemli
auu was very sudden,
returned from Europe, where he celebrated
seventieth birthday last spring tu
- apathies of The Etude are «
his wife and tn th*»
_ex'

m

£P!!Lf^

These famous artists—universally acknowledged
the greatest, and commanding the highest salaries—
make records only for the Victor because only
the Victor brings out their voices as clear
and true as life itself.

JSs

CARL
DETROIT....
durhaki"
HAHN’S SCHOdLTSagk.
HAWTHORNE '’"•--iSurv.
heinze
.
KNOX
...
landon: ..
MARKS’
NATIONAL aaga^.
NORTHWESTERN

eSUP^

: LISZT :

CLASS PINS
nteBENTl'& BUSH CO.™5

LtissiSsS

FREDERICK MAXSON
[^Dudley T. Limerick] |
bo. 10 8. Blok. Stmt, Philadelphia

8

m^^nethocLTkpuMte School Mnricj

J. WARREN ANDREWS

ZABEE BROTHERS

m

m

MUSIC PRINTERS

c...„t...r..,„d..„rth^ and engravers
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LESSON COURSES
FOR THE PIANO

What Others Say
recital programs

“We are advertised by our loving
friends.”
Shakespeare.

PRICE, $1.00

wE ha? ?r:

1 SPA
1>resser edition such an excellent
one that I am using it almost entirely in my
teaching.—Anna Williams.
y
y

IS; IB^a. 'Kgt

mann - Little __
Rosebud, Waddington;
_o_ Valse
_
vSStlenne1’}? tofobTSHguet; Fairy Fountain!
h'lvimr Doves (4 hds.), Heins; The InStation to Dance (4 hds.), Weber; Merry
rlt *l Lu° r .X "Sanford;
Sanford ; La Coquette,
Coouetti.
fVds'Tnd-Lassies,
Funke; Polish Dance (6 hds.), Scharwenka ;
Angels Serenade, Braga; Falling Waters,
tnfax • The Dying Poet, Gottschalk ; Monas¬
tery Bells, Wely; Fanfare (4 hds.), Bohm.

50

Pupils of Mrs. Robertson.
Sailor Boys Dream (4 hds.), La Hache
Edelweiss, Johanning; United Hearts, David

I think your on sale plan the most gen¬
erous ever extended to the music teacher.—
MrS' S" * ’ WilUarns.
.
.
.
class ^as almost doubled within the
montl,S au<l I And your publications
meeting every demand.—Emma L. Moore.

'
ranged with
a numbei of lead¬
ing pianists and
teachers for the
preparation of a
course of lessons
in piano playing.
These courses
will be the ex¬
pression of each
individual teach¬
er’s ideas of piano
‘ istruction. The

Good Piano Tuners

Earn $5 to

r
Steps in Pianoforte Study" received.
It is tine and I thank you for sending it.
Hereafter I shall use the above for first grade
work. I like the selections better than any
work I have seen.—Amy L. Stanfield.

$15 per Day

The Piano Masterpieces and catalogues
came to-day and tho mnain
t*.

NILES BRYANT SCHOOL of
PIANO TUNING

6cgiilif

CARLF
THE WORLD

L Cooper Sq., New York

RENOWNED

SOHXER
^'’’sTaHT
.mam*

rlssfilP

DECKER PIANOS SZSSSSs

D

k

pl

p.

F 11 • f

d

Uprights, Grands and the celebrated

Decker (b Son, Inc.,

69new york^ity6*

EMERSON PIANO CO.
high grade Grand and Upright Pianos.

Catalog on request.

560 HARRISON AVENUE, BOSTON
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WHAT IS THE

interpretation and tradi¬
tion.

SHEPARD PIANO SYSTEM?
This ILLUSTRATION tells — partly.
It is worth
reading twice, for it suggests the experience of many an
earnest teacher—probably your own.
A teacher (and artistic
stic performer), still dissatisfied and
ar searching, although thoroughly
tods and by THREE of the World
in SIX Promine
enty-four hours she said: “ I can’t

T HE
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So long as minds differ interpretations
will vary.
Many musicians scarcely
know how much is left to the imagina¬
tion in music. The words ‘ suggestive
title" are often merely a chute for the
imagination. Where a strong imagina¬
tion exists the interpretation will be
torrespondingly strong. No amount of
digital training c 1 counter balance ;
being
vapid conception of what

played.
.
.
. ,
A stunted imagination is as Daa as
one confined in the bonds of unwise in¬
that I have been seeking for Fifteen years."
structors, who force the conventional
Do you not OWE IT TO YOURSELF AND YOUR
upon every person coming within their
influence.
The highest interpretation
PUPILS to Know More about this not alone Musical,
demands a free and untrammelled in¬
but Broadly Educational and Personality Building Work?
tellect, one possessing power and in¬
itiative
enough
to unfold beauties that
Our New32 p. Free Booklet gives many helpful suggestions.
are not marked.
In some the faculty of perception is
almost entirely lacking, in others it is
partly developed, while in a few it is an
Our NORMAL COURSE is given to experienced teachers in Twenty Personal
overpowering attribute.
The three
Lessons (taken daily if necessary); or by Mail in a Six Months’ Course of Fifty
classes may possess equal digital prow¬
Lessons. Our Mail Lessons are as truly Personal and Individual as if you came
ess, but it is the interpretative giant who
to our New York Studio.
will earn the distinction of being a
No Teacher is too busy to take this work.
None too learned to greatly
great pianist.
Some players possess every other
profit by it; and none too little trained to grasp it. We especially desire
quality but interpretative power. There
strong teachers—men and women of State and National Reputation, to
is a conspicuous lack of that subtle
know this work, for it will make them still stronger and more inspiring
quality termed “soul." It is mere key¬
board trickery possessing no lasting
teachers. Send for our Booklet.
charm, and to listen to it for any length
of time is a form of mild torture.
ts 12th large edition, also offers a Course
Mr. Shepard, author of
ion in Simplicity and Practical Value.
The power of beautiful interpretation
does not make itself felt in the playing
The SHEPARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Orange, N. J.
of the classics alone. Many persons
harbor the notion that interpretation
relates exclusively to the works of dead
CORRECTION OF MUSICAL M.S.S. professional directory on Page784 masters. This is a misconception.
A SPECIALTY
In.erted 12 Time. Before Half Million Mu.ical There is even room for interpretation
A. W. BORST, 1505 Arch St., Philadelphia. Pa.
p,„ , , , .., nn
in an ordinary song. The difference be¬
Composer of Cantatas: John Gilpin, Mrs. Speaker.etc.
People for *1200tween good and bad artists is largely a
matter of interpretation.
The Sternberg School of Music
Everyone is more or less acquainted
with the term “conventional interpreta¬
CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG, Principal
tions.” It is applied almost solely to
Complete Musical Education in all branches
the works of classic masters. The in¬
terpretations of Liszt have been ac¬
PHILADELPHIA
corded first place in the minds of mu¬
sicians simply because this player pos¬
sessed
a wonderful interpretative fac¬
LESCHET1ZKY
ulty combined with marvelous tech¬
nical ability, and to such a degree
Director, Mi** Mary Lundy
that they have not been surpassed.
He left his seal upon the method
of performing many of the classic
26 E. 3d Si. - Williamsport, Pa.
works, and many pianists have been
impressed by it. Occasionally a noted
player will depart from these inlerpretations to a very slight extent,
sometimes out of necessity.
It must not be assumed that to interpret masterfully depends merely iron
listening to foremost players.
This
helps wonderfully, it is true, but it can
do scarcely more than strongly sug¬
gest the proper way. To hear an ar¬
tistic interpretation aids an attempt at
emulation, but it cannot supplant im"f‘naVf°n °n !*• Part °f the aspirant
himself.
Besides, to profit most by
hearing good playing requires a mind
thoroughly in sympathy with the mood
of the player. Ten students listening
to the same piece never receive an equal
LOUISA MAY HOPKINS AND FLORENCE LEONARD
profit. The one possessing the keenest
perception will assimilate more than
R. 1VI. BREITHAUPT
the less fortunate one.
A conventional interpretation is not
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES
possible where the work is compara¬
tively modern.
For instance, it re¬
quires greater powers of interpretation
to sing a song by Richard Strauss prop¬
) CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
el
I
^ time
-Schubert'
be'a^
With thn
the former
has not
vet

NORMAL COURSES ar;,,”

School of Music

0"6

molded the conventional interpreta¬
tion. Hence when a singer or player
attempts a comparatively new work we
are left greater latitude. Nearly always
when an artist plays or sings a novelty
his interpretative capability is paraded
before the audience quite as much as
his technical skill, because he has noth¬
ing upon which to base his judgment,
except what the composer placed on
paper.
Music must never be mutilated in
order to gain an original interpretation.
To falsify and distort indicates weak¬
ness rather than initiatory strength.
Noted players or singers who have
gained a reputation as brilliant inter¬
preters never descend to this level.
They thoroughly study their repertoire
and seek to remain as close to the in¬
tentions of the composer as possible,
while instinctively noting the inner
meanings of works and bringing them
to the fore. This is the quintessenoe
of art.
Mannerisms do not imply superlative
interpretative powers, though they are
not necessarily an obstruction, as the
style of many interpretative giants
amply shows. A facial distortion can
accompany the playing of a delicately
shaded and subdued tint, but it is not
necessary, and should be avoided. It adds
to the effect only on those more intent
on watching instead of listening.
Beautiful interpretation is the divid¬
ing line between an artist and a good
player. It is the distinguishing charac¬
teristic of really great players. With¬
out at least a slight degree of it techni¬
cal skill is apt to become tiresome.
Interpretation means bringing the in¬
tellect into play, and forcing skill to
become a servant to it. Great interpre¬
ters must possess correspondingly
great intellects and not be too sus¬
ceptible to brain fag, and they are quite
rare. Nevertheless, good interpreters
are so comparatively numerous in our
day that all music lovers should find
opportunities to listen to their music
reasonably often.

A DOCTOR’S SLEEP
Found He Had to Leave Off Coffee.
Many persons do not realize that a
bad stomach will cause insomnia.
Coffee drinking, being such an ancient
and respectable form of dissipation, few
realize that the drug—caffeine—con¬
tained in the coffee and tea, is one of
the principal causes of dyspepsia and
nervous tfoubles.
Without their usual portion of coffee
or tea, the coffee topers are nervous,
irritable and fretful. That’s the way
with a whiskey drinker. He has got to
have his dram “to settle his nerves”—
habit.
To leave off coffee is an easy matter
if you want to try it, because Postum—
well boiled according to directions—
gives a gentle but natural support to
the nerves and does not contain any
drug—nothing but food.
Physicians know this to be true, as
one from Ga. writes:
“I have cured myself of a long-stand¬
ing case of Nervous Dyspepsia by leav¬
ing off coffee and using Postum, says
the doctor.
“I also enjoy refreshing sleep, to
which I had been an utter stranger for
20 years.
“In treating Dyspepsia in its various
types, I find little trouble when I can
induce patients to quit coffee and adopt
Postum.” The Dr. is right and “theres
a reason.” Read the little book, “The
Road to Wellville,” in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new
one aDpears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest

OUR ASPIRATIONS
By WILSON G. SMITH

can composer and critic, is published in the
l“ner pact of the Journal. ^Our^readers, howarttc’les are published in these pages.]
I have in my desk a compartment
devoted to mementoes of my student
days in Berlin—my musical Mecca of
the long ago. Recently in overhauling
my souvenir assets I came upon a col¬
lection of programs which the dust of
oblivion had almost obliterated. The
memories they awakened were very
analogous to home-sickness.
For a
time I revived those halcyon days of
youth when all things musical were
roseate hued with the aspirations of
youthful hope and ambition. Why do
we allow the commonplace practical¬
ities of every day life to creep upon us
unawares and steal from us those ar¬
dent desires which erstwhile gave us
so much to aspire to and hope for? No
doubt every musician has passed
through the same experience and lofty
ambitions of youth have been super¬
seded by the commonplace struggle for
daily bread and perhaps a few sidedish luxuries. True, in many instances
our ambition exceeds our ability, and
as the later years come on we realize
our limitations.
The true element of success is a
proper appreciation of one’s limitations
and an undeviating effort to realize
them in their fullest measure. To do
small things well is an altogether wor¬
thy ambition and makes life well worth
the living. Because at one time in
our early career we aspired to be
revised editions of Beethoven or Wag¬
ner, and later find that our ambition
overleaped itself, is no valid reason for
not keeping up the struggle to make the
most of whatever talent with which we
may be blessed. If it is not given us to
create great works or do great things
we can at least impart an appreciation
of them to others, thereby radiating a
personal influence for good which will
cause someone to remember that we
have lived, and that to some purpose.
So much is involved in successful mu¬
sicianship that it is not an easy matter
to prophesy ultimate success for our¬
selves or our pupils. Talent is not al¬
ways a sure passport to success, for
many who are evidently called are not
ultimately chosen. Work, persistent
and assiduous, is the open sesame.
That which is easily acquired is too
often as easily forgotten, or its value
unappreciated by reason of its easy
accomplishment.
Systematic application and an un¬
swerving devotion to one’s ideal will
produce results well worth striving for.
As labor without results is a dead is¬
sue, so talent without strenuous en¬
deavor is futile.
The public little realize the slavish
life of an artist. His life, if he main¬
tains preeminence, is one of daily de¬
votion to his art. It is quite as dif¬
ficult to maintain a high standard of
excellence as to acquire it. We meas¬
ure public men by the standard of their
highest achievements, and to keep this
standard up to its highest realizations
's what frets one’s soul and makes one
a slave to his art. Do you imagine for
a moment that any one of the repre¬
sentative artists of to-day can neglect
even for a few days his daily practice?
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To become preeminent means hours,
day and years of constant application
and undeviating devotion to hard work.
If this fact is true of artists how much
more easily can the same requirements
be applied to ourselves.
The road to Parnassus is a long and
at times a dreary and weary one, but
when we keep in mind the fact that the
goal can be reached ultimately it be¬
hooves us to perform our daily tasks
willingly and hopefully. If we do not
realize all of our ambitious dreams, we
can at least comfort ourselves with the
satisfaction that we have progressed
in our artistic journey. Others may
have passed us in our travels but we
can look backwards and see to our
satisfaction that we are at least some
distance from our starting point. An¬
other point suggests itself in this con¬
nection—we cannot facilitate our own
progress by interfering with that of
others. We cannot progress onward
by trying to pull others backward.
We must build our artistic edifice out
of materials of our own furnishing and
making. Our pedestal cannot be erected
from the ruins of that of another.
Legitimate competition is an incentive
to individual effort, and we need have
no fear of one who is striving sincerely
for artistic
ideals like ourselves.
Rather ought it serve us as a stimulant
for renewed effort. Because our com¬
petitor is more gifted than ourselves
is no valid reason for inciting our envy.
On the contrary his talent ought to
serve us as something to admire and
emulate.
To be enthusiastic in our
attitude towards our fellow aspirants
imparts a glamour to personality which
not only helps win success for our¬
selves, but inspires others with similar
ambitions. So you see that the true
artistic attitude is one of altruistic char¬
acter. Only false presumption and ar¬
rogant assertion merit our censure, and
intolerance.
To lend a helping hand to struggling
talent is another essential of the true
artistic spirit. By helping others we
invariably help ourselves. It puts us
in a mood to appreciate the efforts of
others and reacts upon the value of our
own merits. There are moments in our
lives when friendly advice and encour¬
agement is a priceless boon.
Like
charity it is twice blessed—it blesses
him who gives and him who receives.
In artistic preparation discouragements
come thick and fast, but conscientious
effort will ultimately win that for
which we are striving. A modest esti¬
mate of one’s own ability and a gen¬
erous attitude towards one’s fellowworkers will make success taste all the
sweeter when it is finally won. Our
moods are, after all, but vagrant things;
we have days of cloud and sunshine.
The essential thing is to make the best
of each passing day.
For days
lengthen into years and years of use¬
fulness make a life worthy of a fitting
crown—success. To have left some
small impress upon this great world
after we have gone makes life truly
worth the living. Is your life such a

AN OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
TO AID IN SECURING

New Subscriptions
Etude, and the work mentioned, and also
give to the person sending this subscrip¬
tion the regular premium as mentioned
in our Premium List, sent on applica¬
tion.
e sample copies to aid in securing

Indelibly Stamped
on each bonbon is the name
“LOWNEY,” an endorsement
as good with the public as our en¬
dorsement is good with the banks.
When you turn a bonbon over
and see “LOWNEY" on the
back, just as a bank teller turns
over a check, then you know that
it is good—that is to say, whether
the package costs five cents or five
dollars, the contents are pure, of
the choicest materials, superfine
in quality and flavor, full weight, 1
and that back of it stands
The Walter M. Lowney Co.
BOSTON
Cocoa
Chocolate
Bonbons

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page 784
Inserted 12 Times Before Half Million Mu.ical
People for $12.00

THE VERTICAL MUSIC CABINET

Monroe, Mlcb„ U.S.A.

METRONOMES
We retail more Metro¬
nomes than any house
in the world.
THE STYLES ARE:

Every instrument we sell
is guaranteed against
mechanical defects.

We handle only those
of the best makes obtainable.

4_FlMC(rtoPbelOld
5—French Pyramid

french (J.T L.) Pyramidal Maelze„ae__,......-„
taehable lid (no bell) . .
, . . fe.oo
3—American Pyramidal Maelzel with door
7—French (J.T. L.) Pyramidal Maelzel, deattached (with bell) .$3.25
tachable lid (with beil).$4.25
PRICES NET TRANSPORTATION ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON TWO OR MORE
THEO. F* RESSE R,
::
PHILADELPHIA
1 THE ETUDE ■

The articles c
dress.
Everything will be delivered free.
The order and the new subscription
must come together; under no cir¬
cumstances can we fill an order at
these prices after the subscription
Price Price
Anthem Repertoire .$0 25 $
Bach, J. S., Inventions_
K‘i
Baltzell, W. J., History i
Beethoven, Selections from
Piano Works.
Chopin, Nocturnes, Complete.
Chopin, Waltzes, Complete..
Chopin, F., Lighter Com¬
positions ...
Clarke, H. A., Harmony ...
Clarke, H. A., Pronouncing
Dictionary .Clarke, H. A., Stude
"•ocket Dictionary
Clas
Concei..
Cummings, W. H., Rudiments
Czerny, School of Velocity,
Op.
Czerny (Leibling), Selected
Studies, 3 books, each
Duvernoy, Op. 120, Com,_
Engelmann, 24 Pieces for
Small Hands.
First Parlor Pieces.
First Recital Pieces.
Fischer, J. C„ Piano Tuning
Four-hand Parlor Pieces. . ..
Francis, Edw., Life and Works
of Handel, Haydn, Weber,
Beethoven,
Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Liszt, Wagner,
Mozart, each .
Galloway, Memory Songs....
" '
’
Anecdotes of

Compositions .
Gurlitt, Piano Album.
Handel, Album (Presser)...
Juvenile Duet Plavers.
Kohler.
Practical
Pint
Method, Vol. 1.
London, C. W., Foundation
Materials .
Landon, C. W., Reed Organ
Method .
Maelzel Metronome, Bell. . .
Maelzel Metronome. No Bel
Mason, Wm., Touch ai
Technic (one of 4 vols.).
Masterpieces for the Piano.
Mathews’ Standard Piano
Pieces, Grades I, II, III or
IV, each...
Mathews, W. S. B., Masters
and Their Music.
Mathews, W. S. B., Standard
First and Second Grade
Pieces for Piano.
Mendelssohn, F.. Songs with
out Words. Complete....
Modern Dance Album.
Music Satchel, Handles.
Satchel, Handles (full
Play ci .
Parlor and School Marche
Perry, E. B„ Descriptiv
Analysis of Piano Work?
Popular Parlor Album. . . .
Presser. Theo., First St<
in Pianoforte Studv.
Riemann. Dr. Hugo, Diction¬
ary of Music.
Root. F. W.. Methodical Sieht
Singing, Three Parts. Each.
Schumann. Album, Selected..
Schumann, Album for the
Sefton. E. M . Class Book for
Music Teachers.
Spaulding. Tunes & Rhyr
Standard Concert Etudes....
Tapper, Thos., First Studies
in Music Biography .
Duet Hour ....
Wodell, F. W.. Choir
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FREDERICK L. ABEL. Director

THE EMOTIONAL VERSUS THE
INTELLECTUAL in music.
BY w. FRANCIS GATES.
The discussion of the question “Is
Music Intellectual or Emotional^ is
the
old as modern philosophy. Ever

will be mailed you, fret

the matter, but not so deeply
of the last century. But while: tj
metaphysicians may sit in judgment on all
branches of mental activity andhuman
condition, is it not probable that those
closer allied to the subject may more
understanding^ write of its true in¬
wardness?
.
,
Yet in this view there is also a tend¬
ency
to swing to an extreme of the
VON UNSCHULD
pendulum,
as
a
certain
perspective
is
The Mary Wood Chase School
UNIVERSITY OE MUSIC
necessary if one is not to make a judg¬
The Musical Institution of the highest standing In
o! Artistic Piano Playing'
ment from one viewpoint alone; but
certainly a practical knowledge of the
art, as well as a general respect for it,
>r of the Hand of the Pianist, Method Leschetizky.
is necessary for a statement as to its
bases, purposes and effects.
Many a rhapsodical writer has dilated
at length on the emotional side of
me. MARIE VON UNSCIIELU, President.
music.
Prominent among these, and
one of the most extreme and popular,
is Haweis, the English clergyman, who
declares “the mission of music is the
The Wolfram
49th year. College, College Prep., College of Music. discipline of emotion. Emotion, not
College of Music
thought, is the sphere of music.”
E. R. KROEGER,
Less generalized and more to the
713 The Arcade!
Director and Teacher of Advanced Students.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
point is Hegel’s dictum that “music
LE8CHKTIZKY METHOD
extends itself in every direction for the
expression of all distinct sensations
and shades of joyousness, serenity,
Washington College of Music
PIANISTS WANTED
humor and rejoicings of soul, as well
BAVIB SCIIEETZ CRAIG, Director
Learn the Knack System of playing Vaude¬
as
the graduations of anguish, sorrow,
ville and Dramatic Music. Also Faking the
MUSIC and DRAMATIC ART
grief, lamentation, distress, pain, re¬
Bass and Arranging. Particulars FREE.
Special! “ The Knack .System of Reading
gret ; and, finally, aspiration, worship
Music at Sight" mailed for xo cts. and stamp.
and love belong to the proper sphere
Knack Studio of Music, (Dept. E) Danville, III.
Arcade Hall Building, Seattle, Washington
of musical expression.”
How extreme one can be in his advo¬
cacy of the emotional field of music can
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, WARREN, OHIO
be seen in Goodrich’s words, “Music
THE OLDEST SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN NORTH AMERICA
seems to be the only language which
can perfectly express the innate and in¬
lie taught in all its branches. Instruction daily and pri\
purpose. Fine dormitories for the pupils. Healthful 1<
ternal emotions. Every thought which
m. Maintains a large Orchestra and two fine Military B
arises out of any cause is expressed in
music. Thus the musical composer is
truer and less disguised than he who
expresses his thought in words.”
BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
E. R. Sill’s calm words are a relief
after the ecstasies of others. He wrote,
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Music has a greater power over the
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definite,” while good old Hooker de¬
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mental, is for the raising up of men’s
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uation and degree. Our graduates occupy
toward God,” and Berlioz says, “Music
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is the art of moving, by a systematic
artists and teachers. Best location and
combination of sounds, the affections
equipment in Chicago. Write A. Shaw
of intelligent, receptive and cultivated
Faulkner, Manager, for illustrated cata¬
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more
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“Music
is a
calculation which the soul makes
unconsciously in secret.”

The emotional side of music has
many advocates. Most writers on the
subject, when attempting to tell what
music is, proceed to tell what music does,
and stop there. But music has a struc¬
ture as well as a purpose. A locomotive hauls a train of cars, but that is not
what it is. To properly tell what it is one
must describe its essentials.
Because music in certain conditions
expresses emotions in a vague sort of
way does not argue that it can be con¬
quered or understood without much
exercise of the intellect. Perhaps you
will be surprised at the word “vague”
in this connection, but it must be ad¬
mitted that music is not definite in its
expression. The composer may supposably be picturing his own turmoil
of soul—the sailor will think it a tonepicture of a storm at sea, the soldier
will consider it a battle piece, the mount¬
aineer an avalanche. And the nearer
we get to exactness—the crowing of
the cock, the braying of the donkey—
the farther music goes from its legit¬
imate sphere.
Its beauty lies in its
spirituality, in its indefiniteness.
Music is at once a science and an
art—to repeat a trite saying. The
science underlies the art.
Being a
science means that it is a result of
active intellectual processes, intensely
and continuously active. Being an art
means that the product of the science
is at the service of the imagination; it
is given over to the expression of ideals
of beauty.
Edward Dickinson adds another ac¬
tivity when he says, “The action of
music is threefold—upon the senses,
the intellect and the emotion. Music,
correctly studied, tends to develop the
powers of perception, intelligence and
feeling.” True, but the senses are
simply the passageways to and from
the intellect and to the emotions.
Music the art is founded on music
the science. It is based on rhythm,
which is essentially mathematical. A
close study of acoustics and tonal re¬
lationships requires considerable mathe¬
matical research; mathematics is the
basis of the correct construction of in¬
struments; in performance, the calciiIative faculties are in continuous, if un¬
conscious, use.
Music is whatever its maker is. It
changes to conform with its maker’s
condition and development. Where
man is more emotional the music is
more fervid; when he is more cold and
speculative, his music is more calcu¬
lated and mathematical. With the
highest development of man comes the
highest development of music. Says
Louis Elson, “Music that is wholly
emotional is unhealthy and morbid;
music that is entirely intellectual is
dull, and the only music that stands the
test of the ages is that in which the
intellectual and the emotional are held
in just equipoise.”
H. E. Krehbiel writes, “Music is dual
in its nature; it is material as well as
spiritual. Its material side we appre¬
hend through the sense of hearing, and
comprehend through the intellect; its
"'Piritual side reaches us through the

fancy or imagination and the emo¬
tional side of us. Real appreciation of
its beauty is conditioned on its intelli¬
gent hearing.”
Schopenhauer declares that, while
other arts give us a picture of life, a
mere representation of life, music is
life itself, and Berlioz wrote, “Music
is at once a sentiment and a science;
it demands natural inspiration and a
knowledge only to be acquired by pro¬
tracted studies and profound medita¬
tions. The union of knowledge and
inspiration constitutes art.”
The dreamy violinist or the frenzied
pianist see in music only their own
emotions; the analytical teacher of
counterpoint sees in it only the exer¬
cise of fugal rules. But the well-bal¬
anced lover of music may stand apart
from both and enjoy their products.
He appreciates the intellectual expres¬
sion of the emotional, so to speak, be¬
cause both his intellect and his emo¬
tions are stirred to action by good
music.
I cannot do better, as a final quota¬
tion, than to cite Beethoven when he
wrote, “Music ushers man into the
portal of an intellectual world, ready
to encompass him, but which he may
never encompass. That mind alone
whose every thought is rhythm can em¬
body music, can comprehend its mys¬
teries and speak to the senses of its
intellectual revelations.”
THE PUPIL’S ENVIRONMENT.
BY FREDERICK A. WILLIAMS.
To be successful in the study of music
it is important that the pupil have
musical surroundings in the home, such
as will be a source of encouragement
and inspiration. Where the parents are
especially interested in good music and
look upon the study of music as an edu¬
cation and not as a mere pastime, the
pupil will be given an incentive to work
such as could not be brought about in
any other way. With such environ¬
ment and a good teacher there is an
excellent chance of the pupil becoming
a success in music and being a source
of much satisfaction to the teacher and
ali concerned.
On the other hand, a pupil may be
anxious to become a good musician,
but the home atmosphere may not be
at all musical. If such is the case the
music studies may have to be done
under most discouraging conditions.
There is nothing that will dampen a
pupil’s enthusiasm more than to be told
that her new piece sounds like a fin¬
ger exercise, and yet a thoughtless
parent or acquaintance has often been
known to make just such a remark.
Would it not be much better to co¬
operate with the teacher in this matter
and consider that whatever he has given
the pupil to study has been given be¬
cause he knows such work has an edu¬
cational value? And even if it hap¬
pens to be above the appreciation of
the parents for the time being it is well
for them to encourage the pupil so that
she will feel like giving her best efforts
to the work in hand, otherwise they
may find later on that the pupil’s prog¬
ress is not as satisfactory as it should
be.
Parents are often apt to think that if
they pay for the music lessons nothing
else should be expected of them, but if
they wish to get the best value for their
money they must see that the pupil re¬
ceives the right kind of encouragement
at home. Show some interest in musi¬
cal matters. Encourage the pupil to
attend the best concerts. Subscribe for
a good musical magazine and read it.
Try to create a little musical atmos¬
phere in the home.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The Speaking Voice, by Richard Wood
Cone; published by the Evans Music Co.,
Boston. Price, $1.00.
Mr. Cone is keenly alive to the fact
that the American voice is susceptible of
considerable improvement. It is unde¬
niably a fact that the human voice in
speaking can be trained to sound very
musical indeed, and it is to music,
therefore, that Mr. Cone has gone for
his method. He maintains that there
is only one voice, whether for speaking
or singing, and that when a person is
said to have a good “singing” voice, or
a good “speaking” voice, there is no
reason why he should not possess both.
He seeks, therefore, to train the voice to
do its work in both capacities. The
method he has adopted to achieve this
result is well adapted for its needs, and
any step which will lead people to take
an increased interest in the modulation
of the speaking voice is heartily welcome.
The Mechanics of Piano Technic, by
Ethelbert W. Grabill; published by the
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Co., Chicago.,
Ill. Price, $1.25.
Piano playing nowadays is being more
and more placed on a scientific basis, and
the acquirement of technic, at all events,
is being accomplished at the present time
with greater facility than ever before. In
providing means to this end Mr. Grabill
is in no ways behind the times. This
little treatise analyzes the muscular action
of the hand and arm, and in the second
part of the book shows how the knowl¬
edge thus gained can be applied in prac¬
tice, thus affording valuable assistance to
the earnest piano student.
HOW TO FORM A MUSICAL
LIBRARY.

FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD
Three facts well known to the Musical Public of America are
That the Fletcher Music Method is the original Musical Kindergarten and Simplex
System of America and Europe.
That it has the endorsement of the best Musicians, Educators and Conservatories.
That like every other good thing it has its cheap imitations.
The following facts may however bear repetition; First, that the course is worth its cost
to the teacher for her own personal musical advancement, for it gives practical basic in¬
struction in such subjects as modulation, transportation, ear training, memorizing, sight¬
reading, in a word it enables every teacher to practice what she too often has only been
able to preach. Second, that there is an increasing demand for teachers. Third, that
the BEST is most economical in the end. Fourth, that applications for the first 1910
class should be made at an early date for NO MORE STUDENTS CAN BE AC¬
CEPTED FOR 1909.

Apply to MRS. FLETCHER COPP
13 York Terrace, Brookline, Mass.

Or, P. O. Box 1336, Boston, Mass.

THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC-EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
:fciq>y it September fi
Iter September 1, 900

CALVIN BRAINARD CADY, Principal
use a quiet, commodious house at 900 Beacon street, and will
Iress, until September 1, 225 Newbury street, Boston, Mass.;

COUBTRIGHT SYS1EIW OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN

Juvenile Song Book
Price, 75 Cents
Our endeavor in making up this volume has been
to produce an all-round work useful for all purposes
to which children’s songs may be put. None of these
songs has appeared in any other collection. A num¬
ber were specially composed or arranged for this

Child harden Music School
Normal^Classes in Kindergarten Music at

for young children, for larger children.
THEO. PRESSER
1712 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia

Send Jor Catalogue
M,ss j0SEPHINE JONES
505 Huntington Chambers, Boston, Mass.

BY ANNIE M. P. BUNDY.
Realizing that few students have ac¬
cess to many works, outside their own,
I formed a musical library. This has
been the means of bringing about a
wider knowledge of our composers and
their standard pieces. Also, it greatly
helps the student appreciate the recital
programs, knowing something about
the selection to be played.
Aside from this I find it a great
benefit towards developing good sight
readers. The student is allowed the
privilege of this “loaning library” at
the small cost of ten cents a month,
and a fine of five cents when the piece
is kept over time.
The library contains pieces from
simplest to most difficult—thus prov¬
ing a help to all.
Another beneficial plan is to have
the advanced students buy a book on
some musical topic and form monthly
exchange. Thus, for the price of one
book, many may be read and enjoyed.
A distinguished philosopher spoke of
architecture as. frozen music, and his
assertion caused many to shake their
heads.
We believe that this really
beautiful idea could not be better re¬
introduced than by calling architecture
silent music.—Goethe.

DUNNING SYSTEM OF MUSIC
STUDY FOR BEGINNERS
MAKES YOU A SPECIALIST
PRACTICAL and ARTISTIC
THEORY and APPLICATION
world in music alike to bi
iers and advanced pupils,
’ the 20th century sloga
ang every line of human
:rest ana endeavor, has nevei been mo
loroughly and practically
mplified in educational lin
Dunning System of
Music Study lor Beginners. Burdened teacher;
this more each year, also that there is a demand for expert!
line of teaching. Endorsed by Leschetizky, Scharwenka. de
e only system whereby the truly normal
11 Training Class lor Teachers open Oct. 21st, New York City. Address for particulars,

Mrs.

CARRIE

LOUISE

526 Delaware Ave.,

DUNNING

Buffalo, New York

Miss Gertrude Paine, a well-known teacher on the
Pacific Coast, and the only authorized teacher of teachers of the Dunning System
on the Coast will hold a normal training course for teachers in Los Angeles
California, Sept. 1st, under the same conditions as Mrs. Dunning conducts the
classes. Address,
MISS GERTRUDE PAINE, 1023 S. Burlington Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY.
Kindergarten and Primary—Instruction for Teachers by Home Study,

KATHARINE BURROWES,
Please mention THE ETUDE w
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A Message from

Paderewski
Of Interest

To Etude Readers
about

William H. Sherwood’s
Weekly Normal Piano
Lessons for Teachers and
Those Preparing to Teach
This letter from Paderewski refers to Mr. Win. H. Sherwood’s
course of Normal Piano Lessons, given by correspondence through the
University Extension method.
Paderewski voluntarily sent Mr.
Sherwood this letter, showing his appreciation of the lessons, after
having them in his possession for a number of weeks.
Every Music Teacher should know of this opportunity to learn the
correct principles of piano playing and teaching as taught by Mr.
Sherwood and endorsed by Paderewski. When the great Paderewski
says, as he does in the letter opposite, that these lessons are
“An Excellent Guide to Students, ’’and contain “Solid
and reliable advice for teachers,” and that they are
“One of the most important additions to the pedagogical
literature on pianoforte playing published for years,"
you, as a Teacher, or as One Preparing to Teach, may know that this
course of lessons must be worthy of your investigation.
If you are an ambitious pianist and want to improve your work and
raise your standard, and cannot “go away to study,” Mr. Sherwood
will now teach you in your own home, by the same instruction and
exercises he uses in his private studio.
A weekly examination is
given on each lesson.

Solves the Problems of Teachers and
Those Preparing to Teach
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

This course of lessons will show you :
9. How to teach time and rhythm.
How to get more pupils.
10. How to teach your pupils to memorize.
How to get higher prices for your lessons.
11. How to teach the proper use of the damper pedal.
Why some teachers succeed better than others.
12. How to teach the physical exercises necessary for
How to raise your standard of teaching.
a good technique and touch.
How to keep the interest of beginners.
13. The secret of successful music teaching.
How to teach them interpretation
14. How to prepare yourself to teach; as well as other
How to teach them sight reading.
things you should know about modern and suc¬
The best teaching pieces to use in various
cessful piano playing and teaching.
and for various purposes.

0
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Harmony, Composition and Counterpoint by ADOL™,

dTnielprot*
PROTHEROE

This part of the course will be especially useful to many who are
deficient in Harmony, as it will not only make them thoroughly familiar
with the subject, but will also enable them readily to teach Harmony to
their youngest pupils.
17
Q
I
I
cn|lc If you write at once, indicating a desire to know more about these lessons,
r ree tjampie L,es!>uns we will send you full information about this wonderful opportunity that is now
- - 1 ■ * * y the best Normal Instruction at home/ also free jr-1-1
1
1
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A Delicious Drink

Baker’s Cocoa
Made by a scientific
blending of the best trop¬
ical fruit.

It is a perfect

food, highly nourishing apd
easily digested.
A new and handsomely illustrated
recipe book containing chocolate and
cocoa recipes by Miss Parloa, and
forty new recipes for home-made
candies «by Mrs. Janet McKenzie
Hill, will be sent free by mail to any
Registered U.

52

address.

HIGHEST

AWARDS

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.
ESTABLISHED

Thousands of Testimonials

Dorchester, Mass.

'Ivers & Pond Piano

From Prominent Teachers Everywhere,
Attest to the Practical Value of the

Latest Case Designs.

Standard Graded
Course of Studies
FOR THE

PIANOFORTE

r [JR new styles, especially designed for
contain our latest patents and improvements,
and are the nearest approach to perfection in quali¬
ties of tone, durability and tune-staying that has as yet been
attained. We cater to the patronage of critical people who have
high ideals as to -piano quality. Our new cata¬
logue, picturing and fully describing our latest
styles, will be mailed free to intending buyers.

By W. S. B. MATHEWS
The leading musical writer and educator of the present time

10 Grades

lOVolumes

New Structural Features.

$1.00 each

Standard studies, arranged in progressive order, selected from the
best composers, for the cultivation of
TECHNIC,

TASTE, and

SIGHT

READING

Our new Patented Iron Plate Action Support
eliminates the effect of atmospheric changes, and
gives absolute stability to the action. This important improvement, combined with the Duplex
Treble, the Bentwood Sounding-Board Bridge and the Agraffe
Construction, places Ivers & Pond Pianos far in advance of
others, and makes them the most satisfactory and the most
economical purchase.

How to Buy.

carefully edited, fingered, phrased and annotated, with complete
directions for the application of Mason's "System of Touch and
Technic” for the production of a modern style of playing.

Ivers & Pond Pianos are sold by leading
hat if we have no dealer near ‘you, we can supply“you
We wili then make personal selection and ship the

SEND FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE VOLUMES ON INSPECTION
'■

When ordering, mention the PRESSKR edition, as
thereareotherworks with similar names on the market.

THEO. PRESSER hb.sher, phna
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United States on attractive pltaffo/easy payZent.1” **
WRITE VS TO-DAY

Pa

IVERS & POND PIANO CO.,
K

141 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

have been established 60 YEARS
By < our system of payments
^fenny in moderate circumstances can’'
take old instruments in exrhano#»
a i*
exchange^ d“dCeZe7thearVOSe
Pian6‘
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home free of expense aWrite
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